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Editors' Notice

The Editors wish to advise contributors and subscribers of some changes in
organisation of the magazine.
We wish to advise contributors of articles that these may now be submitted
by email, addressed as follows: westerly @uniwa.uwa.edu.au; if email
submission is not possible, we would prefer submission by disk. We use
Microsoft Word 5.1 on Macintosh computers, but can deal with work in
Microsoft Word, Word Perfect or ASCII completed on macintosh or IBM
machines; please indicate on an accompanying note with programme has been
used. If neither email or disk submission is possible, we ask contributors to
submit two copies of each article.
From the beginning of 1994 Westerly will be available for subscription by
email or in the traditional hard copy form. The email subscription rate will be
$10 p.a. If you wish to subscribe to this form of the magazine, please send your
email number to Caroline Horobin together with your subscription payment.
Each issue will be sent to you once its preparation is complete; please note that
normal copyright provisions will prevail.
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CROSSING THE WATERS
EDITORIAL COMMENTS

Introducing the 1991 special issue of Westerly, editors Bruce Bennett and
Dennis Haskell commented that some of the magazine's special issues 'reflect
the tenor of the times'. To say that this is true of the present issue would be one
of the under-statements of the year. 'Asia' is not just currently fashionable in
Australia - it has become a political and media obsession.
Australia's expanding links with Asia have been accompanied by a
wideranging debate, at times heated, about the basic nature of Australia's
identity in the 1990s - and for the next century. All too often we are offered the
simplistic choice of deciding whether Australia is 'part of Asia' (and even
'Asian') or whether it is currently, and will continue to be, fundamentally a
'European' society. Anyone who questions Australia's growing 'enmeshment'
with Asia tends to be denounced as Eurocentric or 'Orientalist' (a la Said),
while the Asia enthusiasts are accused of selling out Australia's European, and
especially British, cultural heritage.
An integral component of this simplistic dichotomy is the continuing notion
that there is an 'Asian' identity which can be juxtaposed against an 'Australian'
one.
We are besieged daily by media reports about 'Asian immigration',
'business opportunities in Asia', 'Australians should learn more about Asian
culture', and so on. Yet the term 'Asia' is, of course, no more than convenient
shorthand for a region that has over half the world's population, hundreds of
different ethnic groups, and four of the world's major cultural traditions
(Hinduism, Buddhism, Confucianism and Islam). As John Steadman argued in
his book The Myth of Asia almost twenty five years ago, the cultural and social
differences within the region are often as great as those between anyone 'Asian'
culture and Western Judao-Christian culture. For all of this, the Australia-Asia
dichotomy - and the symbolism of "crossing the waters", "the sea wall" (as
Christopher Koch wrote), or the bridge to Asia - remains a powerful concept.
As this collection illustrates, there are many different 'Asias' (and
'Australias ') and many types of bridges as well as crossings and cross
fertilisations. The major theme of these essays and poems is that of personal
encounters: the minutiae of social and cultural interaction that challenges, but
also sometimes confirms, the common stereotypes of the 'other'. Kirpal Singh
and Sang Ye - the Singaporean Sikh and the PRC Chinese - encounter the
"puzzling continent" of Australia, as do poets Edwin Thumboo and Hersri
Setiawan. In Dewi Anggraeni's story 'Music for Libretto', the IndonesianAustralian encounter becomes a rather more intimate one. From the other side,
Chris Doran has to come to terms with his gaijin identity in Japan when
encountering a classroom of twelve-year-olds and their teacher.
A second theme, and one on which there is now a substantial amount of
4
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writing and commentary, is that of Australian novels and accounts of travel set
in Asia. Most of the articles argue that this writing has been characterised - and
continues to be characterised - by Orientalism and ethnocentrism. In her
examination of Australian fiction set in southeast Asia, Koh Tai Ann raises the
question of whether the Australian imagination can, in fact, "do without Asia as
the exotic Other". Graham Huggan detects similar features in the representation
of India in recent Australian fiction, as does Ron Blaber in his examination of
Australian travel writing about Asia in the 20s and 30s. An associated theme is
the representation of Chinese in Australian fiction with Ouyang Yu arguing that
there is 'still a long way to go towards returning the Chinese as truly human
beings to Australian fiction'.
Although this Asia-Australia issue of Westerly undoubtedly reflects the
tenor of the times, it is not simply part of the current 'Asia' vogue. Rather it
continues a concern with Asia which has been a feature of the magazine ever
since it commenced publication in 1956. The very first issue of Westerly
included articles on 'Australia and Asia: Dr Burton's Challenge' and 'About
Your Comrades in Thailand' . Westerly has produced seven special issues on
Asia (excluding the present one) on topics ranging from modem Indonesian
literature and the Arts in Malaysia and Singapore, to region-based issues on
southeast Asia, the Indian Ocean, China and India. Some sixty of these articles,
essays and poems have recently been republished as a book Westerly Looks to
Asia: A Selection from Westerly 1956-1992. This special 1993 issue supplements
that collection and continues the Westerly tradition of attention to the diverse
cultures and societies of our neighbours.
Beverley Hooper

WESTERLY, No.4, SUMMER, 1993
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DEWI ANGGRAENI

Music for Libretto

If I saw another face infused with false sympathy I'd slap a mask of
Rahvana on it and tie it with triple granny knots so it would pull handfuls of hair
when taken off. The handle of the front door becomes warm in my hand. When
I hear the car take off, I swing the tacky sculpted door, but it's too heavy for me
to produce a decent slam. So I purse my lips and close it with extra force as
though to make a point.

I walk back into the house. It strikes me that everything is so tacky. The
Lombok cloth and Balinese masks on the south wall. The copper etchings and
the charcoal drawing of a hut in the forests on the east wall. Even the piano
below them looks artificial. How could they be anything but tacky and tasteless,
chosen by Irwan? How I ever composed anything on that piano is beyond me.
No wonder I dried up. Yes I know. I don't need telling. I have dried up. Was
that why Irwan turned to Misra? Or did I dry up because he fell besottedly in
love with Misra? I throw some music sheets off the rattan chair before me and
sit down.
"Harmi!" I call out.
Almost immediately Harmi appears in the room. She's been listening, the
wretched woman. She usually takes at least five minutes to walk across the
narrow courtyard from the kitchen.
"Yes, [bu?" Her eyes soften with compassion when she looks at me. Then
she quickly turns her gaze at the dirty glasses and half eaten sweetmeats on the
plates. My cheeks feel hot with irritation. Why is everybody feeling sorry for
me, for God's sake? Is it so unusual that a composer stops composing? Does
a poet keep writing poetry until she dies? Does a sculptor keep sculpting until
she dies? Does a baker keep making bread until she drops? 'Maybe they do,'
I mutter, sighing.
"Beg your pardon, [bu?" Harmi's voice startles me. She's still standing,
slightly bending towards me.
I put her face in focus, then sit up in my chair. "Harmi, take these away
and make me a fresh cup of coffee, ya?"
"Yes, [bu," Harmi begins to clear the table. Then, without looking at me,
WESTERLY, No.4, SUMMER, 1993
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she asks, "Would you like me to bring you some of the biscuits that Ibu Tarina
brought this afternoon?"
"No, Harmi, I've had enough to eat. In fact, bring my coffee to my
bedroom, because I want to lie down for a while."
In bed, I stare out the window, unblinking. The trees in the courtyard
gradually lose their natural look. What's the use of having trees if the birds
aren't interested? I want to see lots and lots of trees, not just a handful in this
puny little excuse of a courtyard. God, they look plastic. A flood of warm fluid
fills my face and I lose control of my emotion.
A minute later, holding a wet pillow to my cheek, I let out the last sobs.
No, I haven't dried up. I just can't bring any tune to the surface. I need to
break out of this depressing environment. I need to tear myself away from this
little world dwarfed by the magnitude of Irwan and Misra's love affair. I could
ask Yanto if I could use his little cottage near Sukabumi.
Daryanto, my friend and recording manager, greets me with a smile of
polite surprise. Without saying a word, he pushes the door wide up to let me in,
then turns back inside the house. I follow him, feeling slightly relieved at this
seemingly silent conspiracy. When we finally settle in the sitting room, looking
out the open french window towards the courtyard, Yanto explains that his wife
Ita has gone to collect the children from their dancing lessons. He then calls his
domestic servant to bring us cool drinks and some snack. I still haven't opened
my mouth, only nodding and shaking my head responding to his questions and
brief explanations.
"I'm glad you dropped in, Narti," Yanto says, putting a glass of orange
juice in front of me and nodding to the young woman as a gesture of thanks, "I
wasn't sure whether to contact you or not."
I look at him, waiting to hear more.
"Rudi has nearly completed his new operetta, you know, the one he told us
about. He ... still wants you to write the music. I told him I'd get in touch with
you. Narti, I know you're in a mess emotionally. Do you ... do you feel you
can ... I mean, do you want to do it?"
I bring my hand vaguely to my chest as the desire to answer grips inside
me. Moving my mouth I begin to massage my throat. Yanto leans across to
hold my other hand. "Don't try to answer now, Narti. Think about it for a bit.
Okay?"
I nod. Yanto sits back. He's going to light a cigarette but changes his
mind. Putting his cigarette packet on the table, he asks, "So what brought you
here? Narti, you haven't caught a throat infection and lost your voice, have
you?"
Yanto's serious face amuses me, and the sudden emotional change makes
me cough. He gets up and comes round to rub my back. When I calm down,
I smile through my tears. Then slowly, and painfully at first, I tell him how sick
8
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I am of everything around me. As if it weren't enough to know of Irwan and
Misra going around Java like lovebirds, I also have to face the pity and
sympathy from those who usually don't give a damn.
"Of course I want to do Rudi's operetta, Yan. But I can't! You see,
everything around me has lost meaning, and I ... have lost the umph! God, even
what I say is so cliched." I quickly dry my eyes before the tears flow over.
Yanto, having listened silently and intently, appears to be thinking. Then,
picking up his cigarette packet and pulling a cigarette out, he looks up at me and
smiles tentatively.
"Narti, I have an idea. Why don't we wait a bit and let Rudi finish his
operetta. Then you can read it and decide if you really like it and want to do
the music. If you do, we'll send you to Australia, away from your stale world
here. I have a friend in a beautiful outer suburb of Melbourne who most likely
can put you up for a while. What d'you say to that, eh?"
I stand shivering, pulling at the collar of my coat, looking absently at the
luggage carousel disgorging suitcases of different sizes and packages of various
shapes. The young man with long brown hair tied at the back returns with two
trolleys, and unceremoniously hands one to me. Taken aback, I'm speechless
for a second, then thank him profusely.
"How did you know I'd need one?" I ask, when I've recovered.
"I didn't. I just guessed," he answers, his tone curiously cautious.
"Well thank you, you guessed right. I have a big suitcase and a portable
electric organ. I should've thought of it myself."
He smiles. One of those Australian men I've read about. Perceptive but
few words. Very attractive.
My luggage appears. He helps me heave it on to the trolley. As I walk
away I don't know if I should tum around and wave to him again, having
thanked him. He's so friendly and aloof at once. The customs officers wave me
past. Just before I walk through the door I tum around, but he isn't looking.
Outside, what seems to be hundreds of strange faces are peering into the
walkways, scanning us as we appear from the opening door. Is it really colder
out here, or is it the loneliness, emphasised by those strange faces, that's
affecting me? I push my trolley to the side and button up my thick black
woollen coat. Then slowly, I gather up my courage and begin to look at those
faces, trying to find Alistair McAdam.
At the end of the walkways I keep going, to get out of people's way. A tall
woman with long blond hair, who's been watching me, comes up and asks, "Are
you Winarti Setya?"
"Yes," I answer breathlessly.
WESTERLY. No.4, SUMMER, 1993
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She smiles. "I'm Gerry McAdam. How are you? How was the flight?"
Gerry offers to take the trolley from me, but I insist on pushing it myself.
We walk side by side towards the car park, Gerry taking the lead every now and
then.
"You obviously are used to travelling overseas," Gerry suddenly says. I
look up at her, silently questioning. "You insist on carrying your own luggage."
She smiles. "Our Indonesian friends are usually quite happy to let someone else
carry their luggage. Alistair says because they're used to having servants."
I smile back uncomfortably, feeling observed. "I'm not exactly carrying the
luggage," I say, nodding towards the trolley. "Maybe if I had to carry it I'd be
very happy to let someone else do it." After a few moments of silence, I add,
"You're right, I have travelled overseas before. And when I'm overseas, I
modify my expectations and my behaviour."
Gerry doesn't answer. She looks at me for a second then quickens her pace
towards a white Toyota. As she opens the boot of the car, I try to guess her age.
If her hair colour is still natural, she can't be over thirty-five. So she's some
years younger than Alistair, who, according to Yanto, is forty-five. Her face is
fairly smooth and unlined. Her body moves with agility. The woman is oozing
with youth, I muse.
In the car, we continue our conversation. "Yanto says you have a son in
Bandung. Is he studying or working?" Gerry seems to know where she's going
because she keeps looking at me instead of the road.

"Studying," I reply, hugging my handbag, trying to hide my nervousness at
her driving. "What about you? Do you have children?"
Gerry pushes a strand of hair behind her ear. "Alistair has two daughters
from the previous marriage. They're not living at home."
"I see." I don't feel comfortable enough with her to ask, "So where do they
live?" If I'm going to stay with them for a month or so, we have to learn not
to irritate each other.
As we drive further along the freeway, I notice the relative flatness of the
terrain and the scarcity of trees around. Even at a distance the grass appears
hard and unfriendly, not the soft and embracing kind I'm accustomed to at
home. However, the openness and apparent lack of mystery of the surroundings
are so overwhelming that I feel the tightness in my chest unclasping. Then I
quietly wonder if this is the right environment to compose the music for Rudi's
operetta. Gerry takes the first tum off and we're suddenly leaving the freeway.
The views are dominated by the six lane divided highway that goes straight left
and right. We tum left into a suburb of big, impersonal houses. I wonder what
types of people live in them, whether they take a stroll in late afternoons or early
evenings like my own parents would do when we lived in Tanah Abang.
Evidently the cold weather is not conducive to evening strolls. What about in
summer?

10
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"Some do," replies Gerry when I ask her. "It's a European habit. We don't
do that much in Australia. Pity, yes? However, you'll find that in Eltharn,
where we live, the surroundings are so beautiful you'll want to come out for a
walk whenever you can."
"Even in this cold?" 1 ask.
"Yes, even in this cold. Of course you'll have to rug yourself up. We have
a few of these cold spring mornings. It's not like this every day, though."
My heart starts pounding when we drive through mildly undulating areas.
Gerry steals a look at me, smiling. "Can I call you Winarti?" 1 tum to her,
wide-eyed. "Of course, why did you ask?"
"I didn't know how formal you are. Some of our Indonesian friends are
fairly formal." 1 nod. She continues, "You'll find, Winarti, that the part of
Eltharn where we live is peaceful and inspiring enough for you." Again, 1 feel
observed. 1 thank her nonetheless. We are heading in the direction of the hills.
When, half an hour later, we're driving on the winding roads of a hill, I've
lost all traces of misgivings for coming here. "We're nearly there, Winarti."
Turning into a very scenic dirt road, the late morning mists still shrouding the
treetops, we enter a beautiful, green world that 1 remember having seen in a film
or a childhood dream. Fluted sunlight falls on the leaves and flowers, giving
them a soft glimmer. 1 crane my neck, gasping. "My God, Gerry, this is
beautiful! "
Gerry slows down, letting me enjoy the scenery, then, without warning, she
turns the car into a curved driveway flanked with jasmine and other bushes I
don't recognise. A double carport comes into view. Behind the carport a brown
brick house with a green corrugated iron roof sits in a big hilly block. It looks
ordinary and unpretentious, so different from those 1 saw earlier near the airport.
A tall figure appears in the open door as we slide into the carport. I get a
better view of Alistair McAdarn when he comes to the car to greet us. Shivering
at the sudden cold out of the car, 1 see that he's solid around the chest. His dark
grey trousers emphasise his unusually long legs. The smile on the suntanned
face seems to reach into me. Though blond hair and blue eyes are not my usual
ingredients for good looks, as his warm big hand envelops mine in a firm
handshake, 1 wonder if I've ever met a man with a stronger sex appeal. Quickly
retrieving my hand, 1 tum to Gerry, partly to avoid any more contact with
Alistair, partly to check if she senses my instant attraction to her husband.
Gerry isn't looking. She's walking to the back of the car to open the boot.
Thankfully, both she and Alistair immediately busy themselves with my luggage,
leaving me privately blinking and shaking my head to sober up. As 1 breathe in
the fragrances of spring, soft music rings in my ears, and I close my eyes.
When 1 open them again, 1 become aware that I've stopped the proceedings.
With Alistair carrying my suitcase and Gerry my electric organ, waiting at the
door inviting me to enter first, 1 almost run from the embarrassment of keeping
them waiting.
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Once inside, the music in my ears gathers volume and I have to stop still
to ease the pounding in my temples. On one side of the spacious lounge and
dining room are french windows opening to a wooden deck. Outside, the tops
of eucalyptus trees of different shades of green and various sizes effectively hide
other houses in the neighbourhood. At a distance, the contour of a range of hills
marks the horizon.
"Are you alright, Winarti?" Alistair's soothing voice startles me, and I feel
a fluttering of sensation run through my spine. When I tum to look at him, I
can't help seeing Gerry over his shoulder, also looking slightly concerned.
"Yes, I'm alright. I'm just ... overcome."
Alistair looks out onto the distant hills, then at me. "I'm glad you like the
place, Winarti. Yanto was sure you would. Shall we show you your rooms?"
'My rooms' are actually the small apartment downstairs. At the foot of the
stairs I stand gazing through the glass at the enchantingly beautiful natural
garden outside. Gerry walks on past the living-room to the bedroom at the other
end, while Alistair, still clasping my suitcase, stops one step behind me. I
promptly follow Gerry into the bedroom when I become aware of Alistair's
presence behind me. He places my suitcase at the door then leaves us, saying,
"I'll get morning tea ready for you when you come up."
Gerry opens the wardrobe and shows me where to find extra linen and
blankets. She pulls the drawer of the bedside table and picks up a thick volume.
"I'll show you our area in the street directory," she says, opening it on a page.
I sit down on the bed beside her, half watching and listening to her description
of the area. Noticing that I'm distracted, she closes the book. "I hope you're
comfortable here, Winarti. There's a small kitchen behind the living-room, and
we've stocked the fridge with essentials like milk, margarine and various
spreads, but you're welcome to eat with us whenever you want to." When she
sees my wet eyes, she puts her hand gently on my shoulder, squeezes it, then
walks out. I sit down on the bed with a sigh, looking out the window. The trees
are bathed in the golden light of a late spring morning, shimmering with the
gentle breeze. Yanto, Yanto! Every composer needs a friend like you.
The fIrst time I think of Irwan is at morning tea with the McAdams. "So
your husband isn't thinking of coming to join you here?" asks Alistair. No,
nothing could be further from his mind. But I say, "I don't think so. He's very
busy." There must be a note of fInality in my answer, because he doesn't go on
with embarrassing questions. Gerry, however, suddenly stands up and walks to
the kitchen. She opens the fridge door with such force that it almost swings
backwards. I look enquiringly at Alistair, but when I meet his eyes, I quickly
tum my attention to the teapot on the table. Several seconds later I look up to
where Gerry's standing before the fridge to fInd her gazing pointedly at Alistair.
He doesn't respond to the challenge and silently refills my cup. Gerry lingers
on in the kitchen, observing us from there. Slowly, I put my cup on the table
and get up.
"I'll go out for a walk, if you don't mind," I say.

12
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"Would you like us to show you around?" asks Alistair.
"No thank you.
myself."

If it's all the same to you, I prefer discovering things

Apart from discreet wire fences between the McAdams' property and their
neighbours', the sense of privacy is entirely provided by the trees and various
bushes, mostly native, according to Gerry. I don't know what they are, and I'm
not in a hurry to know them by name. They don't seem hostile and I enjoy
being among them, away from the tension between Alistair and Gerry.
I decide that I'm too tired to join my hosts for lunch. After accepting a
dinner invitation, I go to my bedroom, unpack, then undress and slip into bed,
one of my last ballads in the background on my cassette recorder.
I must have slept for hours, because when I get up and open the blinds, the
shadow of the house is on the garden. The air is very still. I get dressed and
step out.
I can hear Wagner blasting from the window upstairs. I look up and see no
one. Well, why not. If you can't play Wagner in full volume in this place,
where else can you do it? I smile quietly.
"Gerry believes that Wagner's music has to fill the whole house, and if
possible, spill out of it as well." I whip my whole body around. Alistair's
standing less than two feet from me, a spade in his hand, smiling with his eyes
and his mouth.
Then he looks serious. "Oh, did I give you a fright? I'm
sorry." He puts out his left hand and grabs me firmly on the shoulder.
Feeling hot from the head down to the shoulders, my breasts still heaving,
I feel helplessly juvenile. "I ... didn't hear you coming," I say, retreating from
his physical presence. As I take several steps towards the front of the house, he
places his spade against the nearest gum tree, then walks beside me.
"Do you like Wagner?" he asks. I nod. "Very much?" I nod again. "I'm
glad, because you might hear it a lot. It's Gerry's favourite." He then takes the
lead, and I fall back a little. "You will have the place to yourself a lot though,
Winarti, during the week. We're not always home. Maybe I am, a bit more
than Gerry. She works near the city. I work at uni and at home as well."
"What does Gerry do?" I ask.
"She's an industrial chemist.
Melbourne."

She works in a paint factory in North

I consider for a moment, then ask, "You have two daughters I hear. Where
do they live?"
"In Carlton.
there."

Melissa's still at uni, and Shauna' s working at the library

"Do they come to visit a lot?"
WESTERLY, No.4, SUMMER, 1993
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"No." He turns his serious face towards me, then adds, "But I see them
regularly. We often have lunch together. They and Gerry don't get on."
"I see." That's as far as I want to go.
During dinner
direction whenever
animal as soon as
casually drop hints
my own meals.

I try to ignore the deliberate glances Gerry throws in my
Alistair's speaking to me. She becomes like a threatened
she doesn't feel she has her husband's full attention. I
that I work erratically, at odd hours, so I will generally get

"Oh, I do hope you will cook your delicious Indonesian food for all of us,
every now and again," says Gerry.
"Of course. I'd love to do that, though I don't know if it'll be delicious."
I laugh, a little embarrassed, knowing very well I'm not much of a cook.
The next eight days see me working hard at my operetta, living on takeaway Chinese food and fresh bread that Alistair or Gerry brings me every
second day. This place is so inspiring, that not only is my creativity unleashed
with a vengeance, I also feel traditional Sundanese music flowing through my
fingers onto the keyboard, then the music sheets. Now distant from my home,
I hear, and feel, the tune very clearly. The process is so fast, so smooth, as if
I were only a vehicle, and the source were somewhere outside myself. At the
end of eight days I've finished Act One. I've never worked so well and so fast.
Drunk with excitement and physically exhausted, I step out on to the deck in
front of my apartment, humming the tune.
"You're very satisfied with yourself, Winarti," Gerry suddenly appears at
the bottom of the steps.
"You're home from work?" I ask, surprised.
"It's Sunday," she says, amused. "D'you always work like that? Oblivious
of time and people?"
"Oh, have I ignored you? I'm so sorry. Yes, I've had a very productive
time, and yes, I work like that, I'm afraid."
"Why don't you come up for dinner tonight, and play your tunes on our
piano upstairs?"
"Well ... Okay. Thank you." I grin happily.
Alistair's cabernet sauvignon goes very well with the boeuf provencale that
they both cooked. I don't usually drink red wine, but tonight I'm too drunk to
start with, to be choosy about my wine. Before I become fully aware of what
I'm drinking, I'm drinking, and enjoying, the cabernet. There are always
occasions for new discoveries.
After dessert, before coffee and liqueur, I play the numbers I've just
14
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composed, on the piano. They sound so much better than on the electric organ
and the tunes are so charged with emotion that I feel myself swept away. I play
and play and can't stop playing. When I finally get to the end of the last sheet
my whole body seems to disintegrate. I burst into tears.
Gerry fetches a glass of water while Alistair hands me the box of tissues.
When I've brought my body and soul together again, Gerry and Alistair sit on
each side of me on the couch, holding my hands.
"It was excellent, Winarti," says Gerry, "How should I describe it? A
wonderful gradation of desolation to self discovery, with a blend of haunting
Eastern music and powerful, very present, Western elements. You're very
clever, Winarti. Don't you think, Alistair?"
"Absolutely," says Alistair, pressing his hand on mine.
Despite the reluctance to tear myself away from this enormous physical
comfort, I drink another glass of water to sober up, then excuse myself, skipping
coffee and liqueur.
The transition from dozing to sleep is so light sometimes I don't know
whether I am dreaming or awake.
I am floating, naked, between the
bottlebrushes, wattles and eucalyptus, and the blue, cloudless sky. My hair
flowing, I feel the gentle caresses of the breeze and leaves on my skin. Then
I find myself in bed, groaning to Alistair's warm kisses on my hair and neck, his
fingers rubbing my erect nipples. I tum around and jolt myself awake. And I
remain awake for a long time, as my heart won't stop thumping.
On Monday morning, when Gerry and Alistair have left, I go out for a walk
to the shops. I browse and buy a beret, a new jumper and some food stuffs. On
the way home I try the longer route I saw in Gerry's street directory, through the
back of a local secondary college. The path is narrow, steep and a little dark,
protected from sunlight by the dense bush. I hear a bell bird and look up. Two
birds fly from bough to bough following me. I watch them, feeling high and
privileged. Suddenly a rustling noise attracts my attention. Some fifteen metres
from where I'm standing, what looks like a fox scuttles past. My birds
disappear. I squint and look in vain among the trees. Finally, sighing in
disappointment, I go on. Halfway up the hill, carrying a bag of clothes and
another of food stuffs, I begin to feel breathless. I take several more steps then
place the bags on the ground before sitting down on a log. Closing my eyes,
I take some deep breaths. My body temperature starts to drop, and it doesn't
appear to stop cooling down. Shivering and feeling weak, I force myself up and
collect the bags. The rest of the walk is agonisingly difficult. There are
moments when I think I see my mother, dressed in her best kain kebaya,
beckoning me to kiss her, before she steps into the car with my father. I
swallow and blink several times, then walk on. Finally I reach the back of the
house and hear a car entering the driveway from the street. The relief of
arriving overcomes me. I can still feel my knees giving way before I lose
consciousness.
When I come to, Alistair is sitting on the edge of my bed, holding a cold
compress against my left temple. Under the doona, my cardigan, and the shirt
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underneath it, are fully unbuttoned. Even the fly of my jeans is undone.
clutch at the edge of the doona, not knowing what to do, or what to say.

I

Alistair looks relieved, then serious. "Winarti, does this happen often?"
Sill disoriented, I ask, "What?"
"You fainting like that?"
I sigh, positioning myself in time and place. "Not very often, luckily. But
it happens sometimes, after a long stretch of work. I'm sorry, Alistair. I must
have given you a nasty fright."
Suddenly his face softens, and the blue of his eyes becomes very clear.
"You know Winarti, that was the first time you actually called me by my name?
You said it so sweetly." Then, picking himself up, he says, "D'you take
anything for them?"
"For what?"
"For those fainting spells."
"No. They just pass. Don't worry. No, I don't need a doctor. Alistair,
I'm okay now. Thank you for everything you did. But I ... need to be alone
now. Please?"
He's hesitant for a moment, then slowly stands up. "Are you sure you'll be
okay?"
"Absolutely," I say, imitating him, smiling weakly.
He runs his hand over my forehead lightly, smiling back. "Yes, you are
getting better. Take very good care, Winarti."
I lie still, letting my mind stretch slowly into full consciousness, while my
body warms with sexual awakening, once again. I close my eyes and squeeze
the tears out.
In the next few days I try to return to the compulsively creative moods I
was in last week, but meet with blanks and frustrations. I fill these moments
writing letters to my son Tirta and my friend Daryanto. Avoiding Alistair and
Gerry is not easy, because Gerry always makes a point of seeing me at least
once every day. On those occasions she looks searchingly into my eyes, making
me feel extremely uncomfortable. She seems to take delight in evoking this
sensation in me.
One afternoon, I'm really absorbed in a very demanding number, depicting
the heroine's battle between love for her lover and devotion for her father.
Alistair's car comes into the driveway, and my tune grinds to a stop. Before he
has time to get out of his car, I sneak out of the house and disappear into the
back lane. I stay away until the time Gerry comes home. The following day it
happens again. After that I go to the city every morning. But when I come
16
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back in the afternoon I still have to see Alistair. We exchange stiff greetings
then stay away from each other. Finally the tension is so pervasive I can no
longer work.
The travel agent books me into a cottage east of Ballarat and arranges a hire
car for me. When I tell Alistair and Gerry that I'm going away for a week,
Gerry looks slightly guilty. "What's wrong, Winarti? Are you tired of our place
already?" she asks.
"For Act Two I need a different environment, Gerry.
understand. "

I'm sure you

She looks somewhat mollified. All the time I'm talking I try not to look at
Alistair, though my skin bums with his communicated disappointment.
I leave early, before my hosts even get up. The exhilaration of an early
morning start soon fades when the longing takes over. God, what's happening
to me? I despair. I don't want any complications. I just want to be able to
write my music. It started off so smoothly. Luckily the road is so well marked
that I don't have to concentrate too hard. A physical pain moves inside me,
from my temples, to my chest, then resides in my stomach. I tum off at
Bacchus Marsh for distraction. The town is just beginning to wake up. The
shops are still deserted. I stop at a small supermarket that has just opened its
doors, and buy some groceries. The short walk out of the car refreshes me a
little, but the pain soon returns. Then it starts. I feel flushed with a tune. It
fills my head. I hum it, again and again. It becomes increasingly powerful,
amorous and despairing. I can't stop now. I must wait till I get to the cottage.
"Did you have any trouble finding the place?" asks the landlady, as she
walks ahead dangling the keys then opens the front door. I say I didn't. It was
very straightforward.
"You must be familiar with the place. People from Melbourne usually
overshoot this place," she says. I'm not in the mood for a chat, so I just nod.
She finally leaves me, after showing me the important switches inside the
cottage and the laundry.
I throw myself to work straight away, skipping lunch and dinner. The more
I advance into Act Two, the more I miss Alistair. My head pulsates from my
craving for him. Finally I stop and stagger into the kitchen to unpack my
groceries. It's eleven o'clock. My longing quickly turns to hunger. I cook a
packet of instant noodles with some mince meat and french beans. Eating it in
front of the TV, I feel strangely rested. I remember Irwan and Tirta. I wonder
if Tirta has received my letters. When I go to bed, I leave the column heater on
in my room.
The knock on the front door wakes me up. Quickly slipping into my
kimono, I rush to the front door, thinking it's the landlady bringing me a fresh
carton of milk. The living-room is cold. I pull the front of my kimono against
my throat and open the door.
Speechless, I step aside to let Alistair in, then slowly close the door. Now
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that I have no doubt he's here in person, I feel awkward and angry. Walking to
the heater to tum it on, I wait for him to tell me what he's doing here.
"Winarti," he calls softly. The pull in my stomach makes me grimace. He
calls again. I run my fingers through my hair and tum around to face him.
"You're not happy to see me?" he asks. That voice. It was present, even guided
me through the first numbers for Act Two. It was the voice of the lover
haunting my heroine. Rudi's heroine, rather. Yet when I hear it now, in the
same room with me, I don't know how to take it. Deep down, I want it to be
present only in spirit, abetting me in my work, but the shock, brought by the
pleasure of seeing him, and the pain of physical deprivation, take over.
"No, Alistair, I'm very happy to see you."
I help him take his jacket off, then take his hand and lead him to my
bedroom. He sits on my bed to take his shoes off, but doesn't get very far,
because I kneel beside him and kiss his blond hair, which seems curlier than
ever. He turns towards me and opens the front of my kimono with his mouth.
He maintains his erection long after I've come. Then, the pleasure of
seeing him come sends another tune to my head. "Winarti, there's so much
music in you," he whispers, running his fingers through my hair. As soon as he
rolls over beside me, I get up and grab my kimono.
"Where're you going, Winarti?" he asks, a little nonplussed.
"To the organ. You inspire me, Alistair McAdam."
Alistair must fall asleep after that, because he only comes in quietly
towards lunch time. He sits and listens when I play the whole number again.
"I swear I could hear the gamelan music for Gatotkaca Gandrung in that
tune, Winarti," he says, behind me.
I tum to hug his legs. "It was probably Siti Sundari gandrung."
He sits beside me and scoops me in his arm. "I don't know whether to feel
gratified or used, my goddess."
"Maybe you should feel both." Because I don't know either.
After a quick lunch Alistair leaves, and I go to the main house to ring up
Yanto at his office. He's not there, so I speak to his secretary.
"Rin? Tell Yanto I've finished Act One, and well into Act Two. And Rin,
tell him also I'm not at the McAdams' this week, or next week. If he wants to
contact me, this is the number... "
Walking back to the cottage, I can feel the landlady's stare on my back and
I have to restrain my springing steps and try to move sedately.
In the afternoon I take a break from work and go to the town.
18
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newsagent's I buy several postcards, go to the post office and send one to Irwan.
In the short note to Irwan I tell him I'm feeling fantastic, and intend to visit
other places. "Australia is good for me and for my creativity," I conclude.
Before signing off I hesitate, then add, "How's Misra?"
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KOH TAl ANN

'Crossing that little bridge into Asia,
with the Ghost of Empire About Us':
Australian fiction set in Southeast
Asia*

'The response to my last novel, The Year of Living Dangerously, set in
Sukamo's Indonesia, exceeded my expectations, and perhaps one reason for
this was that the general public now wants to see the Australian imagination
cross that little bridge into Asia.'
(C. J. Koch, 'Crossing the Gap: Asia and the Australian Imagination',
1981) 1
'The time was ripe, he [Paul Keating] declared, for a symbolic break:
Australia he said, should rip the Union Jack from the upper comer of its
flag. Otherwise, ... the nation would be turning to Asia "with the ghost of
empire about us".'
(David E. Sanger, 'Australia struggles to recast its image as Asia's "odd
man in"', 1992)2

When in the 'early sixties', he wrote Across the Sea Wall, C. J. Koch
thought that 'very few Australian writers had then set works of fiction in Asia;
and it was not something [he] had anticipated doing.'3 Across the Sea Wall
appeared in 1965; since then, according to one source, '[t]he two decades
between 1965 and 1985 saw the publication of more than fifty Australian novels
set in Asian and Pacific countries'.4 In 1982, after The Year of Living
Dangerously (1978) had won several literary awards and the successful release
of Peter Weir's film of the same name, Koch issued an extensively revised
paperback edition of Across the Sea Wall (parts of which are set in India and
Indonesia).5 A similar success has attended Blanche d' Alpuget's Turtle Beach
(1981) set in Malaysia. It has also been an award-winning bestseller and made
into a film, while her earlier novel, Monkeys in the Dark (1980), set in
Indonesia, topped the Australian list of bestsellers when it appeared. These facts
and the occasion for Koch's comment - a high-level Australian conference held
in 1980 on the theme 'Australian Writing Turns to Asia' organised by the
Canberra Branch, Australian Institute of International Affairs, in association with
the Literature Board of the Australia Council and the National Library of
Australia - do seem to herald a readiness on the part of the ' Australian
*This is a revised and expanded version of a paper originally presented at the European
Association for Commonwealth Literature and Language Studies conference on "Nationalism
vs Internationalism" held at Karl-Franzens-University, Graz, Austria, 18-22 May, 1993.
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imagination' to cross 'that little bridge into Asia'. Koch's being invited to speak
as an authority on the subjet seems as much due to the popular and critical
success of The Year of Living Dangerously as it does to the fact that views such
as his - that Australia should consider itself spiritually and culturally as much
a part of the Asian region as it is geographically and hopes to be economically
- are finding acceptance among Australian opinion and decision-makers, if not
among Australians generally.
When the original version of Across the Sea Wall appeared, it had (if
noticed) met with a mixed, mostly negative critical reception. A review in
Westerly, for instance, had declared that it was not 'an imaginative and sensitive
document of our times' and thus not a 'major novel'.6 The still Anglophilic
Australian literary scene of the mid-sixties was not a good time to publish such
a work, particularly if a writer had literary ambitions. One is not surprised
therefore, that as a young, aspiring writer, Koch had not thought of writing such
fiction, and that when he did so, it was the result of a chance event. Or that
Koch should have believed then, as he did, that fiction set in Asia by Australian
writers was rare in the sixties. His use of the term 'Australian writer' is either
in a very special sense of both words or he was labouring under a mistaken
impression. In fact, such works of fiction were not that few; but authors of such
works probably were not considered 'serious' writers while the kind of fiction
set in Asia that they wrote, particularly if it was popular fiction, was not
perceived in influential literary circles as 'Australian' or mainstream. Furthermore, the serious-minded had access to a readily available body of fiction set in
Asia by established writers of the British canon such as Conrad, Kipling and
Forster, the acknowledged masters of what Edward Said has aptly called 'the
genre of adventure-imperialism'. 7 And their influence, like that of the English
cultural and literary heritage on Australians (as Koch has noted with regard to
himself)8 is all the more potent for being subliminal. For instance, both Across
the Sea Wall and The Year of Living Dangerously, through textual echoes,
implicitly acknowledge Kipling and Forster as literary ancestors, including the
perhaps overly intellectual appropriation of Asian myths and mythological
figures as symbolic devices in novels such as The Year of Living Dangerously,
and to a much lesser degree, in Cherry Bloom and Turtle Beach. Anglocentric
still in their outlook, the Australian characters are therefore too like Adela
Quested, and too unlike Mrs. Moore, who in A Passage to India is immediately
recognised by the Indians as 'an Oriental'.9 As with Adela Quested's desire 'to
see the real India' (25), the Australian characters' presence in Asia seem
motivated less by the sympathetic heart than by the head, by Australian interests
and concerns than by that instinctive Forsterian 'kindness' that bridges gaps.
As the British 'genre of adventure-imperialism' reflected and represented
the cultural values or historical realities and myths of their time and nation, so
have the Australian novels theirs. Although strongly encouraged now to see
themselves as being no longer a part of Europe and America, but inescapably a
part of Asia, Australians of European descent find it hard still to shake off two
centuries of history: a recent opinion poll conducted for The Age and The Sydney
Morning Herald found that 70% of 'native - born' and 60% of 'overseas-born'
Australians, especially among the' 18 to 24-year olds', believe that Australia 'is
separate from Asia'.lO Like these Australians, the novels set in Asia by
Australian writers are marked by history. Traceable to Empire, such novels are
very much - to borrow Koch's own description of his sixties characters in The
Year of Living Dangerously - the 'products of a dying colonial world'.ll But in
the Australian imagination its dying has taken a long while. Even those novels
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which appeared in the late seventies and early eighties, long after World War
Two which in retrospect had marked the beginning of the end of European
colonialism in our part of the world, can't help being of this genre. Their
literary genealogy is explicable not only by the rootedness of many Australians
in British culture, especially the English literary tradition, but also by the fact
that no matter how much they may consider themselves independent and no
longer colonials, Australians owe allegiance to the British Queen still and have
in the past in their external relations habitually aligned their country with British
and American (that is, Western) imperial interests.
Paul Sharrad is optimistic that fiction such as The Year of Living
Dangerously, by 'exploring the Australian identity within the larger regional
area of Asia' may be 'creating an exciting hybrid post-colonial literature' Y But
it seems to me that such novels, belonging as they still do to the 'genre of
adventure-imperialism', can be described as 'post-colonial' only in the historical
and cultural sense of being products of (to quote Ashcroft et al) a 'culture
affected by the imperial process from the moment of colonization to the present
day'. These novels cannot be said to be 'post-colonial' in their other sense which they mistakenly perceive as inseparable from the first sense - of having
'emerged in their present form out of the experience of colonisation and asserted
themselves by foregrounding the tension with the imperial power, and by
emphasizing their differences from the assumptions of the imperial centre'. 13 The
double sense of the 'distinctively post-colonial' as described in The Empire
Writes Back, misleadingly suggests that the 'post-colonial' constitutes a unity. I
would agree therefore with the authors of a recent book on 'Australian literature
and the postcolonial (sic) mind' who point out that 'they [Ashcroft et all and
many others do not sufficiently recognise the differences between 'settler'
colonies such as Australia, and colonies ... which were colonised by a foreign
power'. The former's might even be a 'complicit postcolonialism' .14
This was indeed very true of the earlier Australian fiction set in Asia. As
has been noted earlier, and contrary to Koch's impression, Australian works of
fiction set in Asia were not all that few, even up to the mid-sixties. What he
probably meant was a paucity of works like his own that have attracted or
merited not only popular but also serious critical attention and acclaim. That
these earlier works (like Across the Sea Wall, to some extent) had not attracted
critical attention, tells us as much about the long dominance of British literary
values among members of the Australian literary establishment as it does about
the fact that for the most part, this body of fiction was virtually indistinguishable
from similar work produced by British writers. These earlier Australian authors
(some British-born) and the white characters in their novels tend to be
Anglocentric in outlook and in their assumptions. More to the point - and this
also marks the difference between them and authors of the post-sixties like Koch
- the earlier Australian writers were therefore not as selfconscious about
exploring the nature of and expressing an Australian identity in their fiction
'within the larger region of Asia'.
In the course of my own reading and research, I have found that in fact,
since the late nineteenth century individual Australians (albeit to a much lesser
extent than the imperial British) have been travelling to Asia and writing fiction
set in various Asian countries, and of course, in those nearest to their own land
- peninsular Malaya and the islands of Singapore, Borneo and Indonesia. Is
With reference only to the fiction I am most familiar with - the works set in
Singapore, and the territories of Malaya, North Borneo and Sarawak (what now
comprises the federation of Malaysia) and Indonesia - most, if not all of these
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were adventure tales, romances, thrillers and war fiction written for the so-called
'popular' reading public. For instance, among the earliest Australian novels to
be set in Malaya and Singapore was one published in the late nineteenth century,
The Beautiful White Devil (1896)16 by the prolific author, Guy Boothby; and
right up to the early sixties, the Australian experience of the Second World War
in these territories continued to provide fascinating material for pulp fiction
churned out in considerable quantity by authors such as Roger Hunt,17 who do
not appear in standard works of literary reference like the Oxford Companion to
Australian Literature. 18 Nourma Handford is mentioned, but her fifties 'novel of
present-day Malaya', Blood on the Leaves, seems either to have been considered
not important enough to be listed or as significantly, to have been overlooked
and sunk into oblivion. 19 Nor has much critical interest been shown in the novels
of G. M. Glaskin, whose The Beach of Passionate Love (1961) long before
anticipated d' Alpuget' s by having similarly set its climactic action in the vicinity
of that same pantai cinta on the Malayan east coast, but which she, less
romantically, calls 'Turtle Beach'. Glaskin's fourth novel, A Lion in the Sun
(1960), set in Singapore, and 'which he considers his first important novel',2° did
not arouse - as the Oxford Companion to Australian Literature puts it 'significant literary interest in Australia'(295).
The reasons are not far to seek. A study of 'Australia's post-war relations
with the Southeast Asian region' as manifested in its print and broadcast media
has shown that up to the mid-sixties,
despite the traumas of the Second World War, the Australian outlook
remained profoundly provincial. International attention focused upon Britain
and North America, and attitudes to countries in Australia's own region
ranged from vague distaste to alarm. Looking back now, there was
astonishingly little recognition of the changes transforming the region.2l
A Sydney Morning Herald editorial of 1949 responding to Nehru's invitation
to the Australians to participate in a conference on the Indonesian nationalist
conflict with the Dutch, expressed what was the usual view of Australian
opinion makers then (and apparently, of most Ausralians still): that it should
not be assumed that Australia was in any way part of 'the Asiatic sphere',
either 'geographically' or 'economically'; and that 'spiritually and racially,
of course, our heritage and associations are of and with the West. The Orient
has hardly touched our culture or way of life. '22

Not 'touched', perhaps; it was more likely to have been perceived as
'threatening' that way of life, and it seems to me, this perception has remained
part of the Australian imagination as reflected in the fiction set in this region. A
combination of geopolitical considerations and sentiment had dictated that
Australian resources and personnel support the British colonial administration
while Australian troops fought alongside the British in Malaysia, Singapore and
Indonesia not only during the Second World War, but long after, right into the
fifties and eary sixties when the British were batttling communist guerillas in
Malaya during the so-called 'Emergency' period. As late as the mid - sixties,
Australian forces were supporting British counter-attacks in Borneo against
Indonesian-supported forces during Soekarno's konfrontasi (armed confrontation) of the newly formed federation of Malaysia in 1965.
Among the better-known novels which came out of the Malayan campaign
during the Second World War is the Anglo-Australian writer Nevil Shute's A
Town Like Alice (1950). The 'Emergency' in Malaya constitutes the background
of novels such as Eric Lambert's The Dark Backward (1958) and Michael
Keon's The Durian Tree (1960). Although both these novels feature Australian
characters, they are really white men and women who form part of the British
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establishment and function in the same imperial milieu, indistinguishable from
the British in their concerns and responses - notwithstanding Koch's occasional
ironisation of British imperial attitudes, as when two Britishers in The Year of
Living Dangerously treat the 'Indonesian campaign' as if it were a version of the
Indian Mutiny. Although the British held the frontline in peninsular Malaya,
Singapore and later, Malaysia, and the Americans in Vietnam, while Australia
maintained a restrictive 'White Australia' immigration policy, Southeast Asians
continued to affect the Australian imagination negatively. Villains in the novels
are often based on well-known Chinese guerilla leaders whose activities were
perceived to threaten the current order and who represent (as the Japanese have
done ever since the Russo-Japanese War at the tum of the century and did in the
war fiction) 'the yellow peril',23 or synonymously, the evil forces of communist
subversion of 'the free world' to which Australia belonged.
From the late sixties, some of the fiction set in Asia although stH! imbued
by this sense of threat, began to reflect a changing sense of geopolitical reallL:cs
which thoughtful Australians could not or felt they should not ignore any longer.
Russell Braddon's cold war novel,When the Enemy is Tired (1968), set
futuristically in 1975, seems to have been impelled by a troubling sense that
Australia could not long continue to remain indifferent to and unengaged with
Asia, but that she should be directly responsible for her own relationship with
Asia rather than firstly through Britain, and then the U.S.A. In the novel, an
Australian Colonel, Anthony Russell, defects to the Chinese in a scenario which
enacts a Western, and Australian nightmare: China's gaining control of the
whole of Southeast Asia, including the strategic island of Singapore. The
wisdom of Australia's reliance on American military strategic support is put to
the test when the Colonel is forced to broadcast his defection, timed such that
the ensuing scandal 'will distract attention from [the communist] infiltration next
day of Papua New Guinea' (245) immediately to Australia's vulnerable north,
thereby misleading the U.S. into abandoning Australia for being an unreliable
ally and therefore unworthy of support.
Just as first, the Japanese invasion of China and Southeast Asia, then the
Korean and the Vietnamese wars had provoked Australian fears regarding the
establishment of Asiatic hegemony in the region, so President Soekamo's
adventurism abroad - evident from his annexation of West Irian, his apparent
support of communist forces and his policy of konfrontasi against Malaysia caused serious alarm in Australia and stimulated the imagination of Australian
writers.
In fairly rapid succession, the Indonesian upheaval of 1966 (Soekamo's
'year of living dangerously') was followed by the notorious Malaysian May 13th
racial riots of 1969, and the withdrawal of British forces from East of Suez in
1971, attended by the closure of their strategic naval and military base in
Singapore. Finally, the withdrawal of the U.S. from Vietnam brought about the
alarming launching of the 'boat people' in their thousands on the seas. Many
landed on the Malaysian East Coast, creating both an international refugee
problem and engendering the more specific threat of a potential refugee invasion
of Australia.
Following an established pattern, such political crises kept these countries
fearfully in the minds of Australians and generated their own fictional
representations and personal dramas set inevitably against the background of
these same contemporary military and political crises. Among the better known
of this later crop of fiction are of course, Koch's The Year of Living
Dangerously (1978), and Blanche d'Alpuget's Monkeys in the Dark (1980) and
24
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Turtle Beach (1981). Less well-known and acclaimed, but surely belonging in
this group is Bruce Grant's Cherry Bloom (1980).
Koch has acknowledged that the journalist and diplomat Bruce Grant's
published work on Indonesia was one of the 'sources' which was 'a great
stimulus' to him.24 Among such sources may have been Grant's influential
book,The Crisis of Loyalty: a Study of Australian Foreign Policy (1972). In it
Grant persuasively argues for an Australian defence and foreign policy
independent of Britain and the U.S. - hence the book's title. Even so, the ghost
of Empire hovers over the Australian text still: noting that Indonesia is of
primary and urgent interest to Australia, Grant went on to observe unconscious perhaps of an imperial, orientalist parallel, with Indonesia cast into
the role of the dangerous, yet alluring 'Other' - that 'Indonesia has exerted on
the minds of a strategically placed elite in Australia [i.e. Australian diplomats,
politicians, scholars and writers] a fascination similar to that exercised on the
British imagination by the Arab world in the first half of this century' (83).
Another of Grant's books, and one that was even more widely circulated, The
Boat People: an 'Age' Investigation (1979) may have similarly stimulated
d' Alpuget's novel and whetted the public appetite for a fictional work that
dramatised in Australian terms and from an Australian perspective, a current and
urgent problem.
The British and subsequent U.S. withdrawal of their military forces from
Southeast Asia have meant (as Russell Braddon had anxiously envisaged) that
Australia must itself now deal directly with the independent states of Southeast
Asia, if only to ensure stability and peace in a region of which it is, even if
ambivalently, geopolitically a part. This issue lies at the heart of Grant's novel
set in Singapore, Cherry Bloom. Indeed, the novel is a fictional enactment of the
ideas propounded in Grant's book, The Crisis of Loyalty. It explains why the
level-headed British diplomat Pittwaters, in the interest of social and political
stability, supports the detention without trial of suspected subversive elements by
Lee Kuan Yew's government. After all, as is noted in the novel, Singapore being
a major listening post and key information centre, information could be obtained
by hostile powers, too. It is no mere coincidence either, that the foreigner
detained is a leftwing American scholar, Elizabeth Cordell, who is engaged in
research in Singapore and who seems to have used the government-supported
Institute of Social Research (or ISR) for purposes suspected to be subversive of
Singaporean and Western inerests. The ISR, fmanced mainly by U.S. funds, is
sufficiently important, we are told, for the Singapore Prime Minister to take a
close personal interest in it, and Grant's novel makes a point of showing up the
short-sighted lack of Australian involvment in its work by the heroine Cherry's
failure to obtain Australian funds to support it. However, another American
scholar, Tom Granger, does officially-supportive research. For instance, his book
on 'the influence of hills and valleys in Southeast Asian politics was a standard
text' (63). Given the novel's ideological bent, it is to be expected that in keeping
with the novel's general indictment of the lack of an active Australian foreign
policy towards Asia, the American Granger is also the character in the novel
most critical of Australian smugness and provincialism, and that the British
diplomat's Australian wife, the novel's eponymous heroine should have
(symbolically, as it were) an affair with him. As for the other American scholar
Elizabeth Cordell, she has a love-child from an affair with a married local
Chinese businessman under government suspicion for his pro-China views. Her
Eurasian child is then brought to Australia by Cherry when his parents, under
threat of long detention, are clearly unable to provide him a home. The
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eponymous Australian heroine's name is similarly and pointedly Eurasian, it
being also hybrid, a version of the popular Japanese name, Sakura (Cherry
Blossom) suggesting perhaps Australia's future, necessarily hybrid identity.
As in Kipling's Kim (Kim too, belongs, but separately by birth and
through nurture to both the Asian and European worlds), geopolitical concerns
obviously dominate the novel and geopolitics determines that obtaining
information is a central activity in all four novels. Therefore, significantly, key
characters in some way or other are information and intelligence gatherers. As
such, they are aware that knowledge (or information) is power, and that in the
area of foreign policy, every state has its open and secret listening posts, its
investigators, its informants. Given the power of the media to report, represent,
and interpret events and personalities, and thus like Bruce Grant himself to
influence state policy, I would include the journalist among the intelligencegatherers and interpreters. It is surely no mere coincidence that journalists (like
consular staff) are the most frequently expelled, imprisoned, and barred from
future entry by host countries for alleged spying activities or misrepresentation
- as has in fact frequently happened to Australian reporters in Southeast Asia.
Australian literary critics, however, have interpreted differently the use of
the journalist figure in Australian fiction of the late seventies and early eighties
set in Asia. Both Elton Brash25 and Bruce Bennett have noted how these novels
'have featured journalists as central characters and the profession of journalism
as a major source of motivation and action' .26 Bennett, who sees Graham
Greene's work as 'the chief literary model for novels about Australians in
Southeast Asia', notes his use, too, of a journalist as narrator in The Quiet
American (1955), and sees the journalists in the Australian novels as being
similarly uninvolved, detached 'explorers' and observers.(lO) More traditionally,
Brash sees the journalist as 'the isolated figure seeking a way in an alien
environment' following a pattern 'common in the Australian novel' (56).
Bennett further attributes the recurrent pattern of journalists as protagonists or
narrators to the fact that these books 'have arisen in part from the writer's
experience as journalist'. (10) Certainly, there's an autobiographical explanation
for this. Like Judith Wilkes in Turtle Beach, d' Alpuget has been a journalist,
and in 1970, like her heroine Alex Wheatfield in Monkeys in the Dark, she
worked in the Australian Embassy Information Office. Bruce Grant was based
for a while in Singapore as foreign correspondent to an Australian paper and
other international journals. Koch was employed by ABC radio for ten years
from 1962-72, while his brother Phillip was the Australian Broadcasting
Corporation's representative in Jakarta in 1966, the year in which Koch's
Indonesian novel is set. Indeed, it has been said that the character Hamilton in
The Year of Living Dangerously is based on Phillip. 27
But there exists another pattern in these novels which when juxtaposed
with these could produce a different interpretation of the role of these
journalists. This is the recurrent figure of the diplomat and the central role of the
embassy. Like the British Residency or Government House in British colonial
novels set in Malaya, the Australian or British embassy (or High Commission, if
located in Commonwelth countries) is an authorising or information-gathering
centre from which to operate, even as it provides a framework within which both
journalist and diplomat are able to relate to each other and to their host country.
There is a biographical element in this pattern, too: Bruce Grant has also served
as Australian High Commissioner in India and Ambassador to Nepal (19731976), and d'Alpuget as mentioned above, was for a while employed,
significantly perhaps, as Information Officer by the Australian Embassy in
26
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Indonesia.
The author's personal experiences may have been a decisive factor in the
choice of such figures, but the coincidental choice of journalists and diplomats
as Australian representatives in all these novels set in Malaysia and Indonesia,
consciously or unconsciously contributes to the realisation of particular kinds of
authorial or fictional representations. In these novels, the embassy like the old
British Residence in Malaya, palpably represents foreign state power while its
compound ejoys an extraterritoriality that corresponds to the diplomatic
immunity of that power's representatives, and like the British targets of Indian
mutinies and riots, they, too, come under attack during political unrest. This
situation comes closest to recreating the setting and the forms of an albeit dying
colonial power. Like some embassies and ambassadors in Singapore housed still
in 'colonial bungalows', the Australian embassy in Monkeys in the Dark, for
instance, is naturally housed in an old Dutch plantation house. The novels seem
to me to reflect a particular cultural context and world which has produced them
and their fictional characters.
Koch has noted in 'Crossing the Gap' that Kipling's Kim and Forster's A
Passage to India are among his most admired books about India. Indeed, both
Koch's and d' Alpuget' s novels set in Indonesia (like Across the Sea Wall)
frequently signal their affiliations to the British classics by setting up parallel
situations or responses similar to those of the Anglo-Indians in Forster's novel.
Like Koch's use of the Forsterian 'bridge' and 'gap'I'gulf' metaphors,28 this is
self-consciously done to signify similarity of intent, and sometimes for ironic
purposes (e.g., as referred to earlier, when two British Embassy officers are
described as being 'flung back into the days of the Empire' by the 'Indonesian
campaign' and 'living through a sort of Indian Mutiny on a petty scale and half
enjoying it').29
Undoubtedly, the literary ancestors of these intelligence gatherers and socalled explorers or 'quest figures' are respectively Colonel Creighton in Kim and
the appropriately named Adela Quested in A Passage to India. Colonel
Creighton, ethnographer and scholar, but also military chief of intelligence
unites as Said has noted, power and knowledge:
Since the mid-nineteenth century, anthropologists and ethnologists were also
advisers to colonial rulers on the manners and mores of the native people
to be ruled (Kim, 33),

Thus in Cherry Bloom, the eponymous Australian heroine's husband, the British
diplomat, Pittwaters, is justifiably secretive about his job for it emerges later that
he is in charge of intelligence gathering. Scholars or social and political
scientists like the Americans, Elizabeth Cordell and Granger (who in their own
way, are also information gatherers) attached to 'research' institutes; and the
modem day investigative journalist such as Koch's Hamilton or Cookie, the
'wireman' and narrator whose most urgent task is to prevent Billy Kwan's files
from falling into the hands of Indonesian intelligence; d'Alpuget's Judith Wilkes
and the diplomat, the Australian High Commissioner to Malaysia, Sir Adrian
Hobday, can all be said to retain the form of their colonial origins. The
difference is that post-colonially, unlike Colonel Creighton, their obtaining of
information is not in the service of real imperial power, but of a nostalgic,
psychological mimicry of it, reflecting thereby the Australian situation in a postcolonial Asian world. Novelistically, it justifies, too, the diplomatic world and
social life of chancery and social club which represent, in their own way, the
romance, the security and privilege of the old colonial order, but without the
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latter's political and military responsibilities or capacity for political and military
initiatives.
In A Passage to India, Aziz, released after the notorious trial, reflects thus
upon Adela Quested's wish to see 'the real India'(25): 'This pose of "seeing
India" which had seduced him to Miss Quested at Chandrapore was only a form
of ruling India; no sympathy lay behind it' (301). This 'seeing', a form of
seeking to know is shrewdly perceived by the native, Aziz, as a form of selfinterested, rational mapping of the place for the continuance of dominion or for
the assertion of political and psychological superiority through the colonising
gaze of the observer's governing imagination. At the same time, beyond the
geopolitical considerations, at the individual, personal level, the 'quest figure' in
such novels is usually preoccupied with identity, or as Bennett has put it, 'trying
to find himself or herself in an alien environment' (10), which is what Adela
Quested is trying to achieve too in India. Trapped within her Englishness, by her
Western rationality and her self-centred concern with her own problems, the
'gulf between East and West' can never be bridged by her, and Adela Quested
returns to England without accomplishing it (in obvious contrast to Mrs. Moore)
because 'no sympathy lay behind' her self-interested, intellectually-willed
attempts to 'see' India.
The same is true of Judith Wilkes in Turtle Beach. Towards the end of the
novel, Judith Wilkes the 'explorer' in peninsular Malaysia somewhat disingenuously observes of herself that 'I just earn my keep, a function without a
purpose '(266). She gathers the news to advance her own career and busily
arranges 'radio and TV interviews,... credits, syndication and copyrights' for
herself and her newspaper' (266). When the Australian High Commissioner's
half-Vietnamese wife, Lady Hobday (or Minou) commits suicide by drowning
off the by then highly ironised Beach of Passionate Love, Judith the journalist
suppresses her sighs and says she's 'got to do my duty', rapidly recovers and
exclaims gleefully in the next breath, 'This is a bloody good story' (267). Before
this incident, as far as she is concerned, if her press badge does not open doors,
being acquainted with Lady Hobday is the next best thing. As journalist intelligence gatherer and through a shrewd attachment to the diplomatic circuit,
she gets to be where the action and news are. But at the same time, she
comfortably regards herself as being isolated from and uninvolved in Minou's
problems and the rest of local society out there, the drowning becoming merely
one more source of good news copy.
However, the journalist who reports and interprets is not merely engaged in
news gathering and reporting only to advance his/her own career. S/he is also an
opinion-maker. The media's role in the U.S. withdrawal from Vietnam, the
journalists' role in Watergate and the ambition of every so-called developing
country to have its own news agency testify to a realisation of this power to
influence and/or support state policy.
Bruce Bennett regrets that 'as in other spheres, Australia has too often
depended on foreign perceptions of Southeast Asia' such as through the
'international news agencies'. He concludes that consequently 'there is less
penetration of Australian images of Asia in the public mind than might be
expected' (10). Published in 1982, that view had already by then, and has since,
been contradicted by the evidence. Turtle Beach, was published in 1981. A
highly popular book and for that reason, subsequently translated into film, it is
a very unflattering representation of Malaysia and its people, while alienating
images of Southeast Asian countries and their leaders have been drawn by
Australian journalists, film makers and television producers which have led, for
28
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instance, to occasionally cool relations between Australia and its nearest
Southeast Asian neighbours. Two years ago, for instance, Malaysia had protested
against Embassy, an Australian-made television series which allegedly portrayed
Malaysia and Malaysians in a bad light. Last year, for similar reasons, it wanted
the Australians to prevent the release of the film based on Turtle Beach.
Judith Wilkes, d' Alpuget's heroine in Turtle Beach, although generally
ignorant about Malaysians and Malaysian society and knowing none of the local
languages apart from English, is yet very secure in her views about the country
and its people. The journalist in her is never lost for an interpretation of a
situation or character. She interprets the half-French, half-Vietnamese Lady
Hobday's death for the whole Australian nation over the radio and in the papers,
and confidently analyses for her Australian public the 'boat people problem'. In
one of the novel's characteristic episodes, she responds to the Malaysian Indian
academic and her lover, Kanan's quite public and to her, very possessive kiss,
and the coincident sight of her Australian embassy companion Ralph's abrupt
dismissal of a Malay woman companion, with the Westerner's and the white
feminist's ready generalisation:
This was the real Asia: infant girls abandoned on rubbish dumps; women
murdered for losing their virginity; wives divorced by the repetition of three
words; villagers stoning to death helpless people because they were Chinese.
No mercy here for the weak. You'd be kissed in public whether you were
embarrassed or not. Kissed, killed - it was a matter of degree only, the
source was identical, disregard for the unimportant. Playing cricket was
important, and being tolerant, being an unpollutable Hindu. a life-tenure
academic (207-8).

Yet later that night, while dancing at a nightclub she herself patronisingly and
disparagingly refers to some of the other women there as 'Chinese dollies'
(208). Indeed, 'dolls' and 'dollies' are her favourite, oft-repeated term for the
Asian women she meets, including even the tough, scheming Lady Hobday who,
like the Chinese lover in David Hwang's play, MButterfly, merely assumes the
oriental dolly stereotype to cater to the white male's (in this case, Sir Adrian's)
fantasies. In reality, Judith finds the initially fascinating Hindu Thaipusam
celebrations ultimately an 'abomination'(149), yet both she and Sir Adrian
Hobday slip into easy self-identification with Hindu and Western mythic
archetypes - Shiva, Kali, Zeus, Mars, Venus - in a self-conscious crosscultural way to describe their own passionate erotic engagements: Sir Adrian
with his 'baby doll', the exotic Eurasian Minou/Lady Hobday; Judith with her
Indian lover, Kanan Subramaniam. Thus the Australian characters are allowed to
have it both ways, despising what they perceive as the sociological reality of the
place even while using the orient as erotic adventure playground to act out their
fantasies; but it is ultimately a place not really to be taken seriously and to be
abandoned once the imagination cannot bear the reality.
Alarmingly, the consistently disparaging views of the local people
expressed by d' Alpuget' s central informing character Judith, are neither
countervailed nor ironised by other perspectives. One expects the crasser
Australian characters to engage in the worst kinds of stereotyping, and Judith
consequently does despise them. It is therefore all the more astonishing and
symptomatic of some deeper cultural conditioning that she is basically no
different. Her alienation from the local scene is complete, and most evident from
her inability to speak or understand any of the Asian languages used in multiracial Malaysia. As Chinua Achebe has indignantly observed of Conrad's denial
of speech to the African natives in Heart of Darkness, representing them as
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making 'a violent babble of uncouth sounds' and exchanging 'short grunting
phrases even among themselves' ,30 one may similarly note Judith's perception of
the Malaysians whose speech being incomprehensible to her, are also imaged as
animals making queer noises. The animal imagery, characteristically realised in
a threatening form, is so frequently invoked as to suggest an inherent attitude
towards Asians. Like some hostile bird, a Chinese girl at the airport duty-free
shop 'shrills' at a customer while the 'monosyllabic jabbering' of the other shop
girls makes Judith feel as if she is 'surrounded by aggression' (53); a Malay man
is seen to advance, 'making the tiger noise of the angry Malay' (96); one nurse
is heard to 'quack' in Hakka to another; waiters at roadside eating stalls
'quacked, yelped and were off again after new quarry'(159); in a restaurant all
she can hear is 'the barnyard racket of several hundred Chinese feasting on dim
sum'(167); Hindu women sound as 'vivid and shrill as birds' (204); at the Batu
caves, people's voices sounded like 'a collective beehive hum'; an Indian lady
'screeched in Tamil'; and even Lady Hobday when reverting to her native
Vietnamese is described as addressing the refugees 'in a rapid quacking' (198).
The author, insensitively ignoring the feelings of Muslim Malaysian readers,
allows Judith to generalise wildly that Kuala Lumpur is 'a drinking, whoring
town' and provides ample fictional episodes to illustrate this. A member of the
Malay royalty she judges in abusive Anglo-saxon terms as being 'no ordinary
Sambo'(12l-2), and he is furthermore referred to as 'this brown frog of a
nobleman' (125). At the Bidong refugee camp, she confirms the European
stereotype of 'the lazy native' when she pointedly (and gratuitously) observes,
'The Malay had gone to sleep the way they could, just anywhere'.31 As Judith's
imagery reveals her cultural and racial prejudices, so do her recurrent references
to Asian women, including Minou, as toylike 'dolls' or 'dollies' reinforce a
stereotype of Asian women one finds inconsistent in someone who seems so
much a feminist with regard to her own identiy and desires as a woman.
An explanation for the expression of such prejudices could be that part of
the novel has the Malaysian racial riots of 1969 as its backdrop (Judith had first
established her reputation as a journalist because fortuitously she was in
Malaysia on her honeymoon when the riots erupted), and therefore, racism is
very much part of the novel's themes. However, although much of the novel's
satire is clearly directed at the local Malay, Chinese, Indian, or the Australian
racists such as Sancha, Ralph's wife, Judith is herself not satirised. Far too often,
as Achebe has pointed out with regard to Conrad and Marlow, the boundaries
between author and creation blur, and some of Judith's comments do seem as
much authorial asides as her own.
While sharing this impression of Judith's racist representation of Malaysians
and Malaysia, Elton Brash defends at the same time, this portrayal of Judith,
concluding that
the author's main concern is the strength of her portrayal of Judith not the
accuracy of her portrayal of Asia. Note too, that her portrayal of Judith is
not ironic; Judith is the heroine and the novel is the story of her discovery
of a new purpose for living, and the development of her determination to
pursue that purpose. Asia was part of her process of discovery and
development, but it was not part of her purpose - that lay in Australia and
the novel is always directed towards her return there. Any prolonged
consideration of Asian affairs as issues in their own right might have
distracted our attention away from Judith (60-1).

Brash's conclusion makes my point nicely. In novels belonging to the 'genre of
adventure-imperialism' (which include Lord Jim and Kim ), the protagonist was
indeed more interested in the determination and development of their own
30
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identity as part of a process of a working out of their destiny. However, unlike
Jim and Kim, but like Adela Quested, the white Australian protagonists are
temporary residents. They have not the nineteenth century British hero's
missionary sense of commitment to a self-transcending (even if illusory) idea.
The Australians enjoy the security of extra-territoriality through close association
with the diplomatic world, both British and Australian, as well as the social and
political advantages, and the glamour of association with an embassy during
their stay. But as journalists and diplomats, they leave the 'darkness' when
catastrophe impends or when it descends upon the Asian society. It is the halfChinese, half-Australian 'hybrid' dwarf Billy Kwan, in The Year of Living
Dangerously, who pays with his life for his commitment to the Indonesian poor;
but as the Indonesian situation worsens, Hamilton, the cold-eyed AngloAustralian observer of Indonesian politics leaves for England and happiness, to
marry his English romantic love, Jill, from the British embassy in Jakarta.
Blanche d' Alpuget's Alex Wheatfield in Monkeys in the Dark too easily allows
herself to be misled by her rich cousin who is in love with her, commits herself
to him, and similarly leaves. The novelist thus enables her conveniently to
abandon her Indonesian lover to his horrendous fate in jail. When the internal
security forces close in upon the American Elizabeth and her Chinese lover,
Grant's Cherry Bloom, against her British diplomat husband's wishes, returns to
Australia with Cordell's love-child to sort out her troubled feelings with regard
to her identity and the future of the Eurasian child of whom she has temporary
custody.
Another Australian commentator, Helen Tiffin, has concluded that Koch's
novels, 'all explore the peculiar tensions of the post-colonial personality through
Australian protagonists who are all questers doomed not to fmd the fulfilment,
excitement or promise their sensibilities lead them to seek'.32 In varying
combinations, this 'post-colonial personality' could also be seen as descended
from Conrad's Marlow and Kurtz: it does seem that just as (according to
Achebe) Africa had been reduced 'to the role of props' and had served Conrad
merely 'as setting and backdrop into which the wandering European enters at his
peril', so one could say that Southeast Asian countries in even these Australian
novels of the seventies and eighties, to a great extent, exist as an extension of
the Australian imagination, providing the drama and background for the white
protagonists to explore their identity, find (or lose) their direction and work out
their destiny. The victims are those such as Billy Kwan and the American
Elizabeth Cordell who cross boundaries and commit themselves to individuals or
to the people generally in Asia. Despite the novel's Hindu mythic frame, and
although like Hamilton, he has green Caucasian eyes, Kwan is still 'Hamilton's
dwarf', a hybrid and (whether one reads the novel as realisic fiction or
romance), a freak, the one whose 'sympathy' with Asia proves fatal.
The novels thus do raise the question of whether the Australian imagination
can do without Asia as the exotic Other, and whether Australians can become
Eurasian, thereby becoming as well, through hybridity, 'oriental'. I suspect, not
yet. That gap with Asia will take a while to bridge.
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BERNARD COHEN

Aliens

The minister
Although Federal Court judge Justice Wilcox has told me
I have the power to intervene in the cases of 48 Cambodians, I have announced I don't propose to consider
whether or not to use that discretion.
I have used these words firmly and consistently because to
use other words could trigger off a lengthy legal challenge
for yet another review of these cases.
Senator Nick Bolkus, Minister for
Immigration and Ethnic Affairs!

There are foreign people in Australia thinking foreign thoughts.
Some are
locked up in Villawood, at the detention centre. Some are confined at Port
Hedland. 2 Some are restrained in Perth. In those places, you see, they are not
really in Australia. 3 They are in the empty, ungoverned space of their bodies, I
guess, confined within not-Australia. Some people in Villawood have seen
much of not-Australia - sites in Broome, Darwin, Melbourne as well as Sydney
- flying from no place to no place in Utopian airliners.4
People are employed by the Government of Australia to decide that many
of these people cannot stay in Australia, not even in the little not-really Australia

1.

2.
3.
4.

Speaking at a meeting of Commonwealth, State and Territory ministers for immigration and
ethnic affairs in Brisbane, 25 June 1993.
In an historic setting, the former single men's housing for BHP employees.
Sections 54B, 88 and 89 of the Migration Act create this legal fiction by deeming certain
categories of arrivals not to have arrived.
On 5 August 1993, 183 boat people were held in Port Hedland, 98 in Sydney and 5 in Perth.
On 30 August 1991, many Cambodian asylum seekers at the Enterprise Migrant Hostel in
Melbourne were woken at 6:00 am and told to be ready in an hour. They were not told their
destination. They were taken to the airport and told they were being moved to Sydney. Many
believed they were to be deported straight to Cambodia. On another occasion (in December
1992), departmental officers took three Cambodians 'shopping' and then straight to the airport
(these three had agreed to be repatriated). One requested permission to telephone his brother,
who remained in detention. When this was refused, he slashed his wrist. He was then
permitted a thirty-second telephone call.
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at Villawood. 5 The foreign people have to go back to foreign lands. They are
not appropriate people to transcend their alienness.
Some aliens complained to an Australian court that the people employed by
the government had acted unlawfully, or that they had made a mistake: the
government employees had made the wrong decision and had made their
decision wrongly. The judge said the government employees were allowed to
decide as they had. The aliens were permitted to be decided about in the
manner the departmental officers employed. Nonetheless, said the judge,
Senator Bolkus could choose to allow the aliens to remain. He had the power
of choice. He was a man with discretion. The minister could reconsider the
decision. He could make a whole new decision.
But Senator Bolkus said he did not propose to consider whether to exercise
his discretion - he wouldn't even think about making another decision because any decision might be reviewed, possibly even the decision not to make
one. The courts might consider whether such a consideration of the minister's
discretion was the right consideration, whether it was properly thought. The
minister didn't want to be considered responsible for making a decision. Is it a
decision, not to consider? Probably not, the minister has it on legal advice. It's
hard for the minister, too, agonising not to make a decision. 6 Sending the aliens
away without troubling the courts again. The aliens who arrive by boat and
leave by aeroplane. The minister feels so sorry for the aliens and yet is unable
to help them. 7 Meanwhile, they must not be released into the community, lest
they inadvertently accrue rights.
Some aliens have been in not-Australia for three and a half years. Some
aliens produced a baby in Port Hedland Reception and Processing Centre.
Twenty-nine babies have been born in not-Australia. Almost enough to set up
a country.8 Recently a court said the maximum period the minister may detain
applicants is 273 days. Coincidentally, this is also the human gestation period.
The minister is concerned that it is unfair to help some aliens and not
others. He is concerned that some aliens try to jump queues; perhaps they don't
even realise there is an orderly queue. Still, some aliens may qualify not to be
aliens. When this happens the minister is obliged to help them. The minister's
department has strict criteria. The system is open to scrutiny. The Villawood
Detention Centre is secured behind two four-metre fences topped with barbed
wire. 9

The Joint Standing Committee

5.

6.
7.
8.

9.
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Actually, the Minister's departmental delegates are supposed to assess whether people qualify
for refugee status, not decide that they don't (which would breach Australia's international
commitments under the UN Refugee Convention and Protocol). There is evidence not only
that there is a presumption against refugee status and a heavy burden of proof on applicants,
but that there is an unofficial quota of around five per cent acceptance. (See Fox 1993.)
A further question here is: What is the role of the executive? In this case the answer would
be: to avoid the provisions of the Administrative Decisions (Judicial Review) Act.
The rumour is that the minister was rolled in the cabinet room. Well, he could have resigned.
Five not-Australian-born babies have left or been deported, eight have entry permits (or their
parents do) and sixteen remain imprisoned. About sixty children born outside Australian land
are also detained. Detaining children and babies for more than 'the shortest appropriate period
of time' (a suggested measure in Australia has been 28 days) breaches Article 37 of the UN
Convention on the Rights of the Child.
One welfare organisation declined to allow me to visit Villawood with them because a
newspaper journalist accompanying another volunteer worker had written a critical article
about conditions in Villawood, and the volunteer worker had then been excluded for some
time.
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This scene is set in a room on level 9 of New South Wales Parliament House,
Macquarie St Sydney 2000. It is 23 September 1993. Two nuns, Sisters Evens
and Roberts, members of the Mercy Refugee Service Committee are being
The nuns are wearing habits.
questioned by two senators and an MHR. 10
Senator Chamarette has asked one to describe conditions in Villawood. She
expresses her concern at the extended periods of detention and at the relatively
recent appearance of a high barbed fence around the compound. Ruddock
MHR, who looks like a kind of thin Andrew Peacock and is (if possible) even
smarmier in manner, labours through an explanation of how border-crossing,
despite appearances, is a crime as theft is a crime. Senator McKiernan asks if
the sisters are able to guarantee that no detainees would abscond if the high wire
fence were removed. When a sister says that she couldn't, the senator sits back
as if he's proved something. 11
Outside, protestors have set up a tableau. A young thin white man is caged
between wire mesh and Parliament's steel-barred fence. The protestors have
been refused admission to the room where the committee is hearing, I'm not
sure on whose authority or exercise of assumed authority. Senator Chamarette
goes out to bring the protestors into the hearing room. Perhaps she imagines
this action as another border-crossing, another transgression to provoke
Ruddock's scorn.

A history of boating
The beginnings of Australian post-Invasion history are the names of boat
captains: Hartog, Dampier, Tasman, La Perouse, Cook, Phillip. My father's
ancestors didn't arrive on the First Fleet with Phillip, but one (Michael
Cashmore) did show up on a boat in the early 1820s and set himself up as a
merchant somewhere near the Melbourne Town Hall.
In 1938, my maternal grandparents landed in Fremantle Harbour, again by
boat, and as unwanted in their homeland as any convict ever had been, though
they were respectable, educated, middle-class people. 12
In 1964 I arrived in this country from the US at nine months old, pretty
much by boat l3 - I got gastro and had to fly into Melbourne from New
Zealand.
Anyway, there are boat half-memories in my head somewhere.
In liberal moments, I sometimes imagine Australia as a tree, a single lump
of organic existence. This tree has roots sticking into the ground in all
directions, sucking water and salts up through the tree's system of xylem. In
this image of Australia as a unity, the flow of earthly nutrients into the body of
10.

11.

12.
13.

The Joint Standing Committee on Migration, a Commonwealth Parliamentary committee, was
taking evidence in Sydney on this day. I later spoke to the representative of another religious
agency who had also appeared before the committee. He described the committee as 'the
Spanish Inquisition'. I have no idea why the majority of the Committee chose such an
adversarial approach to information gathering.
In the US, a pilot 'parole' system for asylum seekers found that 'attendance at judicial
hearings was nearly 100 per cent' but that many 'absconded or accepted resettlement in
Canada rather than surrender for removal'. In the end 'pressure on detention resources seems
to have forced the issue' and detention as a policy was phased out. (Bhaba 1992).
My mother's parents are GalicianlPolish Jews. My grandmother obtained British visas by
writing directly to the King. She apologised for writing in German, but she hadn't yet learnt
English and felt that German was the most likely to be understood of her then five languages.
The Arcadia. My parents used to point it out every time it docked at Circular Quay.
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the tree from these different roots represents the flow of stories, of histories,
which make up the organic whole. When I get to this point in my liberal
fantasy, I wonder why the stories we are told trace the flow predominantly
through one root, along one xylemic path. The history of Australia includes
thousands of years of Cambodian history, then a boat, and then the same
weather patterns everyone in this city experiences.
On 28 November 1989, twenty-six boat people arrived in Broome on a boat
called Pender Bay. Since then, boat people have travelled to Australia to seek
asylum on boats called Beagle, Collie, Dalmatian, Echo, Foxtrot, George,
Harry, Isabella, Jeremiah, Kelpie, Labrador, Mastiff and Norwich. Isn't that
convenient? Alphabetical, just like in the legal textbooks. I say 'boats called
Beagle ... ', but it was the Department of Immigration which did the naming. 14
Passengers on the 'Beagle' told me they had no name for it, simply referring to
it as 'the boat' .15 I do not know the names of the boat captains, though someone
pointed out the captain of 'the boat', a man in a nautical cap entertaining a
group of children.
Yugoslavia, August 1982
It's 28 August 1982. I am 18 years old. I catch a train from Venice to Athens.
The scheduled length of the trip is 39 hours - one of the world's great train
journeys, no doubt. I find my seat in a six-person compartment, sharing with
five strangers. Someone comes to the cabin and asks if we will carry some pairs
of jeans in our rucksacks. Wary of smugglers, I refuse. The journey starts.
Night falls.
On the Italian-Yugoslav border the train stops, and customs officials with
long sticks march down the train. An official stops in our compartment and taps
each roof panel. Outside the train, there is a stack of jeans beside each carriage.
An armed immigration official leans into the compartment and says, 'Passports.'
We hand them over. He stamps the other passports one by one. He looks
at mine and puts it in his pocket.
'Go to the police station,' he says.
'I'm not getting off the train,' I say. 'I'm going straight through to
Athens.'
'Go to the police station.'
'Okay,' I say. 'Just give me back my passport.'
'Go to the police station,' he says. The passport stays in his pocket.
I climb off the train. The border compound is floodlit. The piles of jeans
are now about two metres high. There is a crowd of foreigners outside the
police station. I find some English speakers, but they don't know what is going
on either. I am frightened. A Ghanaian is crying. One of the English speakers
tells me he has been racially abused. Every now and then someone opens the
door of the police station a crack and barks a name. In my memory, the scene
resembles a scene from a war movie - the train, the floodlights, the stacks of
textiles, us standing there surrounded by armed guards. It didn't feel very
cinematic at the time.

14.
15.
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A solicitor told me that naming it for a dog was another deliberate and niggling insult.
'The boat' was eight metres long, four metres wide and took 21 days to carry its 118
passengers to Australia, taking on rice and oil in Singapore and Indonesia. Having no fresh
water, they cooked the rice in seawater. My informant told me it tasted terrible.
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'Cohen,' the voice says, eventually.
A hand reaches around the barely opened door and hands me back my
passport. I now have permission to remain in Yugoslavia (on this train?) for one
month.
I met up with a friend in Athens who had travelled by ferry down the
Yugoslav coast.
'You should have taken the boat,' he said.

How to be Asian
Drifting. drifting.
What am I more than
A single gull
Between sky and earth?
Tu Fu. 9th Century

I'm standing on a beach between Taree and Newcastle. There are hundreds of
transparent, crescent-shaped jellyfish. A seabird drops twenty metres into the
water, folding its wings to its body at the last moment. It surfaces seconds later,
shaking its feathers, swallowing something. I try to imagine how a white person
might feel, standing here, how the sun feels on white skin. Different, I suppose.
I am walking south along the hard wet sand. All of a sudden, here are
hundreds of tiny perfect conical shells, the pattern on each subtly distinct, but
each shell barren, abandoned. Why I might ask, would creatures go to so much
trouble? For what purpose ( ... natural? ... aesthetic? ... ) only to disappear and
die?
Dozens of footprints ruin the sand. One set is almost identical to the mark
made by my shoes. Almost. I wonder whether in this situation a white person
would expect something to happen.
Someone is fishing. A couple walks a trajectory which may bring them
close to me. Some waves break. A tern flies by. There are two islands on the
horizon, one much larger than the other. The sun happens, a wind blows lightly
past my cheeks. It is difficult to remember that the journey which has brought
me here leads not to this place but through it. I take a photograph as evidence,
though the lens's wide angle admits more detail than I can really see.
By this time myoid childhood friends would be making lives for
themselves. I wish I had memory for detail. The shadows across the dunes at
the back of the beach make tight and regular patterns. (I'm facing momentarily
away from the ocean.)
What must it feel like to have large bones, I wonder, to have memories of
cities of white people, of famous white people making speeches on the
television, of white people leaving footprints across morning beaches?
The tide moves out (the pan which holds the ocean tilting so slightly away,
as a flat-earther must argue). The sand is left hard. This is how to ascertain
which way the tide moves: hard sand at the water line, tide moves out; soft sand,
it moves in. This is how to tell where the moon is.

16.

You can obtain OlEA papers from Media and Public Information Section. OlEA. PO Box 25
Belconnen ACT 2616; fax (06) 264 2479; tel (06) 264 2183.
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JOSHUA WILSON

Mulshi Lake

Out in the cool water, surrounded by equidistant mountains, a speck on the vast
flat liquid mother in the shadows of soaring rock.
-(Ayah white girl)
My wet clothes cling to me, unnecessary. My body throbs, ... my head, my
legs, my lacerated feet. All shores are unwelcome. I spin slowly, tilting my
head back to look at the sky and drop below the surface. How right to sink into
the green depth, to be welcomed in the cool hug of the lake. The water that
licks my wounds and absolves my seeping blood.
Departing at 8:30 a.m., the Sanyas Trekkers headed for Mulshi Lake. No
suspension as we jerked our way out of Pune. I ate my banana in the window
wash of the city's stench, wedged between the whine of Hindi pop and the
maniacal laughter of the Germans up the back. Rattling into rural India, the
driver honked repeatedly as we squeezed through two-dog villages and began the
climb to the lake. The road squirmed up the hill and there was barely width for
our bus alone. Cows had to be honked patiently aside. Soon the air would be
breathable.
Oh, oh, my thigh ... .1 kick and pause and kick, inching, bobbing. Am I getting
anywhere? I want to feel lost in this sparkling green surface, hidden and
protected from sight and sunlight. Are they watching ... waiting?
-(Ayah American girl)
Are they circling, anticipating my destination? All shores seem thick with
violence; humming killers hunch in the silence. A million hungry eyes scan the
water I am sure. They buffet me with their seeking. Pushing me like so much
smoke in a cross-wind. While I bob in this green blood that cradles my bleeding
head. That carries me like one of its own.
A muddy clay rut led from the stone wall at the top of the mountain down to the
lake. Shaking our numb buttocks we meandered down the trail, gasping and
exclaiming predictably at the immensity, the majesty, the untrammelled beauty.
After Pune, where the eye is gorged on the ubiquity of urban chaos and
depravity, this scene was a salve, an expansive, clean panorama to range slowly
over.
lalal settled camp in the shade and the Indian cooks began to prepare our
lunch. Chopping potatoes, onions and yellow peppers, kneading flour and water
for chapatis, dusting everything with pungent earthy powders, they laughed,
sweating around the open fire.
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Trekkers marked their territory with towels or saris. The Germans
immediately assumed positions in the blazing sun, choosing sandy respite from
the sharp rocks that hemmed the lake. I wandered in the sliver of shadow cast
by the near slope. I marvelled at the smooth egg-stones bulging free from the
crusty volcanic rock where the shore and the mountain met. I hoped
unreasonably that my camera would record my perceptions.
Three Indian boys walked past chattering. Their eyes moved lazily but
thoroughly over the bare Western flesh on offer. The German woman making
mudballs in her black bikini was of particular interest. I watched them perch
like vultures on a peaked grey rock. Distracted by the shards of bright blue that
pierced the trees and bounced off the water, I soon fell sleepy and lay entranced
in the mid-day warmth.
My boyfriend once said "I need to protect you." Own me? Now it has new
meaning. Where are you now Art? I'm miles away in Mulshi. It's a fucking
long swim to Seattle, Art.
Can't face the trekkers, not in this body. My limbs are numb; perhaps the
water works its alchemical love into my skin? Metamorphosis is not out of the
question then? Nothing short of metamorphosis will suffice. I give, myself to
this alluvial placenta. I am prepared to go under... .like the sun ... and if I should
rise again with the moon.... ?
At 12:30 I followed the example of several others and decided on a stroll before
lunch. Leaving the Osho Times behind I crunched around the near hill,
disappearing from sight of the camp. The squeals of the mudfight receded and
then returned in the form of echoes from the mountain that faced the camp
across a kilometre of water.
Occasionally a group of Indians passed silently. Over-dressed with their
hands behind their backs and their moustaches munching. I paused opposite the
camp and waved to the faceless figures cavorting in the water that dropped deep
away from the red mud. The Australians, two young men and a young woman,
stood slightly apart from the others. The younger of the two men snapped the
couple, clearly shifting around in his efforts to fit in as much water-mountainsky into the 35mm frame.
The chubby German man with glasses and blue briefs approached from the
other direction, two women in tow. He stopped to talk but I wasn't interested,
scanning the scenery to avoid his burnt earnest face and clumsy voice.
- Zose three Indian boys are no good. Don't go round there, come back
with us, Jalal said no-one should walk alone. Zey snapped Monica's bikini
strap ... hey, listen to what I'm saying ...
I nodded mock-appreciatively, shrugged and walked on before he was
completely finished.
The shore curved again, hugging a low green promontory; a narrow lush
intrusion that trailed into the lake with a succession of free-floating rocks. Once
round the tip I saw the boys, standing near the water, pitching stones. A second
later they noticed me, and the boy in the yellow pants and the brown and gold
shirt laughed, hand on hip. I ignored him intently. They watched my slow
passage across the rocks and chattered loud enough so that I would know that
they were talking of me even if I could discern no articulation in their gibberish.
I heard them crunching behind me after I had gone ten paces more and I
was scared. A stone clattered a little way ahead and to the right of me. Turning
to give them a look only provoked carnivorous laughter. Continuing my
40
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pretence of carelessness I drifted toward the scrub, picking a gap between two
bushes, I slid in amongst the thick shade and darted away from the shore.
Everything was so close and green. My heart pumped double-time, forcing
liquid fear through my veins as I scrambled away, away, away ...
Now they were calling out. To the left; behind me; moving around.
Sometimes the voices drew close to each other and then went silent, perking up
in frightening proximity. They howled and barked and called to each other in
Hindi. They smashed along, beating the trees with sticks and slapping palms.
- Ayah white girl, they roared.
- Ayah American.
- Ayah sanyasi they screamed and spat.
There was nothing for me but to buffet through the scrub. I did not think
or plan. I did not rationalise. I could not. I was prey, a dumb beast grunting
to myself as I stumbled in search of the shifting equidistant point between the
three voices.
And then I burst into the sunlight on the precipice of a small, steep cliff.
With bovine confusion I stared out over the sheer drop, disbelieving, turning too
slowly towards the multi-pronged crashing behind. Hopelessness descended like
an eclipse.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

teeth.
-(panting) Ayah white girl.
All three propped breathlessly, grinning at me, nostrils flared in
anticipation. Their eyes were dull, but not dark enough to obscure the
Neanderthal-primates gathered around the beloved flame within, the drum-driven
frenzy that thundered like blood inside their grinning skulls.
I charged the cordon and the blows began. The gold shirt struck me first
and turned the world into molasses. I think I went down onto one knee but I
kept going forward, crashing my shoulder into a tree as a stick clipped hard
against the base of my head. In the slow time that engulfed me I stumbled,
recoiling like a carcass from the fist to my ear, the foot to my back, the stick
across my breasts. I could only move away, mouth open and slack, panting and
surging away through the swirling foliage that moved lazily to block my path.
At last the lake. I was falling as I left the scrub and falling as I crossed the
shore, tumbling arms out into the shallows, plummeting endlessly, my splash
rising to meet me before I broke the surface, before my bleeding feet left the
shore.
Apres moi Ie deluge. I wish. The sky is a soft-scented pink and deepening. I
hear Trekkers shouting out across the lake but the name isn't mine any longer.
I am a husk blown clean. I am a feather adrift with the tide. Three hours in this
cool primordial soup; a marathon effort. I have survived, I have won. Tears
now down my face. Suffused with liquid strength and overflowing in the
nourishing clutch of Mulshi lake, surrounded by silhouettes of rock, I spin
slowly around, every shore a possibility.
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HERSRI SETIAWAN
In late February 1993, Indonesian author Hersri Setiawan arrived for a brief visit
to Australia to participate in the Perth Writers' Festival at the Fremantle Arts
Centre. A former political prisoner held for nine years in detention without trial,
he managed to leave Indonesia several years ago and now lives in the
Netherlands as a political exile. These poems have been translated by David T.
Hill.

Resting

I gaze at the blue of the swan river mouth
as if its waves whisper
skimmed by the north wind
there is a dim voice
restrained by the walls of feeling
fremantle 1.3.1993

Fremantle Terzinas
scene one
blue flowers there with unknown names
joking with the morning sun
gaze at me emptily
scene two
a honeyeater perches on the clothes-line
under which I sit alone
casts me a glance then flies off without a sound
scene three
blackbirds call out hoarsely
from the shady branches of the olive tree
young couples searching for peace
murdoch 4.3.1993
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LESLEY FOWLER

a second language
In conversation class
Trang asks, Miss
would you eat
another person?
Oh, says Susan,
why ever would
I? And call me
Susan. 'Miss' is
far too formal.
In Vietnam, Duc
explains, we had
to show respect.
Sue nods and smiles.
Well, would you?
asks Trang again.
She twists a lock
of hair around
her index finger.
Her eyes hold
Susan still. At last
the teacher sees
the old man - from the start
a risk to travel with, but loved dying hungry thirsty as the boat
loses its way to Australia.
Duc and Trang and their parents
sit and chant the rites for the departed
their mouths are dry
the chanting doesn't sound right
and then the son and father
takes his knife
cuts along the line of muscle
in the arm
removes the flesh
and hands it to his daughter.
she reaches for it
her eyes shocked
by the greed of her hand.
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FAY ZWICKY

On the Acquisition of Four Famous
Chinese Novels for the Senior Library
& Related Matters*

Ms Hewson announces the event
with hope, a cheerful carrot dangled
of a carnival, spot prizes.
How do you keep a young man
sitting in the spring?
Someone has heroically reviewed
a reading by a poet with a spiky name.
Her picture stares forbidding
into space, some mad old bat
who came one night and carried on.
What she knows wouldn't get you
far in economics.
A more seductive lady of the Qing
smiles slyly in the broadsheet margin,
her eyebrows quizzical, her mouth a slivered moon,
her layered skirts a promise of decorum,
a grace undreamt in Queenslea Drive.
Her hands are raised and curved so gently.
Is she dancing or repulsing an advance
or something hidden from us in the tides
of history?
When I say no I mean it
but I never shout.
No margin for that error in the Qing.
How do you keep a young man
sitting in the spring?
Is this what Kah Keong Yip and Khong-Shin Chia
both Year Eleven meant when recommending
"glimpses into Chinese culture"?
44
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And what, I wonder, did Tom Flett really say?
I'll bet his heart said something other
than "a good idea to broaden knowledge
of the student body."
That's someone else's tongue, a Keating or
a Court, deviser of war strategies and tactics
so ea.,ily adapted to computer games,
computer minds.
I like to think the fearless funny Monkey
gets top billing, refuses adaptation
to computer, shepherds on his lonely monk
through fen and forest armed with cunning
and the power to charm, disarm with human words
and finally tum in among the fallen leaves
of Queenslea Drive to welcoming friends.
There's more to culture than a useful acquisition
as any dancer in the margin tells you,
gentle hands mysteriously raised
against the tides of vanished dynasties,
no margin left for error.
*Written for the launching on August 23, 1993 of vol I, no. I of Library Link, a deceptively
seductive publication produced by the staff of the Selwyn Prior Library at Christ Church
Grammar School.
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RON BLABER

Austral ian Travel Writi ng
about Asia in the 20s and 30s

Introduction
This essay draws markedly on Edward Said's Orientalism 1 in which he argues
that Europe particularly in its nineteenth century imperialist phase constructs and
deploys know ledges about colonised people such that these know ledges come to
speak for and about others. One genre or mode of writing in which such ways
of seeing the world are employed is the travelogue. Of equal importance to this
essay is Mary Louis Pratt's Imperial Eyes: Travel Writing and Transculturation,2
in which she argues that the imperialist gaze effectively renders the landscape
empty of others in order to view it as open for European development. My
concern here, though, is not merely to document the ways in which Australian
travel writing reproduces an orientalist discourse with reference to Said and Pratt
but to theorise, in a general sense, the construction of the Australian traveller's
gaze given that Australia is a product of the British imperialist venture and has
been subject to the European gaze. (Issues of class and gender need to be
addressed but are constrained this current exercise.) In other words the
Australian gaze and associated travel writing is constructed by and within the
European gaze but is of lesser authority. And it is this lesser authority that
begins to undermine the assuredness of the dominant gaze.

Australia's Asian Context
Over the past few years politicians, public commentators, academics at
conferences and others have promoted Australia's relationship with Asia. In
response others have warned that Australia should not forget its European,
particularly British heritage. These arguments are not new, but they might say
something about Australia's capacity to renew colonialist alliances and its
incapacity to forge others. Australia's Eurocentric Anglophillic outlook has
contributed to its forgetting or at least marginalising its history of relations with
the Asian region (World War II aside). For example, as part of a debate on
independent defence and foreign policy, Lieut.-Colonel Eldred Pottinger writing
in 1928 argues:
Is Australia really an independent nation, free of control from the Imperial
Parliament? No, and she never can be till she reaches the stage when she
can act with complete freedom in her dealings with foreign powers (Asiatic
Problems Affecting Australia, 3).3
46
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Unfortunately, while Pottinger's monograph attempts to identify Australia's
place within the Asian region through the assertion of a universal humanism in
order to challenge racist attitudes, the monograph nevertheless operates within a
discourse of xenophobic nationalism. Pottinger attempts to impress on his
listeners "the absolute necessity of white races abandoning the idea that all
coloured people are inferior beings" (5) and concludes that "human nature is the
same all the world over, and that there is little difference in the standard of
morality between nations" (85). Nevertheless, an expressed commitment to the
White Australia Policy and the title of the monograph Asiatic Problems Facing
Australia are still indicative of a particular nationalist perspective that
compromises any articulation of Australia's place within the region. Pottinger's
argument displays a commonality with other writing by Australians about Asia
at the time, but within these writings there is evidence which suggests that a reexamination of these views of and a recuperation of Australia's Asian history
will assist in the decolonisation of the Australian mind.
One pathway is an examination of Australian travel writing about Asia in
the twenties and thirties to investigate how Australians viewed Asia and
determine what this tells us about how Australians saw and perhaps still see
Australia. This discussion is framed by a consideration of types of travel
writing; by historical circumstances relating to access to travel; and by a
theorisation of the construction of the Australian traveller's gaze. However, in
the first instance, crucial to our reading of travel writing about Asia at the time
is an understanding of the transformations within the genre and the way those
transformations are determined by the change in the nature of travel.
Paul Fussell argues that since the Renaissance there have been at least three
kinds of travel and associated writing from the west to the rest of the world. 4
The first - associated with the Renaissance - is characterised by travels of
exploration associated with mercantile enterprise. The second type of travel
develops through the course of the nineteenth century and can be classed as
amateur ethnography, or more properly a bourgeois ethnographic self-fashioning
whereby travels through the colonies provided a way of knowing oneself by
knowing other peoples. In other words one's knowledge of oneself is naturalised
through the construction and deployment of knowledge about others. The third
type develops as a result of the world wars. Both create for the first time large
mobile populations, the first of the modern tourists. However economically
tourism does not really take off until after WW2 although the seeds are there
after WWl. Fussell can be described as regarding this latter development as the
proletarianisation of travel; touristic pleasure and consumption overwrite
exploration and the ethnographic.
Jon Stratton, in Writing Sites, presents a similar schema to Fussell but goes
further in classifying types of travel and associated writing in relation to
changes in the organisation of capital. s Exploration and discovery is associated
with mercantile capitalism; ethnographic and colonial travels are associated with
the organisation of capital figured in modernity; tourism with that configuration
known as postmodernity.
Where can we locate Australian travel writing about Asia within these
formulations? The period between the wars can be read in terms of the
transformation of travel, and associated modes of writing, from the ethnographic
to the touristic. But this points to the question of the degree to which Australians
had access to travel and access to travel genres and discourse.
A partial answer to this question can be found in the consideration of how
Australia itself was and is subject to the traveller's gaze. At this point it is
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important to tum again to Mary Louise Pratt's Imperial Eyes: Travel Writing
and Transculturation, in which she describes travel writing as a narration of
anti-conquest. By narration of anti-conquest Pratt refers to the naturalisation of
scientific and ethnographic discourses that are employed to describe other
peoples and cultures in a normative and dehistoricising manner. This assumes
that an unproblematic European gaze was rather a perspective enabled by
colonial conquest. Pratt is interested in tracing the disappearance of the other's
voice from the ethnographic accounts of the cultures of Africa and South
America. In effect the silencing of the other through such constructions as the
noble savage denies those people historical agency and enables the European to
gaze upon the new land and its peoples as being in need of improvement. In its
most extreme moment, the gaze through the emptying of the landscape allows
for the declaration of terra nullius.
In an Australian context this passage effectively describes the relationship
between the white settlers and the Aboriginal people. And through various
government policies and general social practices the Australian Aboriginal
people were silenced, removed to a degree from history from the mid- to latenineteenth century. Therefore it must be asked who becomes the subject of the
traveller's gaze from that point on. Once the "improvement" has been made,
how then can the ethnographic operation be mobilised? As an answer to that
question I suggest that the traveller's gaze, in particular the British traveller's
gaze, becomes focussed on the success and behaviour of the settler peoples.
While the ethnographic element remains, its dominance is replaced by a concern
for the statistical measure of that improvement whether it be concerned with
capitalist accumulation or some concern for the improvement of the settler
peoples.
Richard White outlines Social Darwinist concerns within both Australia and
Britain. 6 Contradictory views as to the development of the Anglo Saxon race in
the dominions abounded. On the one hand it was argued that the Australian
environment would have deleterious effects on the Anglo Saxon race, and that
with each new generation there would be a further diminution of the vigour of
the people. Hence there was a continuing need for migration to maintain the
stocks of the gene pool. On the other hand, it was argued that once free from the
debilitating effects of industrialisation and urbanisation in England, the Anglo
Saxon race could again achieve its true vigour in the open spaces of Australia.
The latter view prevailed both within Australia and Britain. Thus the settler
becomes the object of the measured gaze of the colonizer. In other words
Australia accepts the assessment of that supposedly superior gaze, and returns
that imagery. Consequently any theorisation of the Australian traveller's gaze
must take into account Australia's experience of and invitation to the gaze of
others.
Nevertheless, related to the construction of the gaze is the consideration of
its employment. It is easier to document access to travel than it is to quantify
the amount of travel that took place. The Australasian Travellers Gazette
provides some evidence.
Travelling

From the early 1900s through to the period this essay examines, Thomas Cook
& Sons published The Australasian Travellers Gazette monthly. The magazine
was primarily a timetable of ship arrivals, departures, and a schedule of costs.
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During this period Australia was serviced by a number of shipping lines,
including British, Dutch, Japanese, Canadian and American companies. Access
to travel was thus readily available. The magazine also featured articles,
generally employing an ethnographic mode, promoting trips to Egypt, Ceylon,
Indonesia, China, Japan, and occasionally India, Malaya, and the Pacific. These
articles were recycled year after year, sometimes several times a year. The world
seems to have been a very static place. In the 1930s changes in print
technologies transformed the gazette into a glossy tourist magazine now
dominated by photographs, a significant number being aerial shots, appropriate
considering the development of commercial air travel. The change in the
magazine is symptomatic of the transformation of travel from the ethnographic
to the touristic, insofar as travel becomes increasingly packaged, the trip
foreshortened.
However, even when travel opportunities to Asia were available, access to
publication for would-be travel writers is another issue. And what is "travel
writing"?

Travel Writing: Definitions
Exactly what constitutes travel writing is problematic. Travel gets categorised
across several disciplines, such as autobiography, geography, history, ethnography, journalism, not to mention tourist promotion. Eric Michaels' term 'paraethnography' is probably the most useful, inasmuch as it attempts to encompass
the interdisciplinary and non-disciplinary aspects of the genre. 7 But as mentioned
earlier, histories of travel writing describe three modes. The first mode is
concerned with discovery and exploration, and is regarded as dominant until the
nineteenth century. The second mode, identified as the travelogue, emerges as
dominant in the nineteenth century (and persists in a modified form), is
associated with imperialist expansion and has the characteristics of the
ethnographic with its intent to describe, to know other peoples and their customs
and behaviours. While ethnographic or para-ethnographic in its original
intentions, the travelogue in its twentieth century manifestation is regarded as
literary in relation to a modernist aesthetic concerned with authenticity. That is
to say, to use MacCannel's observation, travel writers seek authenticity within
other cultures in the face of the fragmentation of their culture under modernity:
Modem man has been condemned to look elsewhere, everywhere, for his
authenticity, to see ifhe can catch a glimpse of it reflected in the simplicity,
poverty, chastity or purity of others. 8

The third mode refers to subcategories of the travelogue, including travel diaries
and collections of impressions. These have been regarded as subliterary and
perhaps also provide the basis for the touristic.
Crucial to travel writing, whatever the mode, are attempts to give truth to
experience that is felt but above all seen. However, the gaze in question is
always problematic.

Hierarchy of Gazes
Associated with this hierarchy of modes of travel is a hierarchy of gazes; some
gazes are more privileged than others. This of course is related to the
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interrelation between seeing and discourse. Access to particular discourse
detennines certain ways of seeing the world. This point is further underlined by
access to publication and distribution. Certainly during the period with which
this paper concerns itself, British writers have greater access to publication and
distribution than Australian writers. Indeed Australian readers probably have
more opportunity to read British writers than they do Australian. Therefore the
British gaze is privileged. And, to a degree, the Australian gaze is produced also
as lesser because Australia itself was subject continually to the British gaze. As
mentioned earlier, Richard White has argued Australians came to know
themselves through the gaze and discourse of others to the point of adopting and
returning that image.9
The Australian gaze is both detennined and constrained by the British gaze.
In other words Australians could be seen to view the world and write about it in
the same, if lesser, manner as British travel writers. Concomitantly Australia's
European history tends also to favour Australian travel to Europe rather than
anywhere else. Perhaps this can be best illustrated in the attitude expressed by
Nina Murdoch in Seventh Heaven: A Joyous Discovery of Europe (1930).10
There is no account of the journey to Europe, but once in Europe Murdoch is in
awe of everything she sees, confInning the truth of what has already been seen.
In her eyes Australia can never become great until Australians have seen
Europe:
Australia is not good enough for me!
She is yet no more than the matrix of the glorious opal the world will
wear when the hands of her true lovers have done their work.
There was a day when Venice was but a few scattered islands in a lagoon.
Her lovers, seeing what she lacked, ransacked the world and laid riches at
her feet. They were not blind because they were her lovers. Nor should we
be who love Australia. It is no treachery to the beloved to be aware of her
shortcomings and eager for her to win the things she lacks. Much nearer
to treachery is the complacency which declares she is already perfect. And
they most truly love Australia who return to her with minds like argosies,
full-freighted with memories of the best things of the world and the desire
to see her reproduce them for her own embellishment (256).

Two things are significant about Murdoch's view. One it clearly metaphorically
locks Australia's future into Europe's imperialist past. Two, it occludes
completely any relationship with Asia.
The occlusion of Asia is a common feature of much Australian travel
writing of the period. When Europe still functions as the primary destination any
experience of Asia during the sea voyage to Europe is quickly passed over.
Many travelogues deal with Singapore and Ceylon in less than a chapter, in spite
of opportunities to tour these places. Travel, the tour, begins for most travellers
in Egypt and then proceeds north west to England.
Regardless of the opportunity to travel to Asia (Dutch, Japanese, as well as
P&O services), for most travellers Europe remained the place to write about.
However, for those writers who chose to travel through and write about the
Asian region certain significant differences to their British counterparts emerge.
These differences provide a foundation for seeing Asia in a different manner to
that provided by British travellers.
So far I have suggested that the Australian travel experience is conditioned
by having been the subject of the European gaze and by having been conditioned
to view the world as European. In other words Australian travel writers were
predisposed to travel in and write about Europe, and for the most part were blind
to the rest of the world. Therefore, when Australian travel writers did tum
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toward Asia they did so with an almost innocent gaze. Having been excluded
from or at least only offered limited access to a tradition of writing about the
world, Australian travel writers did not know how to look at Asia in the same
way as did European writers, whose gaze was a knowing one. The Australians'
gaze, by contrast, is less assured, less knowing and can be read as partially
deconstructing orientalist constructions of Asia. But let us tum to some
examples.

Journalism: The Touristic
Through Persia to India by Motor Car
by
Mr. Gordon Donkin ll

The travel article for a metropolitan daily is travel writing at its most basic,
having to conform to editorial constraints as well as maintaining a level of
information and entertainment that will keep the reader's interest. Consequently
there is little opportunity for radical departure from genre and an unsurprising
use of cliche. Paradoxically the need for concision within the framework of the
newspaper foregrounds the contradiction and elision that take place within much
travel/touristic writing. Orientalism is the modus operandi but the business of
newspaper publishing does introduce ruptures into the scheme of things.
In Gordon Donkin's 1929 account of a trip through Persia a number of
contradictions are apparent. In the first instance Persia is problematically
Europeanised/Westernised. On the one hand Europeanisation is welcomed; on
the other it is seen as destroying Persian culture. Of importance to Donkin is the
presence of a "large European population" and although these Europeans tend to
be associated with a diplomatic presence, Donkin and the reader can take
comfort from knowing that in "all the big towns ... there are English or
American missions and hospitals".
However, when commentating on the Persian carpet trade, Donkin observes
that the "American trade is spoiling this industry, as they are now having their
own designs introduced".
For the most part the article concerns itself with limited description of the
landscape and with the listing of towns passed through. This becomes banal; the
"description" of Tiflis is a case in point:
Tiflis, the capital of Georgia, and also the head quarters of the administration
of the associated Soviet RepUblics of Georgia, Armenia, and Azerbaijan, is
an interesting old town of about a hundred thousand inhabitants.

By and large, people do not feature in Donkin's account. What commentary
there is tends to be cliched and stereotypical, belonging more to the genre than
anything else. We are told:
The Persians are very polite, but are lazy and dislike work. Under the new
regime the country is being opened up, trade fostered, and to a certain extent
it is being Europeanised. The expansion of late has been rather too rapid,
and the country is short of money, to the detriment of the exchange. The
culture and art of ancient times has gone; but they still do fine silver and
brass work ...
Isfahan, 300 miles south of Teheran, and the former capital, is the most
interesting place in Persia. One finds there the true Persian.

Just what constitutes a "true Persian" is of course not elaborated. The
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obviousness of the statement is testimony to the power of orientalism. The
Persian is always already known.
However, more telling is Donkin's description of Tabrez which clearly
demonstrates the contradiction between the discursive and the experiential in so
far as what one says about an object may have little to do with the way in which
it is seen. As stated earlier Donkin regards Persians as lazy, yet he offers the
following description:
[Tabrez] is the capital of a very fertile [sic] and one of the richest districts
of Persia. On the way one passes the small town of Zenjan, where beautiful
silver filigree-work is made.

The power of orientalist discourse makes Donkin blind to the industry that
produces the riches, be it agricultural or metal work.
Donkin's article demonstrates a fundamental flaw in the genre of newspaper
travel writing. The constraints of space almost determine the reproduction of
orientalist practice, yet the need to be accurate in information reveals the
contradictions at play.
Tourist Impressions: Norman' F. Wilkinson

Norman F. Wilkinson, a world war one veteran turned an itinerant wanderer of
the world, offers his definition of what a good traveller and what a good travel
book should be in the preface to his Travel Trimmings (1931),12 He writes:
I cannot claim to be a great reader in a general sense, and so should have
learned something of the art of the author, but I do claim to be a reader
of every travel book that I can get hold of, provided it is not too full of
historical facts about the countries it deals with or dwells too long on the
wonderful roseate colours caused by the setting sun , which never seems
to set.
To please me, a travel book must be full of action. I must move
along quickly from place to place. In most travel books I want ever so many
things which most authors seem to forget that I am interested in. They fill
me with glowing accounts of the objets d'art which pall me ... (7).

As a counter to this kind of travel book, Wilkinson offers Travel Trimmings.
And trimmings they are: short accounts of brief encounters.
In terms of this paper, Wilkinson's Travel Trimmings is somewhat
anomalous insofar as it conflates a number of travel accounts pre- and postWorld War I. For the most part it is dominated by an account of travel just
before the war, with reflections on how things have changed since. Again the
work is contradictory in its account of Asia, buying into orientalist and
colonialist views while asserting an egalitarianism and a willingness to overcome
certain xenophobic attitudes. On the one hand Wilkinson embraces a romantic
orientalism, and on the other he is disparaging of colonialist attitudes and
practices. Wilkinson's child-like excitement of 24 hours in Ceylon enjoying its
colour and primitivism is an example of the former; an encounter with AngloIndians returning home provides an example of the latter:
They dominated the whole place. Wherever they congregated they made
much noise. They shouted "Boy! Boy!" every minute almost, and the
stewards rushed to them as though it was a call from the commander of the
ship himself. There was no appeal in their request for anything; it was a
command. It irritated me, this ... ill-bred way of ordering all and sundry
around. If a coloured servant they desired it was "boy," if a white steward
it was "Stew-ard......
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The impressions we gained of these newly-arrived fellow travellers
were not altogether favourable (42-3).

Perhaps an Australian egalitarianism shows through Wilkinson's account.
But perhaps a more telling moment is Wilkinson's first experience of China and
the way in which it serves to unsettle and change some preconceived notions
while demonstrating the successful inscription of others. It is problematic, at
once patronising and a little hopeful in undoing Australian xenophobia:
Long before 1 left to go ashore 1 felt that China was going to appeal very
much to me, and as 1 looked at the yellow men and women as they came
alongside our steamer in their sampans, 1 somehow didn't recognise them
as the same race of people who 1 knew lived in little Bourke Street,
Melbourne, or who ran market gardens in Australia. Their dress was all so
different; they wore skirts here in China and their faces seemed so open and
cheery as they smiled at me as 1 stood on deck, and somehow they lacked
the cunning of the Chinaman whom 1 had been so scared of in Australia.
1 decided anyway that 1 was going to like the Chinese . . . Queer taste,
perhaps, you think I've got, but let me record here that the longer 1 stayed
in China, the more 1 got to love the Chinese, 1 know of no race more
interesting, more devoted to those who are kind to them, or more loyal to
their customers in business and generous to their European masters (I hate
the word) than good old John Chinamen. You've heard it said, "A
Chinaman's word is his bond," well, to a greater extent than any other
coloured race, 1 believe it is (114-5).

While this may be read as exchanging one orientalist discourse for another,
Wilkinson does go on to criticise the White Australia policy, calling for
Australia to acknowledge and to respond to its Asian context (117).
The Professional: R. S. Sampson

R. S. Sampson was the Member for Swan in the Western Australian Parliament.
His Singapore and its Neighbours (1939)13 is full of facts, figures and histories
of Australia's northern neighbours. Because it is more than a pamphlet,
Sampson's work is curiously both engaged and disengaged from its project. One
objective is to "draw attention to the importance of the trading possibilities that
exist between Western Australia and Singapore and its Neighbours"; a second
"is to know more of the lands that lie nearest to our shores, and by that means,
perhaps to know Australia better"(3). Paradoxically, Sampson asserts that his
lack of knowledge of the region enabled keener observation of its similarities
and differences. While ironically the first objective is interesting in light of
recent governmental and business pronouncements, the second objective is
potentially more interesting.
Sampson reveals an attitude toward Chinese similar to that of Wilkinson,
one that is common in Australian writing of the time. He declares:
... wherever one goes, one fmds the amiable yellow men, active chiefly
as traders. Their reputation is illustrated by the following anecdote:
A visitor from W.A. to Singapore was met by a European firm's
manager, who had been brought up in Melbourne. The Singapore resident
said to the visitor: "I want to warn you concerning Chinese here. No doubt
in W.A., as in Melbourne you refer to the Chinamen as a bally Chow. If
so forget it! You will meet several of the Chinese business men whilst here,
and 1 want you to realise these men are gentlemen in manners, and their
word is their bond in business affairs."

And while Sampson does not use the term Bally Chow, he does use the terms
"John Chinamen" and "celestial". For the most part, however, Sampson does not
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appear to meet anyone. People are invisible or fleetingly glimpsed. Only twice
does Sampson comment on different peoples. Of Eastern Java he writes in a
mixture of colonialist and egalitarian styles:
An overwhelming majority are natives, of course, and as such regarded by
many as "heathens" (whatever that means) on a quite different plane to the
rest of humanity. Perhaps they are, but if radiant happiness and cheery
goodwill are the criteria by which they are to be judged, then the "heathen
in his blindness" is still able to see much in life which remains invisible
to others of higher intelligence and conceit! (20)

In Singapore, which Sampson regards as nationally British, culturally Malay,
and commercially Chinese, he again invokes a sense of common humanity:
One evening we reserved for a picture show, watching that queer America
that Hollywood presents in celluloid. "The pictures," or "talkies," of course
are universal, and but for occasional outcries in strange tongues when the
villain was particularly villainous or the hero's noble actions called for
applause, one might have been back in Perth - until the lights were switched
on. Then the motley romantic throng was revealed, but their lives could not
have been as romantic and colourful as their looks, for there they were, as
eager as members of any other race, to be released from boredom at the
talkie theatre (25).

While perhaps seeing in Sampson's objectives an admirable venture to
acknowledge and respond to Australia's Asian context, particularly in ways that
might de-emphasise British colonial ties, after the journey Sampson asserts as a
matter of course that Australia is best, "that there is no country in which exists
a nicer balance between a 'fair deal' for the average man and a 'fair opportunity'
for the ambitious one than in Australia" (48). To a degree then Sampson's view
of Australia secures it within the established European view of the nation rather
than making any significant alignments with Western Australia's northern
neighbours.
The Diarist: Ethel Jarman

Eastern Glimpses (1935)14 is Ethel Jarman's diary account of an extended
journey through the East, from Indonesia (the Dutch East Indies) to Japan. While
there is recognition of the significance of Australia's position in the region, there
remains an overtone of the exotic and an undertone of the fearful. In the brief
preface Jarman writes:
The lure of Eastern lands and peoples to an Australian is natural, for our
great white Commonwealth - vast in area, but dangerously small in
population - must inevitably be influenced by future events among the
teeming millions of her near and far neighbours of the East.

Nevertheless Jarman's diary mode reveals a mixed gaze, not one totally
dominated by orientalist discourses and genres. Travelling aboard the K.P.M.
liner the Nieuw Holland, the Jarmans stop at Macassar where they stroll through
the native quarter:
The stroll through the native quarter was full of interest. The native houses
are built upon pillars, about ten feet from the ground. The window spaces
have bars made of bamboo, about six inches apart, through which we caught
glimpses of children peering at us (10).

While the children's gaze may seem trivial, what is significant is that we get an
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exchange of gazes and in terms of perspective the Jarman's are more the object
of the gaze than the "natives".
Similarly, Ethel Jarman simply notes the work of coolies unloading flour at
the docks. There is no description of a seething mass. However, later she notes:
As we left I gazed down at the picturesque coolies, on the wharf, wearing
high-crowned black velvet caps, and gay-coloured sarongs, and hardly
recognised from the almost naked crowds of the morning, who had worked
so hard unloading the cargo (11-12).

To a degree the colonialist gaze is repositioned and reinscribes the other into
familiar categories. However, it is unsettled because firstly, the people are now
hardly recognisable, suggesting difference within an otherwise homogenising
knowledge; and secondly, it acknowledges a distinction between work and
leisure that is otherwise viewed as work and laziness, or worse as work and
invisibility.
However, I do not want to suggest that Jarman's diaries show a conscious
anti-colonial position; rather that they reveal a less authoritative view of Asia
and that this allows differences to emerge which are contained otherwise by
imperialist travel discourse. In other words, contradictions are more apparent, yet
orientalist views are present. In a tropical gothic moment reminiscent of Heart of
Darkness, Jarman writes:
I have often thought, when viewing the moon setting, lurid and red, behind
the dark mountains, with lightning leaping across the black sky, that it is
inevitable that the native races (not understanding) should live in fear of,
and try to propitiate, the Gods (19).

The Travel Writer: Frank Clune
Frank Clune is regarded as tbe foremost Australian travel writer of the 30s and
40s. To the Isles of Spice (1940)15 is an account of travel through Timor, Java,
Borneo, Celebes and French Indo-China in 1939. Compared to the others
examined, the text is marked to a greater degree by orientalist discourse and
imagery. This suggests that the genre itself plays a great part in mediating the
material. In Orientalist fashion, the Isles of Spice are figured in terms of mythic
space and European history. Their history is very much the history of European
colonisation. This is clearly evident in the frontispiece which provides a portrait
of Queen Wilhelmina of the Netherlands but more significantly is apparent in
Clune's accounts of various Islands. For example, Timor is described as "half
Dutch and half Portuguese" (75) and its history consists of the various moments
of colonisation from the initial presence of Arab settlement through to the Dutch
and the Portuguese. By contrast the indigenous people are figured as primitive,
prehistoric, and mythical: "The timorous Timorese, who inhabited their island
for ever and for aye, [enjoyed] the pleasures of head-hunting, witchcraft and
toddy-drinking ... " (76).
The Orientalist rendering of the Timorese as mythic is furthered in Clune's
brief encounter with Bali, in which the mythic is overlaid with the erotic, with
the effect of feminising both the peoples and the landscape. Clune's fleeting
glance of "bare-breasted Balinese belles" is reiterated in his description of Bali:
"Its volcanoes point like nipples towards the sky ... " (99).
Nevertheless, regardless of Clunes's use of what may be regarded as
Orientalist discourse, he is not above drawing negative comparisons with
Australia. Not surprisingly, though, these tend to be of an economic nature - in
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this instance a brief comparison of fanning practices:
Seen from aloft, a landscape of rice-fields is like a crazy chessboard divided
into irregular squares and oblongs, each field surrounded by an embankment
of earth which serves as a retaining wall for the water, as well as a boundary.
All the way down the steel slopes of the hill, the ground is terraced around
the contours of the hill. As seen from above, the terraces look like stairways
for giants.
Dh my country! as Tom Collins said. To think of how prodigal
Australian farmers are with their surface soil, allowing it to wash into the
gullies, creeks and rivers to the ocean, while these thrifty Javanese conserve
every ounce of dirt as though their lives depend on it. And they're right
(162).

In other instances Clune invokes that statistical and economic gaze by eliciting
information from Dutch officials about production and exports, again lamenting
Australia's complacency in not pursuing Asian markets. As we have seen, this is
a familiar story.
However, perhaps the most curious incident in Clune's account of his
travels occurs towards the end of his travelogue. It is an incident in which
insensitivity and ignorance evinces a sense of the radical difference between
cultures, while attempting to describe a universality that transcends cultural
difference. Clune intrudes on a funeral ceremony, aware that his presence is at
odds with proceedings but nevertheless assuming a natural right to be there, and
thereby reinstating an orientalist position. Furthermore in what is narrativised as
a chance incident, clearly Clune has some foreknowledge of the ceremony,
somehow already aware of the individual's death~ And more significantly, the
purpose of the exercise is to authenticate the ceremony and the experience by
asserting that the ceremony is no "shadow show". He writes:
Woo-oo-oo, wailed the widow, as I entered the village, where 500 mourners
were assembled in the square formed by the six houses. The wailing came
from a house with colourful carved gables.
It was the House of the Dead.
On piles raised fifteen feet from the ground, its only entrance was
through a trap-door beneath. Climbing a short bamboo ladder, I poked my
head into a windowless room, where a small brazier of coals gave the only
illuminations.
As my eyes got used to the darkness, I saw the widow, squatting at
the foot of a long object wrapped in white cloth . Four months previously
her husband had died, and, as the widow watched and wept, his corpse had
been allowed to mummify in that windowless room, while his heirs,
administrators and assigns divided up his rice-fields, his buffaloes, his goods
and his chattels.
Crawling through the trap-door, I cautiously stood erect on the bamboo
laths. There was no smell, just a sort of decay. The widow wailed louder
at this intrusion of a white stranger ...
To comfort the widow, I approached the corpse. Her wail became a
piercing scream, as I patted her shoulder consolingly. This was no shadowshow, I realized, as tears as big as pearls rolled down her wrinkled cheeks
in lament for her spouse... (239).

Conclusion

While textual examples have been limited, they are exemplary in demonstrating
the proposition that Australian travel writing about Asia produces sufficient
difference in a traditional imperialist literary mode to point to reassessing the
history of Australia's relationship with Asia as a way of understanding and
transforming Australia's relationship not only with Asia. Clearly there is an
inescapable orientalist discursive mode operating within most of the texts,
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explicable in tenns of Australia's colonial history, both as colonised and
coloniser. Nevertheless fractures within the narratives provide a way to rethink
Australia's Asian history.
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KIRPAL SINGH

Travelling Australia ...
A Personal Journey

March 1976
I've arrived at the airport, my first visit to australia, the land which is the
home of many personal friends. tomorrow i'll meet one of them, in adelaide,
brian elliott, good old brian and wife pat, wonderful people. but now, this is
perth, closest australian city to asia. well?
i'm driven to stay at the criterion hotel - small, quiet (at first, i only learnt
later how rowdy it got as the night wore on), in the middle of the city. clean,
though the washrooms stink. anyway, washrooms stink even at home.
on the street, on a walk, i am accosted: hey you, the man maya (he's not a
white man, i think he is an aboriginal but can't be sure not having met any of
them before), you, can you go in there and buy me a drink? why can't you buy
one yourself, i ask. because i'm not allowed you see, we're rubbish to these
people - they won't want me in there, but your're different (well, i was, what
with my turban and beard). for a moment i was not sure if he was having me
on. but those eyes were earnest, and the smile, almost sweet, suggested the man
was friendly. okay, i did. later, after the drink, he told me his name was jack.
call me jack, he said and walked away.
I telephone my friend bruce bennett and he says, describe the man, i do and
he says, i think you met one of our writers, jack davis, the playwright. the name
meant nothing. later, much later, when i was to meet him again in a different
context i knew it was jack davis.

April 1976
i'm told to wait at the beehive comer. the street, rundle, is such a busy
street and i'm lost. i can't see any other turban in sight. people stare at me,
wondering, but then they've been doing it for weeks now. on a visit to the
beautiful place called tumby bay on eyre peninsula i was written about in the
local newspaper: don't be afraid, it said, if you see a man with a strange hat on
his head walking our streets, he is no other than our friendly asian neighbour. or
something to that effect. the memory wanders, but i've remembered that article
- the first on me in Australia. later when i gave a talk at cummins about
singapore and its international relations (using my status as a scholar to justify
the topic) people came up and said, hey, if they all were like you the world
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would be a different place. by "they" they meant the non-whites, those others
these whites were not yet always ready to accept. i was to hear the same sort
of story later in brisbane told by a taxi-driver.
but now at the beehive, maryanne comes along, takes me by the arm and
we walk, she steadily guiding me, towards the festival theatre. we are to see a
play - my first in australia. it is a good feeling, i'd never walked arm in arm
with a white girl before. maryanne was to teach me a lot. we were close. she
understood my shyness in intimacy as i wondered about her life. this was not
what young dating couples usually did, she told me, but then, i was not exactly
young and we were not exactly dating. i remember the jeers as we neared the
theatre. maryanne was not surprised. ignore the bastards, she said. no use
picking up a fight.

May 1976
adelaide. the la belle. it is a stripjoint down hindley street. my initiation
into the wilder side of adelaide society. so far i had been with the polished
members of north adelaide. i learnt what hindley street was all about. the
biggest shock was seeing tom, in leather jacket, smartly dressed, smart-spoken
tell me to go home, bugger-off. so i wrote "this man" which later was published
in a poetry journal which died. the irony was large: how could people who were
so educated be so sure of themselves, and of their racism. so it was good to
be here, to know something about the other side of adelaide society, the side i
did not usually see in my sunday tennis sessions in north adelaide. here were
women wanting, waiting to be picked up. here were men waiting to be picked
up. here were touts, conmen, curious tourists like myself. here we could get a
glimpse of what was denied us at home. this was hindley street, little sister of
sydney's kings cross.

May 1977
brisbane. we are all here for a conference. really big and terrific. i meet
and get to know someone i really like: frances de groen. i meet many others i
get to like and become close to. this is an event billed as "ken good wins , and
the tiffins'''. the conference itself is, by all counts, one of the best i';ve ever
attended. i recall the night when at alison's house i cook curries and chappatis
and all kinds of tasty exotic dishes and people just come to the party and eat and
talk and fight. yes, fight. this is the party where frank moorhouse is going to
get albert wendt on the wrong side and while a heated debate is going on peter
mathers is serving everyone present some papayas for dessert. it is crazy. those
who did not come here, get lost in the city, worse they get diarrhoea. so bruce
bennett, brian matthews and many others are really off the next day. bad
stomach. but what a gathering of writers, from all over. i meet subramani,
vijay, raymond pillai, satendra nandan, from fiji, i meet writers from papua new
guinea, from tonga, from new zealand, and, of course, from australia. in a sense
i meet myself. i'm interviewed by ABC radio - give a reading of my poems. i
take in a lot. i take in joh's queensland. i'm quite amazed, as i fly back to
sydney i sit nex to myoId friend bill mcgaw and i'm carrying his thesis for him.
we are full of the spirit of commonwealth literature. let's get the canons down.
no more canon. from now on, it is Literature we want. and i come away with
kath walker's blessings: "come here son, let me bless you" and she gives me a
tight hug as i tell her i'm leaving.
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April 1978
sydney. my return visit to kings cross before i leave for home. i am
compelled to be initiated. i cannot say no because the people around me want
VIn. i am small. i'm puny. i remember that if my father had been here he
would put everyone in their place. but i'm only a poor specimen of the sHms.
so i cower and agree. "are you trying to take the mickey out of me?" she curses
as she rings for a bouncer to get me out of the cubicle. "no, no, no ... " he does
not listen. he does not care. i'm bad news for him. anyway, his mates are
better - "hey, let him go mate". so i'm let off, into william street. i'm accosted
now by a different band. these people want me to teach them yoga. i guess it
is only about midnight and many of them are feeling listless. i evade times,
dates and appointments. at two in the morning i'm secure at rushcutter's bay
where i'm staying. my dreams are surreal. i think of dransfield.

June 1978
gosford. i'm here with jean. she is lovely in every way. there is this little
boy who cries out, "ali baba, ali baba, ali baba" and makes faces at me. i'm
quite used to this sort of a thing., after all they did chant "bangkali tonchet" in
singapore. jean is angry. she teils him off and the boy yells, "so what to dyou
know, you slut, out with this wog" and runs off. tears are in her eyes. i wipe
them off. there is no room for the night. we are tired. so we come back to
sydney. the countryside is yet to be educated. anyone with a turban is an arab
or an ali baba. rarely would they have come across a sikh. it doesn't matter.
the wind, rain and cold more than make up for the heat generated in the day.
almost wanting to reassure me jean gives me a brilliant lecture on shaw neilson
and his orange tree. i begin to form a picture of this puzzling continent having
written on patrick white, engaged with ockers on the daylight express, and
enjoyed the total hospitality of so many beautiful friends in all parts of the
country. did they say "we started in violence" to assuage gUilt or record a
nuance of history becoming manifest. i wondered.

May 1980
my big day. all my life i had wanted desperately to prove a point. i
wanted to be a "doctor". so now i receive my ph.d. in english - certainly the
first singaporean to get it from australia. perhaps even the first asian. who
knows. during the ceremony, i get a wink from john bray - chief justice of
south australia. in my three years in adelaide i had got to know john well. one
of the finest minds. and a very scholarly poet. he could give hope a run, at
least a good innings. but it wasn't always cricket at friendly street where i first
met john bray in 1976. no, this was poetry and prose performed, made to come
alive by the efforts of andrew taylor, richard tipping and ian reid. and us, of
course. without us the readings would have failed. even i had made it to the
friendly street readers for each of the three years i had been there. yes. john
winks and asks, "how's the old singapore?" but there is no time on stage, with
all our garb and our rituals, to go into a discourse. I smile and walk away. that
night in a loghouse cabin some miles out of adelaide i was to have a different
rite-of-passage: my first drink of wine. i had the best teacher - syd harrex. he
had organised a party in my honour, to celebrate my becoming a "doctor". after
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midnight, everyone has gone home. i'm left with syd, jane, vincent buckley
(heart of gold) and chris wallace-crabbe. syd pours me a glass and says "kirpal,
listen mate, you cannot go home, Dr Singh, not from adelaide you can't without
trying our wine ... here's to you my friend". and there is no looking back. we
drink till it is time for jane to go to school. it is the next morning and we have
finished 13 bottles, three of port. not a bad lesson. after all, this is adelaide
with its barossa, with its maclaren vale, with its syd harrex and two fine visitors
from melbourne. what fun. the hill of grace remains a favourite to the end.

September 1987
wollongong. it is beginning to boom. the city is getting bigger, so
everyone tells me. the university, where i'm writer-in-residence is growing and
gaining a new profile. set against the escarpment almost, the university invites
exploration of its environs. i can see why lawrence stayed at thirroul and
commented on the loveliness of the ocean view. i can see why robertson
appeals to artists, why brett whiteley made this his place. i can see how my
friends - bill, dorothy jones, jim wieland - are all so settled here. and the newly
arrived paul sharrad. the english department is vibrant. i teach creative writing
with ron pretty and write for scarp. wendy richardson is one of my students.
her play windy-gully is a hit. many of my other students write beautifully. one
of them coral, has written an exquisite poem called reed song. they teach me
many wonderful things about themselves, about the country, about relationships.
this is a very creative period for me. i write a lot. this is where i write "black
and white"; "australian landscape". the latter i write to express my appreciation
of being accepted, of knowing so many delightful books by australians. my
poems go down very well. one day we travel to give a reading at the harold
park. i'm overjoyed. the memory of that first pub reading stays. at wollongong
i stay in gleniferbrae, the huge sprawling mansion left as a national monument.
i enjoy every minute and write a long poem called "the house". i'm featured in
the Illawara news, again there is curiosity about my origins. people are
disappointed when i tell them i'm singaporean, not indian. "but you are indian,
are you not?" says one of them to me, having inquired about the length of my
hair. "yes" i reply "but i was born and bred in singapore, so was my father .... "
but she had smiled and walked into david jones. my friend catherine lim visits
me. i invite her to talk to my class. she is fascinated by the behaviour of my
students who are very friendly and at least two are openly intimate. "wow,
kirpal", says catherine, "did you see those two carrying on in class?" of course
i had seen them, saw them twice a week for three hours. teaching here was so
different. it was my education. nowadays, when i look back, i realise just how
much this first extended residency meant for me. so very often, on the night
trains from sydney to wollongong, i feared for my safety. so very often, on the
night trains from wollongong to sydney, i contemplated the notion of
"crosscultural relations".

April, 1989
perth. i did not know i was to visit and revisit perth so often - more than
any other australian city, not even adelaide my favourite. at the university i am
given all courtesy and colleagues and students attend my talks and poetry
readings. i make my appearances at the brass monkey and at tom collins' house.
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on some days when i use the underbridge to cross from kingswood college to
uwa i read on the walls, "keep australia black and white". i had read similar
things near railway stations in melbourne and sydney. black and white. where
did the others fit in? i asked my students about multiculturalism. they are
amused. years before i had lectured in perth at murdoch and on one occasion
had talked about the apocalypse. fay zwicky had been there. now i raised this
with friends, dennis haskell, phil salom (whose sense of ironic humour i learn to
participate in), glen phillips. i talk about writing and responsibility, writing and
commitment: does the writer have the right to write about anything? YES YES
YES they all tell me. can a writer do harm? can racism be promoted by
writers? the conversations become uneasy sometimes. ron shepherd says, "this
is why i prefer jazz". bill dunstone remarks, "this is why through drama we
learn to appreciate gesture, control". the newly appointed professor, gareth
griffiths says, "this is why it is good to have you here, more than black and
white". i laugh at that; after all we are having a really good lunch at the
university's staff club. oh yes, i get to travel and i get perth into my being. i
meet with writers, journalists, academics and we talk, we talk a lot, about
australia and asia, australia and southeast asia which is cheaper to get to from
perth than sydney or broome. hay street has changed so much since my stay at
the criterion in 1976. now as i sit on a bench in the city-centre not many are
interested in me - there are just too many of us present. one in every four
faces i see is non-white, non-black. perth is fast becoming an asian city. there
are foodhalls, there are festivals of asian cuisines, cultures, etc. i get an insight
into this phenomenon from several different sources. the elite say "this is it, this
is what we really want". the not-so-elite, say "get out you bastard and take the
rest of the slant-eyed shit with you". what do i say? do i write about anything?

For B.R. Aboriginal
you sang in undertones the sorrows of your people.
history making music, stirring souls.
we listened silent. sharing the anger in your veins.
the blood will have its voice
you sang of an invasion, fragments
we listened silent, hearing your ancient cry.
a virgin agony among the deaf.
the blood is red, red all around
why do we spill it on the ground?
you spoke of a certain helplessness
resignation in hard despair
victim of insensitive design
you sang quietly the patience of your people.
i heard history vengefully alive.
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This Man
this man. immaculate. eloquent,
how could he say such things?
excuse me, sir. nothing personal sir, nothing racial either, please note.
but cultural purity, sir, is top priority.
immigration - unhealthy - contaminating the immigrant too suffers, as you know.
you're a nice young lad.
but please don't make this your home;
we have too many already.
i think: you for your patience, sir.
this man. immaculate, eloquent.
how could he think: such things?

Black and white
I watch you watching me
there's kinship in our eyes.
Wings on window distract briefly
The heart's response.
In your black and white dress
Lies your hidden story
Years of confused rage
Beneath smiles of inhumanity.
I am the metaphor you use:
In your reed song is my grief:
In your voice, my hope.
From the hills to the oceans
My blood runs in your veins
Swelling fields, rewriting history.
You are the she I could not grasp,
I the he you could not create.
These lines take the wings away
The window is clear now.
The heart cries out
Along this black and white space.
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Australian Landscape
Here where five bells toll south of my days
And where all the rivers run, woman to man,
Man to woman, there is power without glory,
An ordinary lunacy for kings in grass castles.
Here the tree of man grows with a monkey grip,
and the merry-go-round in the sea is, well,
Like the orange tree of a late picking.
In the pausing of the hours, the hidden kingdom
Belongs to a woman of the future, a fortunate life
Where loving daughters, singing to the cattle
For love alone will take a long time dying.

The dreaming dragons, listening at night
Carve an absolutely ordinary rainbow,
Earth colours in sunny days of winter.
All beasts are beasts of prey here where you find
All things in their imagined counterpart.
And so I, a visitor, trying to bypass
The year of livJng dangerously & turtle beach,
Ignoring the cry in the jungle and cherry blossom,
Cling to the floating world, travelling north,
And sing the praise of time and the rain.
Perhaps, blood relations will eliminate
The tyranny of distance, convince the slow natives,
Naked under capricorn all the green year
Of my brilliant career, by crowded solitude.
In visions splendid I see the transit of Venus.
By reef and walk, wild cat falling, bliss,
The harp in the south brings homesickness
And I yearn again for the magic pudding
In the lucky country of an imaginary life.
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OUYANG YU

Charles Cooper and the
Representation of the Chinese in
Australian Fiction

From the late nineteenth century onwards, representations of the Chinese in
Australian fiction have been subject to racism, ethnocentrism and Orientalism.
As an ultimate image of the Other, the Chinese are banished to the inferior class
of market-gardeners and cooks, to the irreligious class of the pagans and
heathens, to the criminal class of opium-smokers, gamblers and whore-mongers
and to the unhealthy class of leprosy and small-pox. Sometimes, they belong to
one of those classes, but more often they represent a combination of the qualities
found in all the classes, which is invariably bad. In 1888, a poem in the Bulletin
presented the Chinese in these terms:
Those bad Chinese! Those bad ChineseFoul scatterers of strange diseaseThey tum their backs on boyhood's scenes
To cultivate our peas and beans;
And when they die in lands remote
Send home their darned remains by boat,
Thus thinking to their gods appeaseThose bad Chinese! Those bad Chinese!
Those bad Chinese! Those bad Chinese!
Who play fan-tan and "square the D's"Denounced at home as worthless lots,
'Tis time our lepers changed their spots.
What more excuse can Austral need
For clearing out the loathsome breed?
We'll ship them back, protesting "These
Are bad Chinese, are bad Chinese.'"

Poems and stories harping on such themes abound in the Bulletin in the last
decades of the last century and the first decades of this century. Henry Lawson,
Edward Dyson, William Lane, Victor Daley and many other writers have
contributed to the inferiorization of the Chinese with their stories of the alleged
Chinese crimes such as their practice of idolatry, theft, seduction of white
women, opium-smoking and gambling, sodomy as well as the spread of diseases
such as leprosy. The idea was fixed in the white Australian mind that somehow
the Chinese were a species of inferior human beings, not fit to share the
continent with the white men as colonisers. At the height of the anti-Chinese
racist campaign initiated by the Bulletin,2 the Chinese were portrayed either as
'The Mongolian Octopus' in Phil May's cartoons or as 'Sin Fat' in Dyson's
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stories. The Chinese are 'an ulcer in the fair bosom of Australia', as one
Bulletin article points out, and must be expelled from the country.3 In 1901, the
Bulletin clearly defined the Australian against all the coloured races in the
following slogan:
No nigger, no Chinaman, no lascar, no kanaka, no purveyor of cheap
coloured labour, is an Australian.'

The uniform voice against the Chinese remained unbroken until 1918, when a
book came out in Australia that went against all the previous views. Entitled
Better Side of the Chinese Character by E.W. Cole, the book struck a dissenting
and discordant chord amidst the chorus of an anti-Chinese, anti-coloured 'White
Australia' policy. From today's point of view, such emphasis on the better side
of a people seems not only redundant and obsolete but also humiliating,S but it
is extraordinary in those days when a belief in the general inferiority of the
Chinese was strong. The main idea of the book, as E.W. Cole, the author points
out in the Introduction, is
to show strong and reliable evidence that the Chinaman, like unto ourselves,
is a human being, and that, taken all in all, he is not a bad sort of human
being, but much better than he has been generally represented (19).

What follows is a collection of favourable remarks by people from all walks
of life in England and America about the better side of the Chinese under such
titles as 'The Chinese not Understood', 'Chinese a Sober People', 'Chinese a
Peaceable and Law Abiding People', 'Chinese a Cheerful People', and 'Chinese
a Patient People' (9).
The appearance of such a book derives partly from the author's consistent,
individual belief in the universal brotherhood of human races 6 and in the use of
Chinese labour for Australian benefits,? and partly from his own personal
experiences. s On the other hand, its ideology underlies the author's ethnocentric
tendency to dichotomise the Chinese into high and low classes. 9 This tendency,
if not representative, is at least not an isolated instance. One short story, written
by Louis Becke as early as 1904, had already shown a trace of it in its
representation of a Chinese leader in sharp contrast with his group of Chinese
coolies. 10 Another story, in a semi-autobiographical novel called The Ring
Valley by J.D. Fitzgerald, published in 1922, is even more symptomatic of this
tendency. In fact, the part of the story dealing with the Chinese on the goldfield
is characterised by this dichotomisation of the higher and lower order of the
Chinese, one represented by Loong Hai-Peng (his name in Chinese could mean
Dragon Sea-Roc), the English-educated Chinese merchant,l1 and the other by the
"coolie type, yellow-skinned and slant-eyed" (19) who is "by nature, prone to
evade all the laws and customs which were observed by the European goldseekers" (87).
It is not until the mid-1930s, with the rise of Sinophilism in Western
literature in general,12 that this dichotomised image of the Chinese that had
appeared in isolated cases like Louis Becke and J.D. Fitzgerald became fully
developed at the hands of Charles Cooper, the pen name of A.C.C. Lock, a
South Australian writer. In a novel he wrote in 1938, he gives the following
words to an Australian character, Russell Cavendish, in response to the popular
belief regarding the Chinese:
Some people of European extraction are prone to judge the Chinese by what
they see in those few illiterate market-gardeners or laundrymen they happen
to meet during the course of their daily life. Those Europeans are well
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advised to defer their judgement until they meet the better educated classes.
They will then fmd themselves in the presence of men or women whose
age-old culture, dating back thousands of years, is reflected in their presentday refinement and breeding.13

All his novels about China are in fact written with this purpose in mind; like
E.W. Cole, Cooper aimed to change the general perception of the Chinese as
inferior, lowly-class beings.
Of Arnold Charles Cooper Lock, pen-named "Charles Cooper", nothing
much is known except that he was born in the town of Millicent, South
Australia, and educated at the Millicent Public School; that he joined the army
at 18 and went to Gallipoli in 1915 to take part in the war there. He went on
to France until he came back at the end of the war, when he began writing, first
for the Bulletin and other Australian papers. He then produced one novel after
another, starting with The Turkish Spy in 1932.14 Among his seven novels, four
are set entirely in China. Although dubbed "one of Australia's foremost writers
of thrilling and entertaining fiction",15 Charles Cooper should be remembered for
his important contribution to the genre of writing about China in two ways.
First, he consciously created a positive image of "the better educated class" of
Chinese and second, he wrote stories of the East-West union in order to debunk
the Kiplingesque proposition that 'East is East and West is West, the Twain
shall never meet'.
The Soul of Tak-ming or a Tale of Two Revolutions weaves an intricate
story between China and Russia around the time of the 1911 Revolution in
China; it involves characters of many nationalities including English, Australian,
Japanese and Russian. There are two main stories in a conglomerate of other
related stories, one concerning the love between Wong Tak-Ming, a high
Chinese government official in the Kuomingtang Party, and Anne Standish, an
English girl he has saved from an attempted suicide, and the other about the love
and the eventual happy union between Michael Brent, an Australian intelligence
man, and Di-an, the half-caste daughter of Wong and Anne.
In the first story, the author spares no pains in depicting Wong as "a perfect
gentleman"(99), tracing his origin to a rich family in Shanghai in the last
decades of the nineteenth century, through his Cambridge days where he "set
examples of propriety, good manners and clean living" (65),16 until he came
back a Westernised revolutionary in Dr Sun Yat-sen's party. Much emphasis is
laid on the difference between him and other lowly Chinese. For example, when
he is in England and wins the friendship of a Doctor Read and his wife with his
good manners and education, he brings them to the realisation that all Chinese
do not belong to the same class (65), that there is a difference between "one or
two laundrymen who eked out an existence" at Cambridge and Wong Tak-ming,
which is "that of a perfectly-groomed, well-bred racehorse, and an unkempt,
shaggy cart-horse" (65), and that the difference must have come from the fact
that Wong has "parents whose refinement was an inheritance from ancestors
acquainted with peerless literature and art" (65) of China.
What sets Tak-ming apart from others is in fact his being so modem and
Westernised in his ideas that "He departed a little from Chinese customs" (1412), apart from his love for music, literature and nature, which immediately raises
his position in Anne's eyes when she comes into his house after being saved.
She finds him "a distinguished-looking scholar", free from all the sins generally
associated with the common Chinese such as opium-smoking, gambling and
prostitution:
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From his countenance radiated health and constancy to ideals, for although
the blood coursed red and virile through his veins, Tak-ming never stopped
to listen to the lascivious passion songs sung from the red lights of the flower
boats.
The pungent smell of opium was unknown to him.
The gilded blandishments of gambling-houses had no fascination for him.
Such complete control over himself ensured leadership for the finer, nobler
things in life, and this made his character loved and respected by every
member of his clan (120).

Cooper's emphasis on the image of Tak-ming as a Westernised intellectual,
"a perfect gentleman" and "an example of integrity and honour" (98) is threefold in its significance, not merely to prove the existence of such people among
the Chinese, but based on an ideological pattern that is both anti-British and
anti-Communist as well as pro-Australian. Firstly, his subtle criticism of the
British arrogance and decadence in China is symbolized in the person of
Matthew Falmouth, an English sailor, a man of easy nature, who has love affairs
with girls of all nationalities except the Chinese. When in China he becomes
involved in a murder case with a Chinese girl whom he is trying in vain to
seduce, then gets Anne Standish pregnant before abandoning her and finally
disguises himself as Fung Lung, a notorious Chinese war lord who commits
crimes against the local Chinese people. He is the exactly opposite image of
Tak-ming, for "he inherited bestiality from his lineal ancestor" Roger Falmouth,
"The Black", and he 'had neither soul nor sense of honour where girls were
concerned' (77). [T]ypical of his degraded class' (79), he is a "beast of prey"
(79) and a "smooth-tongued scoundrel" as well (81).
In addition, Cooper's suggestion that Chinese culture is superior to English
can also be seen from the portrayal of Anne Standish, who, after her marriage
with Tak-ming, is so impressed with his virtuous conduct that 'she began to
think the Chinese a superior race to the one from which she herself had sprung'
(136)17. She also finds "Chinese civilisation ... was conducted on an infinitely
higher plane than that of the one to which she had been accustomed" (162).
Secondly, Cooper's anti-Communist attitude is directed against another
villain in the novel, Ivan Voronov, a Russian communist who comes to China as
political advisor to the Nationalist Party. This attitude finds expression in his
disgust with Voronov as a man fired by his "socialistic poison" (43), with "a
brain as fertile as it was evil and cruel" (46), who first betrays his sister Olga by
turning Communist and causing her to be imprisoned, and later plots with Fung
Lung, (Falmouth in disguise) to destroy Wong Tak-ming, both for political and
personal reasons. On his part, Tak-ming also sees through Voronov's tricks,
denouncing him as dangerous, saying:
"It is impossible to mistake a village squire for an emperor. Voronov has

an oily mouth and a black heart, making, as he does, pleasant and plausible
promises with evil intentions. His motives concern not the welfare of China.
He is, I am convinced, connected with the Third International, an
organisation which exists to hasten the advent of revolution everyWhere; and
with this purpose in view is using China as a means towards provoking such
a world revolution" (185).

Tak-ming's opposition to Communism leads to his major argument with another
important party member, Kwok-on, who strongly believes that "The existing
capitalist system is doomed, since Bolshevism is a vigorous and effective
competitor against it" (187) and that war is the main means to bring about this.
Tak-ming objects to this, insisting that war can only bring destruction that
England is not an invader as Kwok-on sees it but a country that 'has stood for
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integrity and fair-play, and together with America, has brought to China the
greatest proportion of her foreign-acquired wealth" (188).This eventually leads
to his split with KMT.
Thirdly, an awakening sense of nationalism is best represented by Michael
Brent, a retired Australian soldier from Adelaide who goes to China to take up
a job for a Japanese and British joint venture. Putting an Australian character in
a work of fiction set in China is significant on at least two counts: one that there
is no longer the old colonial reliance on the creation of English and American
characters to cater for a general readership more English or American than
Australian, as Mary Gaunt did in her China novel; 18 and the other that there is
a growing sense of Australian identity consciously given by the author. 19 This
nationalism is no longer as exclusive and narrow-minded as that of Edward
Dyson, Henry Lawson and Joseph Furphy. On the contrary, it is symbolised by
an Australian who goes abroad not as an imperialist like G.E. Morrison or A.B.
'Banjo' Paterson, but as an internationalist who stands for open-mindedness and
justice as well as racial tolerance. This is specifically shown in his attitude to
Di-an, the half-caste girl with whom he falls in love. Being a half-caste, Di-an
feels alienated and longs for the company of Europeans. Cooper is well aware
of the lowly status of Eurasians:
Eurasians, at this time, were the most unfortunate type of flotsam and jetsam
cast upon the rocks of a cold and uncharitable Eastern society... No
Englishman of breeding would entertain the idea of marrying the daughter
of a Chinese-English marriage, on account of the taint which would manifest
itself in any children, or unless the man himself was prepared to be ostracised
by his own people. Conversely, few, if any, pure Chinese would marry an
Eurasian, either (169).

By this, however, Michael Brent is unmoved, being a "determined, intrepid,
efficient, courageous, and level-headed" (204-5) Australian. He loves Di-an
dearly, attracted by her "ravishing beauty" (230) and not in the least troubled by
her being half-caste, because:
Michael's code of morals consisted in rigidly answering the dictates of his
heart and conscience. If it should please him to love and be loved by a
girl, he cared not a single iota whether the blood within her should include
Chinese or Maori. Neither did he care for what the English-speaking
community might think, if a mutual attachment should develop between
them. The soul of the one he might love belonged to her. His soul was
his own. If their souls should unite whilst on the crust of this planet, if
they should love and be happy, it was their happiness; and if others cared
to criticise it, the critics themselves probably miserable and discontented at
heart, craving for the happiness they themselves found so elusive, and slaves
to convention and other people's opinions-well, let them; and be damned
(231-2).

In the end the two are happily united in marriage after finding out that Di-an is
actually the daughter of Anne Standish and Matthew Falmouth who is killed by
a Russian spy.
By Command of Yee-shing, Cooper's second novel about China, published in
1937, completes the picture of "the better educated classes" of the Chinese with
his creation of a Chinese woman character, Ch'en-mei (meaning Spring Beauty),
daughter of Lai Yee-shing, a man "of superior culture and breeding".20 She
changes her name to Fai-an and disguises herself as a leader in the Hak Lung
Tong or Black Dragon Hall, a secret society opposed to Sun Yat-sen's
revolution, in order to revenge her father, murdered by the society. Like other
positive characters in Cooper's novels set in China, Ch'en-mei or Fai-an is an
exceptional type, remarkable for her command of English, Portuguese and
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French, her amazing knowledge of etymology and interest in botany and
astrology, as well as a great skill in playing the piano (119), thanks to her
father's bringing her up in a Westemised way.
Again, in this novel, Cooper relies on contrasts to bring out the best qualities in
Fai-an. For example, when compared with other Chinese women, such as one
of her friends, Yuk-lin (Jade Lotus), the third concubine of Dai-foh, head of the
Huk Lung Tong, she is described as a woman
whose face called for a second glance, quiet though was her demeanour.
Dressed in a peach-coloured short jacket above the black silken skirts the
girl was slim and straight, but not as thin as the concubine. She had eyes
as dark as any Chinese, but Fai-an's were large and wide-open, set beneath
a broad, intellectual-looking forehead, which was partly covered by a light
fringe of hair, as black as a raven's wing. Her distinctive face had not the
prominent, high cheek-bones of the common Chinese, neither were her other
features as repulsively flat, whilst her skin was wonderfully fine, tinted a
cream colour, with a touch of rose at the cheeks (69-70).

Note the emphasis on the difference between Fai-an's features and those of "the
common Chinese" (69-70) which is one of the dichotomies often employed by
Cooper in his writing and comes up with little variation in another China novel,
West in the East, in which, Philip West, an Australian tourist, goes to China and
meets a highly-educated Chinese girl Pao-lin (meaning Precious Lotus) whose
face
was good-looking even to the most prejudiced European eyes, having, as
it did, none of that extreme flatness and immobility characterising the
majority of Chinese faces. 2 '

Another dichotomy is the intelligent Chinese girl as opposed to the
beautiful but lascivious foreign girl, in this novel, the Portuguese girl Elvira
Rosario, who is taken by Dai-foh, the head of the secret society the Black
Dragon Hall, as a concubine. To Hogarth Milton, the Canadian soldier in love
with Fai-an, Fai-an is far superior to Elvira.
The appearance of an enlightened Canadian in the person of Hogarth Milton is
interesting. For one thing, Canada, like Australia, is a former British colony and
someone from there, in Cooper's implicit view, would be less subject to the old
British imperialism and racism. This is shown in a fight Hogarth has with four
Portuguese soldiers who insult Ch'en-mei's two cousins in the Chinese Labor
Corps in France (43-5). Hogarth is actually an extension of Michael Brent in The
Soul of Tak-ming in that their views about intermarriage are almost identical.
For example, when Fai-an has doubts about such a possibility Milton dispels
them:
"Milton, you are such a man, but I'm sure you'll regret it all, my beloved.
Have you forgotten that we are poles apart in many respects? Am I not a
Chinese ... member of a coloured race, and you, aren't you a white ... a
European? How can you think of Kipling's 'East is East'?"
Quickly Milton answered:
"If it were my privilege to meet the author of those words, which have now
become deplorably overhackneyed, I would ask him, in the first place,
whether he had ever been friendly with an educated Chinese girl of breeding,
such as yourself. During his sojourn in China, Kipling served in the army,
when it is inconceivable that he would come into contact with any cultured
ladies of your class. His reply to my question obviously would be in the
negative, whereupon I would ask what right he had to make such a sweeping
statement, seeing that he did not thoroughly know his subject."
Milton's tone grew vehement as he continued:
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"For certain prejudiced and bigoted types of people, the twain certainly never
shall meet; but for others, particularly those not steeped in ignorance, and
who have a high degree of sympathetic understanding towards others, the
twain shall indeed meet..." (179-80).22

The book, not surprisingly, ends on the happy note of their marriage, with
Hogarth remarking that his unique experience in China has been a "Proof
that...The Twain Shall Meet" (294).
Cooper's third novel, West in the East, again set in China, is mainly about
British and Russian conflicts in China which cause many deaths and a lot of
espionage, involving an Australian tourist Philip West and a Chinese girl Paolin, who again comes from a highly educated background. The chief reason
West likes her is that she is an exception and his admiration for her is such that
he is convinced that meeting people like Pao-lin
would ... give them [Australians] a much more enlightened idea of the
Chinese, particularly the better classes, and would do everything towards
dispelling that mistaken idea of racial superiority, which unfortunately
causes so many of the white races to look down upon people of other colour
(157).

In bringing attention to the better educated class of Chinese by destereotyping the popular association of them with market-gardeners, streethawkers, or cooks, Charles Cooper has done something invaluable to Australian
fiction; that is, the image of the Chinese is no longer one-dimensional, negative,
and deliberately made the 'Other', but something that commands one's respect,
attention and admiration besides being approachable, understandable and
lovable. However, this is not to say that Cooper's writing is perfect. Far from
it. It is, on one hand, unfortunately based on the dichotomisation of the higher
and lower order of the Chinese as pointed out before in the case of J. D.
Fitzgerald. And on the other hand, it is deficient in three aspects. First, it is
stylistically marred by too much explanation about Chinese customs such as
wedding ceremonies and festivals,23 for one thing, and, for another, by the habit
of transliterating every Chinese character into phonetic symbols in Cantonese
dialect, such as 'mei-nu' for pretty women, 'sun-fu' for brides, 'i lei san' for
cordate telosma and 'man fan' for supper, which, I believe, was a convention
much employed in the writing of the 1930s about China. 24 Secondly, his
description tends to slip into the stereotyping mode from time to time while
trying to break free from the old stereotypes. For example, Tak-ming loves
Anne but never touches her or says a word of love to her, which Anne
understands because "Tak-ming was Chinese, belonging, as he did, to the great
artistic, literary, and cultured nation on the earth" (144). And on another
occasion, Anne is so impressed with Tak-ming's "irresistible charm of pleasant
manners" that she unthinkingly attributes it to the fact that "China is the land of
good manners. All Chinese at core are delightfully good-mannered" (144).
My third point is that the author clearly uses these works of fiction to
romanticise and fantasise about China, an important aspect of Orientalism, apart
from employing it as a weapon against the rampant racism of the day. This is
best shown in a wishful remark by Doctor Read and his wife at Cambridge who
observe after their meeting with Tak-ming:
.. .if all Chinese were like Tak-ming, China indeed was a greater and worthier
nation than their own England, which they both understood and loved so
well (65).

It may be wishful thinking but the creation of Tak-ming as an EnglishWESTERLY, No.4, SUMMER. 1993
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educated "perfect gentleman" and of Ch'en-mei as a well-educated, intelligent
and Westernised Chinese girl goes to the other extreme of the spectrum so that,
by avoiding creating subhumans, it creates supermen or superwomen instead.
Charles Cooper, nevertheless, leads others in breaking with the old stereotyping
tradition in Australian fiction with regard to Chinese people.
However, the new tradition that Cooper aimed at establishing was then lost,
for after the founding of the People's Republic of China in 1949, the Australian
attitude again turned from friendly to hostile. This was attested to by a large
number of books either set in Hong Kong and China or written in the 'invasion'
genre published in the three decades that followed. The image of the Chinese
becomes either that of the Red Menace if they are men or that of Suzie Wong
or Cha'fa, the Chinese concubine in Helen Heney's The Chinese Camellia,
sexually attractive and destructive if they are women. It is not until well after
the establishment of diplomatic relations between two countries that Australian
writers again consciously created a positive image of the Chinese in their fiction
- as in the works of Christopher Koch, Brian Castro and Alex Miller. With
them, the image of the Chinese has greatly improved either as lower class people
or as artists, a rare thing in Australian fiction. This is not to say, however, that
other writers think the same way. Far from it. Some recent examples in writers
like Bill Green, Peter Corris and Marele Day show that their view of the Chinese
is hardly less stereotypical than previous representations. Their Chinese men are
inscrutable and sinister as in Day's The Case of the Chinese Boxes, and their
women are sex toys to be played with by white men or to attract white men
with, as is the case in Corris's The Gulliver Fortune. There is still a long way
to go towards returning the Chinese as truly human beings to Australian fiction,
neither subhuman beings nor larger than life.
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I'd like to thank Professor John Barnes for suggesting the title which I altered a little to suit
my own purpose and for making some minor stylistic changes. My thanks also go to Laurie
Clancy for making certain minor stylistic changes.
Anonymous, untitled poem (,Those bad Chinese, those bad Chinese'), the Bulletin, May 12,
1888, p. 8.
Sylvia Lawson, The Archibald Paradox: A Strange Case of Authorship. Ringwood, Vic:
Penguin Australia Ltd, 1983, see 140-1.
Cited in Sylvia Lawson, 142.
Cited in Bill Homage, The Yellow Peril: A Squint at Some Australian Attitudes towards
Orientals. Review Publications Pty Ltd, 1971, 16.
For example, Cole often praises Chinese for odd reasons. On one occasion, he quotes one
source to say that the Chinese are faithful and honest because they pay their indemnities
promptly in wars. See his Better Side of the Chinese Character. Melbourne: E. W. Cole Book
Arcade, 1918, 78.
For his enthusiasm in this shown in his Christmas decoration of flags of all nations to endorse
a 'hope for peace and goodwill throughout the world', see Cole Turnley, Cole of the Book
Arcade: A Biography of E. W. Cole. Hawthorn, Vic: Cole Publications. 1974, p. 135. One of
his pamphlets also bears witness to this belief, The White Human Race is Mixing and Must
Mix-Even in Australia. (Turnley, 137).
For example, he devotes a section to a proposal of using Chinese and other coloured labour
to develop tropical Australia because of their efficiency and among the coloured labourers, he
thinks "the Chinese stand first". See his Better Side of the Chinese Character. (179).
Apart from his brief visit to China in 1903, his acquaintance with the Rev. Cheok Hong
Cheong and Quong Tart convinces him of their good qualities. See Cole. 149-59.
Notice his citing such good examples as Christianized Cheok Hong Cheong and
Australianized Quong Tart, for their being 'one of us, and like unto the best of us.' (Cole,
159) and his proposing the use of low-class Chinese for coolie labour in the North. See
footnote 7.
This is 'Chinkie's Flat', a golddigging story, where Jimmy Ah San, "an intelligent and astute
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11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

man" (25), behaves in a markedly different way from his followers. When they first encounter
a group of white miners, all his men "darted off into the bush" or huddled "like a flock of
terrified sheep" while their leader, Ah San, "came steadily on" (16). See Louis Becke,
'Chinkie's Flat', in: Chinkie's Flat and Other Stories. London: T. Fisher Unwin, 1904.
The author often employs superlatives to describe him. For example, people treat him "with
highest consideration" and he had "courage of the highest kind". J. D. Fitzgerald, The Ring
Valley: A Novel of Australian Pioneering. London: Hodder, 1922, 20 and 36.
A few notable examples are: Pearl Buck with her The Good Earth (1931), which sold over
four million copies in the USA from 1931 to 1972, according to Collin Mackerras, (see his
Western Images of China. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1989, p. 80); H. A. Giles and L.
Granmer-Byng who make ancient Chinese poetry accessible to a wider western audience with
their translation; and Lin Yutang whose My Country and My People promotes a better
understanding of the Chinese people, especially of the upper class. For a comprehensive study
of literary Sinophilism of this period in the West, see Collin Mackerras, Part 1, Chapter 5,
Western Images of China. 66-87. Signs of Sinophilism are also observable in Australian
literature with Zora Cross's The Lute-Girl of Rainyvale: A Story of Love, Mystery and
Romance. (1925), Dan Totheroh's The Stolen Prince (1930), Oscar Asche's Chu Chin Chow
(1931), Hardy Wilson's Dawn of a New Civilization (1929) and Yin-Yang (1934).
Charles Cooper, Hong Kong Mystery. 257.
See 'A Note on Charles Cooper', in: his Satan's Mercy. Australia: Jackson & O'Sullivan Ltd,
1934, np.
The Soul of Tak-Ming or a Tale of Two Revolutions. Adelaide: J. H. Sherring, 1935, back
page.
Elsewhere, he is said to possess "the four cardinal [Chinese] virtues-temperance, fortitude,
prudence, and justice, the whole of which, combined with virtue, honour, and mercy, had
been traditionally practised by the ancestors of his clan" (185), which seems quite in keeping
with Lin Yutang's idea of typical Chinese upper class qualities as expressed in his My
Country and My People. London: Heinemann, 1936, and shows Cooper's progressive
perception of the Chinese ahead of his contemporaries, as his book came out one year earlier
than Lin's, despite Mackerras's claim that Lin's book had an enonnous influence in shaping
the Western image of the Chinese. See his Western Images of China, 72.
I suspect it to be English although the author never openly acknowledges it.
For example, her A Wind from the Wilderness. London: T. Werner Laurie, Ltd, 1919 does not
have an Australian and is not concerned with creating one.
In Charles Cooper's Hong Kong Mystery and West in the East, there is an Australian who
plays a central role in the story. This is not the case in his By Command of Yee-shing whose
main character is a Canadian, whom I suspect to be thinly disguised Charles Cooper himself.
C. Cooper, By Command of Yee-shing. 1937, 7.
Charles Cooper, West in the East, South Melbourne: Popular publications, 1941, p. 63.
This echoes his words of dedication on the front page of the book which read: Dedicated to
those who can see, and appreciate, virtues in other races, and beauty in other creeds, as well
as in their own. To further refute the Kiplingesque notion, Hogarth quotes Susan Marr
Spaulding's poem which runs as follows:
Two shall be born the whole world apart,
And speak in different tongues and have no thought,
Each of the other's being, and no heed;
And there o'er unknown seas to unknown lands
Shall cross, escaping wreck, defying death
And all unconsciously shape every act,
And bend each wandering step to this one end,
That some day out of darkness they shall meet,
And read life's meaning in each other's eyes.(l81)

23.

24.

To do Cooper justice, he has an amazingly detailed knowledge of Chinese folk customs such
as the particular relationship of daughters-in-law and their mothers-in-law, the addressing of
a baby as ugly to bring luck, and reference to the Double Ninth Festival on 9 September as
'Climbing High', which is exactly right. (See 22, 40, and 164.)
For example, in Daniele Yare's The Gate of Happy Sparrows. London: Methuen & C., Ltd,
1937, the author transliterates a lot, putting 'La tai-tai' for old lady and 'Kuniang' for girls.
See p. ix.
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BRIGID LOWRY

Happy and in Love

Some stories lurk around your edges and horizons, pulsing and mumbling
like ghosts, like dreams. Some stories insist on being heard and shout rudely,
like the drunk at the late night taxi rank, forcing their violent way into corpulent
and solid form. There are stories that sulk and tease until you fmally let them
in, and then they lose substance, sliding wilfully from the very place they
clamoured for. There are mad, savage stories and stories born of strange
coincidences, and then there are the gentle stories, the ones that drift easy like
a pillowcase drying in the sun, the gentle stories, sweet and round as a babies
bum.
This story is not really any of those sort. This story is a collision between
a majestic myth - the fiction known as Happy and in Love, and something else
entirely, something flawed and bitter and more sure, which is human discontent.
It involves an ex-mother-in-Iaw, a mirror, an elegant hotel, a top psychiatrist,
hard truths and fabulous tropical scenery, but not in exactly that order.
The elegant hotel. At the quiet end of Legian Beach was the elegant hotel.
It was stunning. It was ritzy. It was all of that and more. The black marble

floor of the foyer shone smooth as glass. Every hour it was swept with a soft
mop by a boy in a batik uniform to remove the dusty footsteps of the tourists,
who returned sweaty and dazed from hours of heavy shopping. The lobby was
alive with carvings of demons and angels and winged frogs under a gilded
bamboo roof. You could sit on a cane armchair while the little gamelan
orchestra played in the warm evening breeze, and drink a fruity cocktail,
admiring the hibiscus blossom, the fancy straw. You could be elegant here, play
at ritzy, pretend you were stunning. The levels and layers of the building led
down past lotus pools, through carved stone gates hung with magenta
bougainvillea, past the turquoise swimming pool and the oily sunbathers, past
the palm trees to the sea. The gap between the fiction in the brochure and that
which merely exists is yours alone to embroider and embellish in any way you
wish. Your horror at the obesity of the bodies by the pool, and the exorbitant
prices of the watered down drinks, your impatience at the slow service and your
free-floating anxiety is yours alone. You bought it at St Vincent's of the Heart,
at the supermarket of human discontent.
Next the mirror. Actually a whole bathroom full of mirrors, and a big bath
and a hot shower and a pink toilet, and huge soft white towels and little bottles
of body gel. And in the movie called "Happy and in Love" you would look into
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the mirror and see someone you knew and liked, someone in a sarong with a
hibiscus behind her ear, a slender body, a tan and a confident smile. But what
you actually see is large and pale and lumpy, and sad, and hostile, and no good,
no good, no good at all.
Everything is a fiction. Why write a life to be a sad and hostile story of
self-hatred and perpetual discontent? Habit, really, and thrown-together events
from the depths of the past, and the ghosts of skinny women who starve
themselves and haunt the pages of the glossy magazines, and recent events as
well, like last Thursday's session with the top psychiatrist. The one you went to
every fortnight. The one you liked and trusted, who lent you books on Zen, who
encouraged you in many ways, and helped you sift through the pain and the past
and make something workable, or so it had begun to seem. And then the rude
shock. Not elegant, not ritzy, although stunning in its own little way.
"My diagnosis is sever chronic depression. With your family history and
the symptoms you describe it really is a textbook case. I'd like to put you onto
a new medication. It does have some possible side effects so we'll have to
monitor your progress very carefully, but I've had some good results with this
drug in cases like yours."
"Stuff you and your dangerous poisons!" is what you think but "No, I don't
think so," is all that you say. He offers you dead words like "professional
responsibility," "preferable option to a life time of misery", "careful management of psychiatric illness" and "symptom control". You fall silent and he gives
you a tissue for the tears you try to hide, and then you are back on the street
with your coat hugged tight against the bleakness of the winter afternoon. And
you are angry, angry, angry because of all the years of trying hard to beat this
label and these lowdown sorrows, and all the yoga and the meditation and the
self-help books, and the evening primrose tablets, and the cutting out the booze
and the trying so hard. So then - just when you felt you were getting
somewhere, doing it right, your bloody shrink more or less chucks you in his
too-hard basket and if you don't want a lifetime of weight gain and dry mouth
and pick-your-side effect where else is there to go?
To an elegant hotel. To a tropical dream. Which feels like a nightmare.
Have a holiday, relax, enjoy! Actually anxious, angry, sad, full of self-loathing
and running scared. Here in the most perfect of tropical movie sets, with the
strangest of scripts. Hard Truth Number One. Karma does not mean if you
leave your husband God will drop a rock on your head. It means that three
years later you will sit on a balcony in a beautiful Balinese hotel, drowning in
guilt and remorse and missing your son like crazy, that freckled boy who is
away with his father for awhile. You will hurt. You will worry and doubt.
You will feel violently angry with your new love and blame him severely, which
leads to Hard Truth Number Two. If you hide what you are feeling and turn
cold and vicious because you are so deeply frightened by the mental illness
diagnosis of Thursday afternoon, things will turn ugly, and you will fight
savagely and yell a whole lot of crap, and run in shame from the room, headed
for the sea.
.
Fabulous tropical scenery. The magnificent rich ruby-red sun rolling down
towards the ice blue surf, and the palm trees Indian inked against the sunsetladen sky, and the old woman with her fruit cart heading home. The beach is
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nearly deserted now. The Balinese boys playing soccer are leaping and laughing
down near the water-line, and the hawkers have all gone home to noodles and
sweet tea. And really, now, there seem only two choices. You can say "All
right then, I give up", surrender once and for all to the pain, and just walk into
the sea and keep on walking until the famous Kuta rip rolls you under and
swallows you whole. This would be cold and wet, and cause major pain to
those who love you, and if this Buddhist stuff is at all correct could mean rebirth
in the realm of demons and hungry ghosts which is a fairly major risk to take.
The other choice is to sit awhile in the balmy frangipani fragrant evening and
tell yourself sensible stuff, like "This violent energy will lessen, this rough
moment will pass. I am not mad. I am merely human, an imperfect condition."
Keep talking, try and believe it, say "My son is safe and happy and loves his
mother still" and "A round woman's body is real, is good to hold." Say sensible
things like this. From nowhere you will find that you are thinking about your
ex-mother-in-Iaw and contemplating her story. Her life has not been all
heavenly bliss, but she has lived it well and with kindness. She spent those long
war years never knowing if her husband were alive or dead, and helped him run
the chook farm, and the building fmn, and didn't give up when the going got
tough. Survived heavy periods, and cold winters, and beloved dogs that died.
Lived an ordinary life of courage and of warmth, of being plump and cooking
good food, of cuddling her grandchildren and showing them how to make
pompoms and made them up stories about Linky the Lizard. Threw her teacup
at her husband now and again, and loves the old songs, and goes to yoga, and
sends recipes, and has not let her life been poisoned by the taint of human
discontent. Take courage from this, her ordinary, vivid, and miraculous story.
Next breathe deeply. Smell the salt in the air. Wait a respectable amount of
time and walk past erotic statues and sweet evening flowers, back to Room 203
in the elegant hotel. Swallow your bloody Irish pride. Say "Oh, God, I'm
sorry" and "Where shall we go to eat?" and tell him why you are in such pain.
Let his kindness hold you tight and together you will find a restaurant, and
watch geckoes on the wall, and order grilled tuna and avocado salad, and let the
night unfold.
And you will send postcards saying "Such an elegant hotel. Lotus pools,
balmy frangipani evenings, palm trees Indian-inked against the sunset laden
sky ... doing as little as possible, this is the life! Lots of love ... " and sign it with
a flourish, as usual telling only part of the story, leaving out the bits too stained
and tarnished by human discontent. Beside the turquoise pool the roly-poly
ladies eat pizza, and the hairy men drink beer, and lurking in the undergrowth at
the edge of your subconscious several dozen stories pant and wait their turn.
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EDWIN THUMBOO

Memories - 1

A bund slits, releasing gravity.
The waters round his calves halfDeep in mud, undulate, commune.
Squelching trialogue; time again to gaze
At the landscape's repetition, familiar heave
And dip. That shimmering point where trees
Cluster to anchor the hills on their riven climb.
To the stars, which morning keeps, custodially,
Then night releases, as the earth is tucked away.
Such rhythms ask for a long sentence.
He has forgotten how the family arrived, broken and
Tired as the earth; unremarkable, and therefore free
From the need for history. Perhaps an uncle first;
A brother, then another; the rest drawn gradually by
Clan alliances, marriages in due time, auspicious season.
This is inner memory. The blood's storage.
Images born into another language, dialect
Colour. Of the old life with its manageable
Doubts, uncertainties; when deities, not specialists,
Named the fever. Those times, alas, before the flats,
New comforts trimmed by predictability, constant
Yearnings of the young or Telecom shares and the like.
They were his way, his boundaries, quintessential self.
Now he enjoys the view before him, the Siglap one
This week, with Batam on the left. The hi-fi ululates:
He loves a tinge of sadness in his favourite songs,
Especially since Grandma died, and Uncle visited
Longishly from China. There is sunday-lunch to come,
Rotated among sons and daughters. And grandchildren
In the park, squabbling like ducks. Looking up, he
Thinks the skies are different; a deep breath confirms
The smells have changed. But no point comparing. Life
Was like that, before the war; life is like this now.
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When Uncle walks, smiling on it all,
He still feels compulsive about weeds ...
Plucks them ... as he guards an ancient idea
Against our dangerous plenty.

THE SOUTH WEST DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
IS PROUD TO ANNOUNCE

The 1994 South West Literary Awards
Offering a First Prize of $750 and two Highly Commended
Prizes of $250 in each of the following categories:

* Poetry

* Fiction

* Writing for Teenagers

Entries are expected to reflect some aspect of the life, culture, or environment of the
South West, and the award is open to writers whose permanent home has been in
Western Australia for the past six months.
Entries close at 5 pm February 18, 1994. Entry forms, detailing
the conditions of entry, are available from:
South West Development Authority, or from your local South West Library
PO Box 2000, Bunbury, WA, 6230
Telephone (097) 91 2000
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EDWIN THUMBOO

Memories - 3

"Yes ... They are do-gooders ....
3rd Elder of the clan, I am remembered with
Curiously vexed affection. My bachelor ways
Were embarrassments; they arranged distances,
Imposed intermittent exile of a kind, all done
With Tang discretion. They say blood is faithfuller
Than water. I wonder, given such relatives whom,
Incidentally, we can't choose or decline or trade away,
Even in good times .
... Could you please fill up my glass? More ....
What odd-jobs I accepted riffled and reduced my
Yin essence, the one great source marinating
Those evenings among spirited friends. You
Know what I mean.
But when all is said and done, I am contented
Even as I watch my body weaken, my resolve
Tum putty, the days diminish before failing
Eyes. Had many lives, and many tales to tell,
In my one language. It is full; has never failed me,
Even in extremis. Remember how that notorious
lalan Besar gang cornered me? Gambling debt.
It took some doing, I can tell you, but I managed
An air of genial confidence, balanced syntax;
Was allusive, floated like a butterfly, a la Mohd.
Ali; offered a couplet here, an aphorism there.
Was I afraid? Desperately. The trick is to wave a
Hand, hold them folksies with your eyes; vary your
Tone and speed ...
What? You've got to go just when Uncle
Is getting dramatic? You don't say! Can I move
An amendment? Ha! Ha! I know, I know. As much
Chance as Chiam SeeTong in the SDP? A pity
As I thought we'd try the noodles round the comer.
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Children should have ears but no mouth, eh.
See you when I see you. Don't forget the nuts."
You hear me in English. Nephew translated
My meanderings. He won't ever give up.
There's history in me, he says. I'm not sure;
He wants to raid my past, rummage through roots
And memories. But this ang moh speech ... very big
Stuff, international, day and night on TV and radio,
Taken on a moon-walk by Michael Jackson,
Used too by taxi drivers, mothers in HDB estates,
Cannot touch some of the finer veins of our
Thought, or carry the sound of an idea, or realise
Enough how omissions can be pretty sneakish.
I have told him so, with challenging examples.
But enough. He's just left. I promised to
See him another time, when in the mood.
Ah ... this beer, Raffles Special...good... but not
So shiok as the cheap, early fifties NAAFI supply
In the old Beach Road NCO's Club m. the hotel.
Off to the coffee-shop to see what
My friends are brewing ....
Days are passing;
I hear the abacus again.
It has many meanings.
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EDWIN THUMBOO

York, Western Australia
(for Bruce & Trish )

Being movements in the spirit, incarnating,
Some friendships have their own nativity.
So facts and the like do not really matter:
I mean the kind concerning how you met,
Where, when, what auspices ruled the stars.
Instead that gradual making of a bond, unPerceived merging of thoughts, of continents.
So sharing makes for memories, always
Nascent, distilling from the heart's occasion
A great assurance which, even as the odds
Stack high ... unyielding, still brings us And others - together at the rainbow's end.
Once, as we ate fresh Californian dates while
Entering York by its southern mouth as I thought
Of roo eyes luminously nervous in the high beam,
We listed, in the musings of the advancing opal
Dark, the many ways of connecting dreams.
And hit upon a seminar that still thrives, reDrawing maps, revising the store and storing
Of the past. As we reached the last serious bend,
Teaming horses of the wind swung through
Strongish pines, got held and turned their manes
Into tentative breeze as final streaks of evening
Schemed, inclining all to gold. Like the poet said,
The night was bible-black. Morning grew white,
Drawn apart by hungry mist, the smell of bacon.
The road shared willingly is livelier for
The giving across colour, mood, cultures,
Migrant faith, secret hopes, wry humour, politics
Of hairy mate and gender.... Among tall gums,
Thoughts string quicker than the sun's grammar,
As we islanders, searching for a tutoring green
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In the new Manhattan of our City, plan carefully,
Resolve, plant trees, invent instant parks ....
Remembering a subtle woven road that starts
Modestly in each of us, then extends with
Courage, moves through the purposes of pain,
Instructive terror, the mirrors of the moon
That put down sorceries in images, intensify
Those special junctions of mind and body. This
Road blooms especially with the touch of friends,
With the resolve, and the grace of quiet repair,
Merging with their roads of silver in the sun.
Guardians predicting deep journeys, our roads
Which share till they are one, yet remain many,
Shift the world's uncertain traffic, the night's
Alarm; they cushion and transmute. Roads we
Take with us and add to by adoption, seal and
Re-direct and give; form maps of true discovery,
Of speech, as WESTERLY proved its pages under
Your hand, charting roads to come, including one
For all seasons that ends and starts at the Bennett farm.
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GRAHAM HUGGAN

Transformations of the Tourist Gaze:
India in Recent Australian Fiction

In her recent, pioneering study on Australian impressions of Asia, Alison
Broinowski registers a familiar complaint. "Instead of becoming the best
informed of English-speaking peoples about the Asia-Pacific region, as they
[are] well placed to do ... Australians [have] sheltered from the challenge,
accepting Europe's Orientalist constructs as substitutes for knowledge".l India,
argues Broinowski, is a case in point. Australians have been content - to some
extent still are content - to recycle stereotypes rooted in a European romantic
imaginary: India duly emerges, and reemerges, as a timeless land; as the
mysterious emanation of an essential Hindu spirit; as an ancient embodiment of
the mystic East; and so on. Australian writers take their share of the blame, says
Broinowski, drawing their fictional insights into Indian from a repository of
over-determined European myths. What interests me in this particular paper,
however, is not the extent to which Australians have or have not participated in
the western textual construction of the Orient; it is rather the degree to which
Australians in India, and some of the more recent literary representations of
those Australians, have effected the transformation of a western - (predominantly European) - tourist gaze.
Before being accused of essentialism myself, I should point out that there is
no such thing as a single, culturally coherent tourist gaze. As the British
sociologist John Urry, whose work I am drawing on here, puts it: "The tourist
gaze varies by society, by social group, and by historical period".2 Tourist
gazes, says Urry, do not just refer to the cognitive processes by which tourists
encode and decode their touristic experiences; they also refer to a socially
organized system - an apparatus of preconstituted know ledges and beliefs that underpins, and to some extent determines, the nature of those experiences.
Tourist gazes are filters of touristic perception; they provide a medium for what
the tourist sees, but also a guideline as to how s/he ought to see. So while
tourist gazes are instruments of vision, they may also function as screening
devices that restrict or impair vision: they constitute imperfect barometric
records of the diverse ways in which tourists adjust their personal experiences to
the requirements of social expectation.
In this paper, I would like to examine transformations of the tourist gaze in
four recent works by Australians writers: C.J. Koch's Across the Sea Wall
(1965); Christine Townend's Travels with Myself (1976); David Malouf's "A
Foot in the Stream" (1985); and, most recently, Gail Jones's short story
"Veronica" (1992). Although the fictions are arranged chronologically, my aim
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is not to sketch transformations of the tourist gaze over time. It is rather to
illustrate some of the different strategies that contemporary Australian writers
have adopted (in some cases unsuccessfully) to overcome a legacy of vision in
which European ways of seeing and thinking have helped create a view of
Indian that is not only out of touch with modem realities, but antithetical both
to the human agency and to the cultural autonomy of the Indian people.
In Koch's Across the Sea Wall,3 a naive young Australian leaves his wife to
be, abandons the dubious promise of a cozy suburban life, and takes off with a
friend to destinations unknown. Aboard the transoceanic liner Napoli, they
strike up with a group of self-styled "international vagrants": young, and
seemingly affluent, drifters for whom "the ordinary life - the comfortable
home, the comfortable job - will never be enough" (35). Maybe so, but this
doesn't prevent them from being tourists; and, like the good tourists they are,
they soon set about pretending to deny their touristic status. When the ship
embarks at Jakarta, the protagonist Robert O'Brien -indecisive as ever debates whether to ignore the curfew and spend the night with his new
girlfriend, the Latvian dancer Usa Kalnins. "Why should we go sneaking back,"
says Usa, "like all the other little tourists with their cameras? I like it here. [I]
am not afraid of it ... You are not afraid of it? Or are you a tourist?" (47) In
the second half of the novel, in India, Koch investigates more fully the
duplicities of touristic privilege. As O'Brien and Kalnins, by now embroiled in
a mutually destructive relationship, thread their way from the South of India to
the North, they begin to recognize themselves and each other as petty escapists,
not heroic adventurers; instead of satisfying their urge for freedom, travel
reminds them of their unfulfilled commitments and responsibilities. In an ironic
twist on the Oriental[ist] quest novel, Koch suggests that tourism induces a kind
of spiritual paralysis: a paralysis which O'Brien insists on seeing in generalized
existential terms, but which relates more specifically to his failure to act upon
the anxieties generated by his touristic experiences. On the train to Delhi,
O'Brien stares out of the window at
the new Indian Republic sliding by, flat and brown as a table-top, enonnous,
with empty stretches of bumt grass reaching to the horizon ... It was a
landscape never empty of life: beside thatched huts, thin dogs and naked
children; in the dry fields, men in loincloths worked with wooden ploughs
and oxen, or scratched the earth with hoes. A small herd of grey buffalo
was driven by two little girls in streaming head-cloths and flowing, biblical
gannents; they rapped the buffaloes' rumps with sticks, and laughed, running
through a faint haze of wood smoke, through a film of ideal happiness; then
gone. A river flashed by: on the bank, a great litter of coloured patches,
like fallen butterflies, where women knelt and dried their washing. And
all of it on the edge of emptiness, of those vacancies which were like silence
in a wandering mind: the inadequate, palm-thatched huts, the inadequate
ploughs and hoes like aimless thoughts, sobering his joy with the realization
of his own amazing luck. There was a struggle out there from which he
had somehow been spared (105).

The passage betrays typical touristic complacency. In pursuing the illusion of
detachment, O'Brien fails to realize (or, perhaps better, pretends not to realize)
that he is projecting his own fear of inadequacy onto a landscape that is only as
sterile as his own judgment of it. The passage also shows the extent to which
O'Brien has submitted India to a neo-colonial tourist gaze: a gaze which
transfers onto the Indian landscape the timeless lineaments of Biblical epic, and
which draws its tepid inspirations from the nostalgic European convention of
pastoral and elegiac romance. The tourist gaze seeks reassurance here in a
romantic idealist vocabulary of impressionistic essences ("India was hands;
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hands waving like frantic spiders" (106); "India was claws, and sudden
horrors"(95)). It also takes refuge in the schematic distinctions of Jungian
psychology; "the north," explains the transparently named Sikh Sunder Singh
- not exempt himself from touristic cliche - is "India's dynamic and rational
faculty, while the south is mysticism, blind emotion"(60). Here, as elsewhere in
the novel, it is difficult to tell whether Koch is being merely ironic, or whether
he is reinstating the glib East-West dichotomies of Jung and his fellow
mythmakers Mircea Eliade, Joseph Campbell and, particularly, the German
Indologist Heinrich Zimmer.4 (In his best-known essay "Crossing the Gap",
Koch admits to having been influenced by Zimmer: an immensely learned man,
given nonetheless, to what Ronald Inden calls a "metaphysics of dichotomy": a
determination to represent "the Indian mind" - whatever that might be - in
imaginational rather than rational terms, thereby reconfirming in spite of itself
the fashioning "of [an] ontological space [for] a British Empire [whose] leaders
[would] inject the rational intellect and world-ordering will that the Indians
themselves could not provide.")5
To see Koch's novel, as some of his commentators have seen it, as
acquiescing to an Orientalist conception of India is to miss the considerable
irony with which Koch treats his confused protagonist: an Australian whose
sensibility is formed by Europeans, yet whose country neighbours on and shares
an indefinable affinity with the Asian sub-continent. Across the Sea Wall
wavers, nonetheless, between the critical analysis of a tourist gaze which relies
for its perception of India on outdated Eurocentric models of metaphysical
inquiry, and the persistent temptation to see India as in some way "psychically
affiliated" to Australia: a temptation which seems to subscribe to the very line
of inquiry it otherwise denounces.
Another, more recent novel which succumbs to similar temptations is
Christine Townend's Travels with Myselj.6 In Travels with Myself, a two-part
novel set in Australia and India, middle-aged housewife Jo, like Koch's Robert,
abandons a comfortable bourgeois way of life to strike out into unfamiliar
territory. In the first half of the novel, Jo takes up with a group of impoverished
urban Aboriginals; in the second she tours Sri Lanka and Southern India in
search of spiritual enlightenment. As in Across the Sea Wall, tourism offers
imagined freedom only to end up reinforcing liberal guilt. In a scene that like
many in Travels with Myself borders on farce, Jo rides resplendent on an
elephant through. the streets of Madurai:
She did not know what she was doing. or why. It was like being in the
front row of the movies. never quite reaching. and almost always there.
She was not one part of herself. nor the other.
Below was a whole continent of people who did not own any privilege. while
she. rich with spoilings. was incapable of expressing thanks. She was
humiliated by all that had been given to her. that she had never wanted. or
that she had taken by will. without needing (124).

This familiar invocation of touristic anxiety is repeated, later on, when Jo finds
herself at an ashram in Pondicherry competing with a motley group of New Age
Europeans in "a serenity race for enlightenment" (153). "Nobody was very
friendly at the dining hall," notices Jo. "They were all too busy being travellers,
and aspirants" (153).
Travels with Myself, as its title suggests, presents a satire on the narcissism
of the spiritual tourist. Jo's experiences in India, filtered through the confused
consciousness of a jaded middle-aged woman seeking reinvigoration through her
encounter with "other" peoples/cultures, provide a throwback to the sixties: an
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age, described acerbically by Gita Mehta, when "global escapism masquerading
as spiritual hunger resulted at worst in individual madness, at best in a hard-won
awareness that the benediction of jet-stream gurus was seldom more than
skywriting, and that the mystic east, given half a chance, could teach the west a
thing or two about materialism".7 The gaze of the spiritual tourist in Travels
with Myself is belated, disabused; its focus is on the great religious themepark at
Auroville, refuge for a variety of western dreamers and supplicants who live
happily within its protected confines, taking in the rarefied air of the hyperreal
while battling to overcome their "bad vibrations". Townend cuts through the
ludicrous optimism of those, such as the Frenchwoman Penelope, who believe
that the human race is "progressing toward realisation" (163); she is equally
merciless in her exposure of the egregious psychobabble of instant new Age
philosophers such as the Italian Marcello. In one of the latter's comic
epiphanies, he recalls quite clearly the moment of his birth. "'I woke up, and I
couldn't remember anything that had happened before. But instead of being
afraid, I felt quite confident. I said, well, let's see what happens next. You see,
it implies I existed before.' 'I suppose you did,' says Jo'" (185). Townend
seems to have few illusions, either, about the efficacy of western charity. In one
scene at Auroville, Jo and her fellow aspirants are sitting around the table eating
bean sprout salad. Jo asks if there is wheat in it "'Yeah,' Billy said. Australia
sends it to India as a gift. You buy it in the markets. It's cheaper than rice
because the Tamils don't like it'" (161). Billy, an "old India hand," has
"backwards eyes that saw as much behind, and went as far that way. He had
seen the Mother. Also, he had a Mitsubishi truck the Freedom From Hunger
village distributor had given him, when he was in danger of being raided by the
authorities for his unauthorised possessions" (161).
Townend's novel thus adds itself to other recent works of Australian
fiction, such as David Foster's Plumbum ,8 which mock the idealist pretensions
of the Oriental quest novel while playing self-consciously on myths of
Australian cultural identity (Australian innocence abroad, India as Australia's
unacknowledged psychic other, etc.). Like Across the Sea Wall, however,
Travels with Myself tends to lapse into sententiousness and rhetorical overkill;
determined not to romanticise India -eager to distance itself from the hoary
conventions of European exoticism -Townend's novel fails, nonetheless, to free
itself from an overdetermined tourist gaze in which India offers itself up as lurid
spectacle to the uncomprehending western observer: "'It was all unreasonable
and exaggerated,' says Jo; 'like Grace Bros. package tours especially designed
by advertising dynamos ... It was all too imaginary to be real'" (130).
Like Townend's Jo in Travels with Myself, David Malouf in his
autobiographical travelogue-cum-novella 'A Foot in the Stream' finds himself
unable to resist India's temptations to voyeurism: "I don't think I have ever
been in a place," he says, "that is so morally and spiritually dangerous".9 'A
Foot in the Stream' is one in a series of four linked sketches in which Malouf
explores the geography of autobiography: the orientation of a self, or rather of
a multiplicity of selves, that both define and are defined by the various places
they inhabit. 10 The self can also be disoriented, of course; Malouf balances his
delight in the variety of experiences that India has to offer against the
conventional touristic fear of being overwhelmed by India. "The fear of India,"
says Malouf, "comes in many forms. Fear of dirt, fear of illness, fear of people;
fear of the unavoidable presence of misery; fear of a phenomenon so dense and
plural that it might, in its teeming inclusiveness, swamp the soul and destroy our
certainty that the world is there to be read but is also readable" (195). India,
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suggests Malouf, induces a kind of sensory overload; there is much to see, but
maybe too much: "How much of what I see here do I really take in?" (121).
The configurations of Malouf's vision of India in "A Foot in the Stream" - (a
vision based on his short visit to Bombay and Delhi in the early 'eighties) correspond to what might best be called a geometric imagination.
A
compartmentalising gaze seeks to confer structure on what it sees; to arrange a
plethora of touristic experiences into neat and manageable patterns; to create, out
of a mishmash of conflicting and often contradictory impressions, a single and
coherent system. The system thus created conforms all too readily to touristic
cliche; for all the subtlety of his perception, and the careful modulations of his
writing, Malouf seems unable to disabuse himself of the fundamental Orientalist
desire to discover a "real India" (107). Essentialist constructs abound - "The
Western eye" (109), "the Hindu view" (110). In his desire to co-opt the
imagined "inclusiveness" of Hindu philosophy into his own pattern-seeking
aesthetics, Malouf also succumbs on more than one occasion to the banalities of
package-tourist myth:
[The] promiscuousness of India, its teeming plenitude, far from being
oppressive, seems invigorating. It humbles but lifts the spirit. It seems
immemorial, endless, indestructible. Things have been like this forever, and
will go on like this, in defiance of every catastrophe, into a future too remote
to contemplate. We will survive here, we humans, one species among many
- that is what India promises (110).

Malouf recognises, at least, that his attempt to impose a coherent structure on
India can never succeed; that the country will always overspill its artificially
constructed boundaries. The holistic vision of a unified India thus surrenders in
time to a kaleidoscopic vision in which India arranges itself into a mosaic of
endlessly shifting fragments. Impressionism, in this context, becomes the last
refuge of the worldly aesthete: relinquishing an unachievable understanding of
the whole, Malouf turns instead to appreciate the fleeting beauty of the fragment.
In its theatricalisation of perception - its tendency to reduce India to
colourful pageant and procession - 'A Foot in the Stream' stages a visual battle
between the conformist gaze of the tourist, whose perceptions are dulled by a
reliance on - often crude - conventions and standardised patterns of response,
and the defamiliarising gaze of the itinerant aesthete, who seeks to heighten his/
her artistic sensibilities by converting the world through which s/he travels into
a random display of beautiful collector's items. The battle is not won; as its title
suggests, 'A Foot in the Stream' tests the turbulent waters of a country from
which it then withdraws, gingerly, for its subject to retain from his experiences
"the merest flash of chips in a mosaic, an eye, a hand, the fragment of a broken
arch, the passage of a kingfisher's, a bluejay's wing" (122).
Like Malouf in 'A Foot in the Stream', Gail Jones in her short story
'Veronica' illustrates the pleasures, but also the dangers, of submitting India to
an aestheticising tourist gaze. ll From the outset, Jones adopts an attitude of
ironic detachment toward her punctilious protagonist Elizabeth, whose traumatic
experiences in India are related in a mannered, deliberately anachronistic style
designed to highlight the discrepancy between her status as a late twentiethcentury tourist and her self-image as a refined nineteenth-century lady traveller.
Shocked by the immediacy of India, Elizabeth retreats into the obliquities of
fiction, finding the sanitised European world of The Magic Mountain better
attuned to her delicate sensibilities. The text of Mann's novel possesses for her
"some aspect of lyrical refinement that, existing only in fictional places where
no passport is required, is both immediately soothing and automatically
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accommodating" (88). As Elizabeth discovers later, however, the inner world of
the imagination is no less dangerous than the "real" world outside her hotel
window. Seriously injured in a bizarre accident - her arm seared by an electric
generator in an ironic displacement of the original Veronica legend - Elizabeth
is later raped in her hotel room by the man she believes had come to help her.
Elizabeth thus becomes, in the cruellest of circumstances, the tormented invalid
subject of Mann's schizophrenic fiction. Punished for her cultural arrogance her touristic desire to "repose in first world sovereignty, to enjoy what she sees
for its souvenirs and its spectacles" (86) -Elizabeth is eventually granted the
ironic reward of "becoming Indian". In the final sequence of the story,
Elizabeth drifts into a dream vision in which she feels herself changing:
Her skin has become caramel, her clothing a sari. She has felt her features
remould: a longer nose with a jewel, broader lips, darker eyes, a gloss of
black hair. Her body feels irreducibly local and exact; it correlates to its
place, is attentive, identified (p92).

The true likeness - the Vera-Icon - is conferred upon Elizabeth; bridging the
gap that her tourist gaze had previously created, the 'inauthentic' visitor
persuades herself, in a moment of sublime illusion, that she has somehow
become 'authentically' local.
Jones thus retains the allegorical dimensions of her story; but instead of
'othering' India, Elizabeth is 'othered' in her tum.
Suffering tourist
metamorphoses into sanctified Indian; by displacing the iconography of
medieval hagiographic legend, Jones comments ironically on the cultural politics
of touristic representation. In one sense, suggests Jones, 'put-upon' western
tourists are always-already Veronica figures: bearing the mark of another
imprinted upon their flesh, they are condemned to recycle "with predictability a
plot already orthodox, conventional and known" (90). In another sense, however,
they may become subject to wholly unexpected transformations: transformations
which reveal to them the unacknowledged complicity of their encounters with
'other' cultures. For the tourist gaze, as Jones illustrates so graphically, is
always reciprocal. The exchanges it enacts - like that between the tourist
Elizabeth and her nemesis, the beggar - may be temporary, or even
fundamentally misconceived; but they challenge the tourist's imagined prerogative to view the world as his or hers to capture ... and they may do so, as in
'Veronica', by capturing the tourist in tum as the object of another's gaze.
Jones's 'Veronica' shows that it is quite possible for contemporary
Australian writers to use European Orientalist conventions without accepting
those conventions as, in Broinowski's terms, "substitutes for knowledge". It is
worth wondering, nonetheless, whether stories such as Jones's, with their selfconsciously academic approach toward the representation of India, do not risk
falling into a different kind of trap: whether they do not subscribe to the fallacy,
identified by Sara Suleri in her recent book on India, of pursuing otherness for
otherness's sake. It is tempting, says Suleri, for privileged western observers to
designate cultures as 'other' so as not to have to deal more directly with them:
an obvious point, perhaps, but a salutary caveat nonetheless for contemporary
scholars of post-colonial literatures, whose alteritist theories run the risk of
espousing a kind of intellectual tourism. Is the new Australian writing about
India itself a form of intellectual tourism? Or is it, perhaps, a recycled form of
the literary exotic: an antipodean variation on the currently popular theme of
Raj revival? These questions, for me, remain unresolved; but it seems clear,
insofar as literary representations of India are concerned, that there is still work
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to be done before an orientalising tourist gaze can be not only transformed, but
effectively dismantled.
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CHRIS DORAN

Christmas Cake

Already at 3 o'clock the sky was turning; soon the harsh bright snow would
be muted by the lengthening of shadows, and when I finished it would be dark,
and cold.
I hurried on to the subway; she was already waiting as I came up through
the gates. Her features and manner were soft, almost pliable, as if she could
take a step back and be fused into the wall without being noticed.
I watched the people in front of me hurry through the gates, glance
furtively over at her, and hurry away.
As I drew near she appeared nervous, as all strangers do in that
immeasurable space between recognition and hello. I could see her face had a
very sad quality; her breath was short.
"Hi," I said, "I'm Jason from the Doshite English School.
Hiromi?"

Are you

Her posture straightened slightly as she replied, "Yes. Pleased to meet you.
Shall we go to my school?"
As we walked through the subway arcade, she averted her eyes from me.
Her clothes hung like she was a misshapened hanger; the hems of her long
denim skirt and woollen coat fell at oblique angles. A large white canvas bag
was attached to her shoulder, bulging to the point she kept her right arm around
it as a clasp, and her steps were slow and deliberate.
She was about five foot, slim, not attractive and not ugly, with permed hairlimp and sagging with strands of straight grey. As with most Japanese women
her age was indiscernible; I guessed early 40's.
For a few moments neither of us spoke, and there was only that awkward
silence distinct to newly acquainted strangers.
"I have a game for the children," she suddenly blurted, abruptly rummaging
through her prodigious bag as we walked. From its bowels she handed me a
curious game with cards and a spin dial mounted onto a cardboard face. At first
I thought one of her students had made it - the labels were misspelled, the cards
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comically misdrawn, the whole enterprise dilapidated, as if originally constructed on worn out materials.
"Uh, yes, that's a good game," 1 said, nodding in approval. As 1 handed it
back to her, she fumbled and dropped the whole pile. Her expression was
horrific as she lunged down to pick it up, as if she'd dropped fine irreplaceable
china. She stuffed the pieces quickly back into her bag, and 1 noticed her hands
were shaking slightly as 1 helped her.
We came up into the day. The bus arrived quickly, and I squeezed in
beside her. Hiromi relaxed slightly, her breathing calmer, but her posture was
still stiff, like a corpse regaining life and struggling with rigor mortis.
For the first time 1 noticed the hallowed recesses of her eyes; when quiet,
they were as colourless as worn marbles. Her features sagged slightly, not from
corpulence but from some undetermined weight; gravity'S pull was stronger on
her.
She began to speak.
"The first class are junior high students, age 12. Seven girls and five
boys." She spoke slowly, careful to make sure she didn't forget anything. "The
second class are eight elementary students, ages eight and nine. They are all
boys. Maybe they are not such good students."
"Maybe" was a Japanese euphemism; it meant no.
"Have they ever seen a foreigner before?" 1 asked.
"No, 1 don't think so. You are the first foreigner for them to see."
"Do you enjoy teaching children?" she asked suddenly.
"Yes, usually," 1 answered. "I enjoy tutoring and travelling to a different
school every day. 1 get to see a lot of Sapporo that way. But the children
should have a native English speaker more than once a month. It's hard to teach
them, because they are so shy. Any many of them don't like to study after
school."
"Yes, Japanese children are very shy," she agreed, looking away.
She was sitting with an aloof diffidence, neither looking out the window or
at anything else and only occasionally at me.
"Jason-san," she began, turning to me. "What is your country?"
"America," she repeated upon hearing my answer. Just for an instant her
face became alive and her eyes flickered with light. She sighed, "I have always
wanted to go to America."
"Where in America?" she asked.
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"Indiana. It's near Chicago. Have you ever been there?" I joked.
"Oh no," she answered seriously. "I have never been to America," and
then, as an afterthought, "it is very expensive for us Japanese, you know." She
then returned to the no man's land of her eyes; the light was gone, capricious,
like a match lit into the wind.
"Do you think you will go to America someday?" I asked, trying to see the
light again.
"Well, I want to see New York, and Disneyland. But I have no money."
She smiled weakly, and seemed to deflate back into the seat.
"Yes, it's very expensive," I concurred. As I thought of what to say next,
I gazed out the window. Snow was falling, accentuating the bleak urban
landscape. All the buildings and houses were uniform, closed in and ugly, as if
built to accommodate the March sky.
"Will I be teaching any of your children today?" I asked her.
"My children?"
"Yes, your son or daughter?"
"Oh no," she said quickly, her eyes down. "I have no children. I am not
married."
And then it was our stop.
The "school" was a big open room on the ground floor of a two storey
building, and it was bitterly cold as we removed our shoes in the genkan
(entryway). Hiromi quickly crossed the tatami and started the big kerosene
heater in the room's centre, and in my numb socked feet I huddled by it.
"This room is always cold," she said apologetically. As she began
preparing for the first class, I gazed around the room. Apart from a long low
table and a blackboard, she had no materials except for a few games and cards,
dog eared from many years of use, and a faded poster meant to be used as a
visual accompaniment to the children's song "Head and Shoulders, Knees and
Toes".
The students then began to arrive, 12 year olds, and I did my best to be the
friendly gaijin (foreigner), greeting them with a cheerful "hello" as they shuffled
in. None reciprocated. A few giggled, and all of them, wide eyed, clutched
each other and sat down around the low table on the tatami, crowding into one
another for that precious space furthest away from me. They sat whispering,
looking at me as if I were loading a pistol and asking for volunteers to be shot.
Hiromi introduced me in Japanese, and then I stood up and began in
English. There were a few gasps; eyes wide; surely I had gotten up to smack
someone, as gaijin are apt to do. As I began to speak, none looked up at me;
all were staring stonily down at the table's surface, with expressions akin to
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sheer terror.
"Hi! My name is Jason, and I come from Indiana in the United States. Do
you know where Indiana is, Junko?" I asked, picking a student at random and
reading her name tag. No response; pressing silence; a gaping mouth in the pose
of abject fear. Hiromi translated; the girl struggled, and was metamorphosed
into another dimension of time and place, in which the accoutrements of
voluntary muscle actions did not apply. She moved her head as if frozen, just
barely and detectably no.
"Okay," I continued, moving on, "does anyone know where Indiana is?"
Again Hiromi translated, and again, 11 blank expressions, inanimate, like statues
assembled for an exhibition, remarkable in their lifelike properties. They were
utterly motionless and silent; all life had been sucked out of them.
Junko now had her knees raised into her chest, her face buried; she was
slowly rocking back and forth, low sobs coming from her throat.
I continued with my introduction, having said it so many times before the
words came out gushing and smooth from my mouth, completely separate from
the linear process of my brain; I could remove myself even while reciting it.
"Indiana is very flat, with no mountains and no ocean - very different from
Hokkaido." Hiromi translated a little but for the most part was busy setting up
a white display board beside me. "Most people in Indiana are farmers." I could
hear the words come out; could feel my tongue and mouth forming the shapes
to emit them, could hear them land like patterns of dust on the table and tatami
and the children's feet.
I watched Hiromi from the comer of my eye. Everything appeared to be
such a struggle for her. She couldn't seem to find what she wanted, and then
when applying the materials they refused to adhere, falling off and rolling away,
alive with defiance.
"They grow lots of soybeans in Indiana," I continued. "Tofu comes from
soybeans, so the next time you eat tofu, think of Indiana."
Finished, I sat next to Hiromi at the table's head, and began the simple
format - asking each kid their name and age in English, with Hiromi translating.
Junko was still rocking, her quiet sobs casting a pall of unease when I came
to her and asked her name. Her only reply was a soft whimper, and she buried
her face further into her knees. I smiled soothingly, saying to Hiromi, "We'll
come back to Junko later."
The room was quiet, too quiet. "Hi!" My voice would call out cheerily,
"What is your name?" No reply; eyes wide, pleading for mercy.
After repeating the question two or three times, I'd get a soft, barely
audible response. In spite of the previous child having answered the same
question, the next would have no idea, no comprehension at all, looking at me
as if I'd suddenly descended from the sky.
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And then, mercifully, it was over, the last child in a sibilant whisper saying,
"My name is Kenji", and then Hiromi brought out a game.
They'd been released.
It was the spin dial game, and it held their subdued attention, everyone
except Junko, who remained in her rocking chair rhythm and who still refused
to look up.
That sad quality now accelerated in Hiromi 's features. Her gaze was
focused intently on the children, but her eyes were somewhere far away.
Her motions were heavy and elegiac, but her breathing was quick, as if
there weren't enough air in the room. She didn't know what to do with her
hands; one rested stiffly on the table, seemingly dissembled from her body. The
other was raised to her throat, clutching the frilled collar of her blouse, perhaps
to create more air to assist her breathing; the palm remained steady while her
fingers and thumb soothingly stroked the material, her knuckles against her open
skin.
And then the hour finished. The children filed out just as reticently as they
had entered, and simultaneously the next class poured in. All boys now, ages
eight and nine, elementary school kids who hadn't been subjected to the brain
numbing apparatus of junior high school.
These boys were geared for havoc and disruption. With their footsteps the
building shuddered. They were full of spirit and upheaval of ordered patterns
befitting nine year old boys, and were a startling contrast to the reticence of the
preceding class.
The contrast made me cringe - and nowhere was that submission, that
snuffed out incandescence more evident than in Hiromi. No light shone in her
eyes, only pathos as the boys ignored her pleas for order and ran roughshod
around the room, pushing each other, evading her with gleeful giggles,
deliriously oblivious to her authority. Finally, I helped her grab the most
rambunctious ones, and gently but forcibly seated them; the others followed suit.
One of them immediately pulled out a computer game. The blips and
bleeps created a new furore as his neighbours leaned into him, trying to play or
take possession for themselves. There was instant bedlam and grappling, and in
the tumult I thought Hiromi was surely going to have a nervous breakdown. She
stood suddenly suspended. Her right palm was pressed firmly against her
forehead, the tendons of her neck bulging; her other hand was clenched in a
tight fist. Her eyelids were shut in competition to see which one could scrunch
up the tightest, and what little colour she had was now gone from her taut face.
Long seconds passed before she could open her eyes and again address the
situation.
She then crouched next to the boy, pleading in Japanese for him to give her
the game. He ignored her. She reached to take it from him, but he jerked it
away with the same cursory motion he would have swatted at a fly buzzing in
his face.
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Fearing she was going to have a full and irrevocable breakdown, I got up
and went over to the boy. He was momentarily dumbstruck, gawking open
mouthed at my anomalous gaijin presence. I crouched next to him, enquiring in
Japanese about the game, admiring it in mock serious tones and then subtly
reaching for it. As I gently pulled it from him he suddenly snapped out of his
daze and violently resisted, yanking it hard into his chest as I simultaneously
pulled it away. I grunted loudly, overacting for his amusement, pulling just
enough to maintain appropriate strain, grunting "Tsuyoi des! tsuyoi des!" (He's
so strong! He's so strong!). I exhaled with a loud grunt, snatched it away from
him and fell straight back onto the tatami, knees in the air for full effect and
mass giggles.
As I handed it to Hiromi the boy leapt up and very nearly seized it back out
of her still trembling hands. They struggled but she had just enough leverage to
wrest it away. Her lip quivered; again the clenching fissure of her face, and her
palm pressed mightily against her forehead as if she could force composure back
within her, or could make us all disappear through the simple expedient of
desire.
The moment passed, and she stood at the head of the table and attempted to
introduce me in what for her was a loud voice but a voice ill suited to anarchy,
and even had her voice been loud enough it would've been heard by the
windows or stove or shoes in the entryway but not by those wild little boys.
They paid a little attention when I introduced myself, mainly because I was such
a gaijin phenomenon and also because I drew some funny looking animals on
the board.
When I fmished my introduction, we again went to each individually. They
were even more clueless than the preceding class, but infinitely sweeter, tucking
their chins into their chests, big smiles in spite of initial diffidence, answering
with explosions of happy giggles and wiggling. About half managed to gurgle
out "My name is" and a few even their age.
And then the clock hit five and they were gone. The big room was
engulfed in emptiness with Hiromi as its centrepiece. Her expression was akin
to one who had suffered a great tragedy and been humiliated in the process.
Clearing the unused materials and putting the table away seemed a formidable
task to her, daunting. Once more I heard the soft smack of palm to forehead,
but gentler now-halting time, or perhaps if she just pressed hard enough it would
all go away. The suddenness of her action inevitably resulted in a precarious
throwing of her balance, and she swayed slightly forward like the slow motion
lean of a diver just prior to leaving the board. At the apex of her lean her right
foot lifted up and stamped down slightly in front of her, righting her and
simultaneously snapping her like a magician's snap of the fingers out of her
daze.
She came over to me. "Jason-san", she began, "there is no bus until 5.30."
It was only then just past five; I groaned.

Her words then stammered out like shells being emptied from a gun. "My
apartment...." she began while re-arranging the materials she had just sorted into
a less and less distinct order, "I live upstairs." Each syllable clicked over the
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obstruction of her diffidence. "If you would like to wait."
"Oh yes, thank you. I was afraid I would have to wait outside in the cold.
That'd be great."
She now hurriedly crammed all the materials into her bag, eliminating
whatever semblance of order she had given them, as if there were a great
impetus for her to hUrry. I watched, fascinated, as the dysfunction of her nerves
undid all her meticulous work.
She turned off the heater and we crossed the tatami and stuffed our feet
back into our very cold shoes. Her apartment could be reached from the genkan
(entryway). "I am very poor," she apologised as we went up the staircase. It
was old, the paint faded; with each slow step it creaked ominously. The only
light came from below, throwing vague shadows up against the door.
Her apartment's genkan was tiny, barely enough room for the two of us to
remove our shoes. She opened the door and crossed the floor while I stood
fumbling with my laces, trying not to step inside onto the tatami until I could get
my feet into the slippers.
I could see her apartment consisted of two small rooms separated by sliding
paper doors. The main room was what the Japanese called an "LDK" -living
room/dining roomlkitchen - a very small room considering its contents. The
kitchen was at the opposite end from me, and was laid out the same as every
Japanese kitchen I'd seen in the past three years. The ovenless LP gas range, set
furthest to the left, the sink to the right of it and then a small counter space. The
counter and sink were that kind of tinny stainless steel which always plops and
pops when pressed and is never smooth. At a right angle to the counter was her
refrigerator, a size just slightly larger than those common in college dormitories.
Her heater was a smaller version of the one in the classroom. Along one
wall from the kitchen was an old couch covered by a worn but tidy coverlet, an
anonymous beige which matched the ultimately anonymous decor of her abode.
There was no other furniture except for one chair and a low Japanese style
coffee table in front of the couch.
As I entered the room, I was struck with sadness. The very molecules of
the construction were suffused with sorrow, as if she'd arranged it so pitifully
her outside life wouldn't be so unbearable in comparison. It had a quality, an
essence, which cannot be effectively related. Rather it must be evoked, like
relating the presence of that which can't be seen, but only felt - of telling of a
haunted house or of the supernatural. Sorrow and grief were palpable in that
room, indeed, as if haunted.
"Please sit down," she offered as she went over to the sink.
Hiromi had turned on the overhead light but even with dual fluorescents,
the room was still dark. One of them flickered weakly; the other was dim and
ineffective. I was seated in shadows, and regardless of which way I turned, in
shadows I remained, yet I could not determine their source, nor could they be
shaken.
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"Would you mind lighting the stove?" she asked, crossing from the sink
and handing me the matches. "I will make some tea. Would you like ocha or
regular?"
"Ocha, onigashimas," (Green tea, please) I answered while lighting the
antiquated stove; heat began to slowly chuffle out onto my numb feet.
"Typical Japanese apartment," she said from the sink as she struggled with
the tap. "We must tum off the water taps," she explained in near contrite tones,
"or the pipes will freeze and break." The tap was stiff, and her breath was short
and erratic with the effort.
"Here, let me help you with that," I offered, getting up from the couch.
With a few turns water burst from the faucet.
"Thank you, Jason-san. It is ... ," she paused, " ... difficult for me."
I sat down and watched her prepare the ocha; her back was turned to me.
The knife glinted in the dull light as she cut a portion from the block of green
tea, and I could see the slight trembling of her hands as she sliced down. She
tried to pick up the desired portion but it crumbled to bits in her fingers, spilling
into the sink, dropping to the floor, the prerequisite of dexterity proving too
much.
I could see the now familiar silhouette of her hand rise up to her forehead;
see the tense grip of her fingers on the counter and the momentary cessation of
her task.
Images flew into my mind, images of her in that apartment, of each
morning when she would wake to her room bitterly cold. Agitated and alone in
the sanctuary of her futon, she would stare intently at the heater as if through the
sheer severity of her gaze she could will it to ignite. She would wait, the
agitation festering, wait until time, pressure, and the horror of her mundane
existence would ultimately force her to trudge over to the stove.
Her fluttering near numb hands would then take the matches, spilling a few
but not all as she opened the box. Taking one out she would drop it, barely able
to hold the box let alone a single match as the cold metasticized into her bones
and tendons. Steadying her hand, she would take another, but when striking it,
it would fly from her grip, the only sound wood on tatami echoed against the
debilitating Hokkaido cold. But after perhaps five tries the stove would if
nothing else be lit from attrition; the day's first battle won.
The water was boiled, tea inserted, cups and teapot on a tray. She then
paused, both hands on the tray, her attention focused downward. I heard an
uprush of inhaled breath as she lifted the tray and in the same motion turned,
crossing in precise steps the precarious infinity between us. I stood up to take
it from her, lowering it onto the coffee table, and together we sat down. She
was momentarily relieved, and with no more challenge before her but the
drinking of her tea, she relaxed slightly; a few turns of the screw had been
loosened in her back to at least allow her to sit.
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One hand steadied the cup while the other, palm down, fingers extended,
rested on her thigh. She was motionless, and the tiny weights in her face sagged
even more to accentuate her sense of forlornness. The light was vanquished
from her eyes; I wanted to see it again, and startled her from her momentary
daze.
"Have you lived in Sapporo a long time, Hiromi?"
"Yes," she recovered, "I have lived in Sapporo for all my life." The words
came out dry and sparse, barely any motion except for the blinking of her eyes
and a slight shift in posture from semi erect to the more familiar and
undoubtedly more comfortable semi slumped, turned slightly not looking at me
but in my general direction.
"Oh - does your family live in Sapporo - your parents or brothers and
sisters?"
"No. My parents are dead, and I am only children - only child," she
corrected, searching for the phrase.
"I'm sorry," Silence rushed in and fortified a wall of disconcerting
awkwardness. I sat forward, elbows on my knees, hands clasped against the
pall.
I jumped into the silence.

"How long have you been teaching English?"
"For 17 years."
"Wow! You must really enjoy teaching children."
"Well," ... she began, her face etched in polite dissent.
We both laughed; teaching children like the silent robots she had was my
idea of hell too.
"Yeah," I concurred, "teaching children can be very difficult."
Her tiny smile faded and her face sagged as she looked down at the ocha
set demurely in her lap, her posture slowly sinking with a weary rigidity.
"Your English is very good," I continued, "where did you learn to speak it
so well?"
"Me?" she asked incredulously, taking her index finger and touching her
nose as if despite there only being the two of us in the room I was possibly
speaking to someone else.
"Yes, of course you."
"Thank you, but I cannot speak English so well."
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"No, no, your English is very good. Did you study it at university?"
"No, I didn't attend university, but I enjoyed English very much in junior
high school and high school."
"Did you enjoy it as much as Junko?"
"Junko? Who is Jun-? oh, Junko!" she exclaimed, clasping her hands in
recognition, laughing and leaning slightly forward to keep her ocha cup
balanced. The light flickered in her eyes, like a tiny tremor of the earth, barely
detectable, but I saw it, a full flicker meeting the upturned curve of her mouth
in laughter.
But just as suddenly it was gone, vanquished, and the little weights took
hold again. She literally was sinking into that couch, her breathing pattern one
with the anonymous worn pattern of the coverlet.
The shadows surged as she continued to speak.
"Many children dislike speaking English. Junko has never seen a foreigner
before, and she doesn't know how to act. We don't know how to behave with
foreigners. Society is very strict. We say, "The nail that stands up gets
hammered down. Do you know?"
"Yes, I've heard that before.
think."

"The group is very important in Japan, I

"Perhaps. "
As she spoke the fluorescent tube flashed one last time and burnt out
completely; the already dim room grew darker still.
Her eyes were now fixed in concentration, as if she were deciding how or
even if she should continue, self revelation not an obvious characteristic of hers
but neither did sympathetic company appear daily on her couch either.
Her lips quivered, and shut calmly with her eyes, her composure matching
some inner need. And then out came the words, not from her mouth but a raspy
dry region of her throat.
"My life is very difficult," she began slowly, "I am Christmas cake, very
old Christmas cake. Do you know Christmas cake? In English you say 'Old
Maid'. No one will marry me now."
"No, no," I assured her in long drawn out "no's" of reassurance and big
eyed gaijin optimism. "That's not true. You can still get married if you want
to. Lots of people marry late."
"Perhaps in America but not in Japan."
"Then maybe you should move to America," I joked.
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She smiled with a weary rigidity and gazed down into her lap. The room
was enveloped in shadows; they lengthened as she spoke, as if emanating from
the lugubrious purity of her voice. With each syllable the pall increased, near
palpable.
She was waiting, I believe for the shadows to conceal her even a bit more,
as if only through a shroud of anonymity could she continue. Stiffness resumed
slightly in her posture; she fought against her reticence.
"It is so hard for me," she began again, adding almost as an afterthought,
"without a husband. People treat me badly because I am alone."

Darkness now overtook her; I strained to see her silhouette not two feet
away.
"They think something is wrong with me. People say, 'Look at her - she
is strange. She should be married with two children.' Japanese society is very
strict."
And then she suddenly set the ocha cup off her lap and onto the coffee
table. She reached beside her, hoisting her bulging bag onto her lap, and in
almost the same motion pulled out a Japanese-English dictionary, flipping
through it and holding it up to the vague light overhead.
"I am ... shunned," she read conclusively.
"That's a very strong word."
"Yes, it is the correct word, 'Watashi wa, nokemomo ni sareta, I am
shunned'," she read again. "I am the nail which sticks up because I am poor
and have no family. In Japan we do not shake hands, we bow. Do you know?
Each time I meet someone I must bow lower. Always."
"But what about with your friends? surely you don't have to bow lower
with your friends?"
"I have .... no friends."
I wanted to say something, anything; words and phrases of attempted
commiseration floated through my mind, but all were ineffectual, facile when
my mouth began to form them, and so I said nothing.
I could barely see her now; her figure was no more than a soft silhouette.
How much better it would be to be born blind or limbless! I thought, some
obvious defect, then people would sympathise, even empathise, with her plight.
Hiromi's pathos was just as severe, even more debilitating because it was
insidious. The gods had singled her out for mediocrity just as surely as some
were destined for greatness; it was her irrevocable stamp and she could no more
escape it than you could roll your forehead out from under a birthmark.
Everything about her cried out burden and struggle; the weight of existence was
suffused in her step and howled deep in the bones of her face.
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Her words came out again. "My life is very difficult. People treat me
badly because 1 am alone." Her voice was steadier; grief and sorrow now gave
way to some semblance of actual comfort. She was, 1 believe, in her own
element.
It was now 20 past 5; in ten minutes the bus would come. For a long time
we both sat in almost full darkness, the near dissipated light not controlled by
electricity but rather from something within her.

1 envisioned returning there the next day in the bright harsh glare of mid
afternoon sun off the snow, finding not light coming in through the windows but
darkness radiating out, she in the same position on the couch, light gone from
her eyes and tea cup demurely still in her lap, tomorrow, the day after, next
week, next year, an eternity of concurrent lifetimes she would be there, always.
"I have to go now, to make the bus," I said. Please don't get up," detecting
no motion but only a whiff of possible intention. 1 thanked her for the tea and
crossed the tatami.
"Thank you for talking with me," came the voice, only a voice, a sound,
emanating from the depths of the shadows. I opened the main door to the
entryway and stuffed my feet back into my shoes.
"Koitsukete (Take care), Jason-san," came the voice.
"Hai. Koitsukete, Hiromi. Good-bye."
1 turned around as 1 put on my coat but 1 couldn't see her; she was one with
the shadows. As 1 closed the door behind me and descended the narrow stairs,
the cold sharpness of early evening hit me, and as 1 came outside it was night;
the bus wasn't full and 1 found a seat.
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SANG YE
with Sue Trevaskes and Nicholas Jose

Golddiggers
Siyang County
Jiangsu Province
"Tum rice straw into cotton."
"Tum 100 kilograms of com into 105 kilograms of sugar."
"Homemade washing detergent, ingredients free."
"A machine to make you taller. Grow five centimetres in
a month."
These ads, and some even more bizarre ones, were placed
in the local newspaper. Each ad stated that all you had to
do was send 50 yuan or 100 yuan and they would give you
all the necessary information about how to do it. All the
addresses given were postbox numbers and the list went
under the title: Good News to Help Farmers Get Rich.
There are people who actually buy this stuff and try hard to
achieve what the ad says can happen, only to discover later
that it's all rubbish. They soon discover that the way to make
money out of it is to sell the information to some other poor
sod. So there really are some people who can make it rich
with these things.
China has a population of 1.1 billion people, of whom
800,000,000 are farmers and 400,000,000 illiterate. Everyone is enjoying the spoils of reform, making money. Always
being someone to rip off, there are now people advertising
products on local radio stations, opening up yet another
market.
"A way to change local goat wool into Australian wool. With
a mark of authenticity from the Australian Wool Corporation.
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Please send 200 yuan to Siyang, P.O. Box XXXX. Success
is guaranteed. You will become a 10,000 yuan (millionaire)
householder in one year."
The fluviograph, the device for measuring the level of the river, had a zero
reading. Boats and sampans were tilted in the mud, dreaming of their bygone
days at sea. Or they may even have been yearning for eternal rest in this place.
They all seemed tired. But the people couldn't have cared less. Zero is zero.
The river was empty. In an indifferent tone, one of the locals remarked to the
outsider, "It's all dry, no rain. These last few years it's been dry all spring. The
cattle have died from the drought." He then asked impatiently, "Hey,what's
that foreign bike like to ride? It looks pretty light. Is it light to ride?"
My foreign bicycle was actually made in Changzhou. It was a Golden
Lion, but the thoughtful comrades at the Golden Lion Joint Bicycle Company,
knowing my plan to journey down the length of the Old Yellow River, fitted the
bike with Japanese gears and wheels, Czechoslovakian handbars and Taiwanese
tyres. All in all, apart from the steel piping, none of the parts could claim a
truly Chinese parentage. But that didn't matter, because "Made in China" was
stamped on the frame anyhow.
My Golden Lion, the product of three countries (counting Taiwan and
mainland China as one) and four governments (counting Taiwan and mainland
China as two) didn't let me down. Light to ride and nice to handle. But since
then Czechoslovakia has split too, so maybe I should revise my calculations.
"Taiwanese tyres? Can the Taiwanese Kuomintang make those kind of
tyres? Wow! Made in Taiwan!" The pancake chef couldn't believe his eyes.
Nearly forty years of propaganda have made the common folk believe that under
KMT leadership people in Taiwan wouldn't even have pancakes to eat. The
Chinese on either side of the Taiwan Straits have been apart for so long. For too
long. They no longer even knew what each other looked like. They could no
longer separate fact from fantasy. Munching on the pancake that I had bought
with a 500 gram food coupon and a 10c coin, I thought to myself that if I had
told the pancake chef that Taiwan is the world market leader in bicycle tyres
(PRC excluded, of course), I would have been suspected of spreading counter
revolutionary propaganda for sure.
"Hey, that's nothing. There's a guy here who has seen Taiwan. Why don't
you pay him a visit?" The pancake parlour business can't have been doing too
well. The cook had plenty of time on his hands to talk. But what was he
talking about? Someone who had seen Taiwan? In those days it was pretty
unlikely. It was quite impossible for anyone to swim across the straits from
Taiwan. That famous swimmer Mao Zedong himself only managed to get
across the Yangtze River. If people could swim across the Taiwan Straits, then
you could swim across Bass Strait too. The distance is much the same. Then
Tasmanians wouldn't have to bother buying a plane ticket or a boat ticket to get
across to Melbourne on the Australian 'mainland'.
The old fellow was seventy years old that year, a graduate of the Huangpo
Military Academy, the West Point of the East. KMT Generalissimo Chiang Kaishek had been its president. The old fellow had fought in the protracted battle
for control of the railway junction at Xuzhou in 1948, in which 600,000
Nationalist troops were overwhelmed by as many Communist troops, backed up
by some 2 million mobilized peasants. After that defeat, the old man retreated
south to Nanking which duly fell to the Communists in April 1949. His side
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having lost again, the old Nationalist soldier fled to Xiamen on the Fujian coast,
and took a boat across the straits to Taiwan. After a short breather in Taiwan,
he was shipped back to Jinmen Island in an American boat. Two nautical miles
offshore from Xiamen, Jinmen Island was the final front line. On 17 October
1949, the People's Liberation Army occupied Xiamen. The soldier swam back
to the Chinese mainland from Jinmen Island. At that stage no Chinese could
ever have imagined that there would be two Chinas from that day on. From
then, to the present day, both the government of the People's Republic of China
on the mainland and the government of the Republic of China on Taiwan claim
to represent the entire Chinese people. Yet neither actually governs the whole
of China. It is a situation that would have been inconceivable to Chiang Kaishek's soldier back in 1949. The old fellow was 33 at the time. As a
professional engineer with rank of major in the army, he had neither understood
the politics of the KMT nor had he any interest in the politics of the Communist
Party. He came back to the mainland simply because his family was there. His
old mother and his wife lived along the course of the Old Yellow River. But
because he was regarded as one of those who had crossed over from the
Nationalists to the Communists, he was promoted one rank when the medals
were conferred. He became a lieutenant colonel, although he wasn't given any
soldiers under his command. He participated in airport construction in
Chongqing, Chengdu, Nanking and Shenyang. He had been kept terribly busy
for thirty-three years, until he was unable to keep up the pace any longer. The
army administration suggested that the time had come for him to retire. He was
assured of a place to live in the city. At this stage a strange realisation came to
him. In all those years he had never done anything of significance for the
people of his hometown, yet it was for that reason, for the sake of the people in
his hometown, his family, his own people, that he had after all swum back to the
mainland in the first place.
So the old fellow came to settle in the small town beside the Old Yellow
River. He volunteered to look after a dilapidated old temple in the town. He
had plans. At last, after all the ups and downs of the years, that temple would
see some changes for the better. The temple became the focus of his plans to do
something for his hometown and he was determined to spend the little time
remaining to him on the temple, which was far older than he was, to use it to
fulfil his personal commitment to his home. He planned to renovate the
dilapidated old temple and when that was done to turn it into a museum
commemorating local heroes. But then he found it was too difficult to get
exhibits, so he thought of changing the temple into a classroom for the senior
high school. He organized the teachers and the students to have classes there,
but after the classes had been running not six months, the junior high school in
the area was closed for lack of funding. That decision necessitated disbanding
the senior high school, since there would be no students at the appropriate level.
Finally he turned his old temple into a hotel. It was intended as a budget hotel
for country travellers, for those travelling through the area, doing business at
county fairs, to have a place to rest. It was intended as a place where some of
the needy locals, orphans and the poor and elderly, might make a bit of money
in part-time work. But the tariffs had to be kept so low, it was impossible to
make ends meet.
The old fellow sitting with me face to face under the dim oil lamp said that
the run-down old temple would have to endure yet another transformation. He
wanted to change it into a trendy holiday resort where city folk could visit to
experience country life. He was doubtful about the prospects of success with
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this latest proposal, however; after all what city person would want to
experience this kind of country life, with no electricity and no running water.
He complained that even his own daughter, who lived in the city, hated coming
to visit him. His son always had ideas about moving the old man back to the
city. Both his son and his daughter were of the view that the old man would
have been much better off if he had never returned to the mainland in the first
place. They all would have been better off. They were confirmed in their
opinion when they discovered that even the orderlies who had emptied their
father's chamber pot when he was an engineer of rank of major in the army back
then were now managing directors of companies in Taiwan.
"War! I lost to the Communists. I lost out in the years of building New
China. I lost with the Kuomindang in the economic war they're waging. I've
lived for 70 years and I've never won with anyone. My luck's never come in.
If the holiday resort fails, I'll have to try something else. I must be capable of
getting it right one day."
The lone light coming from the oil lamp was as small as a pea.
The fluviograph had a reading of zero. There were still some fish alive there,
though, hiding under the mud, yearning for the rainy season. They may not
have had any more dreams. Their one remaining thought was to hold fast to
their lives. To survive. To make it through.
The children playing there looked like rolypoly mud pies. Each one in the
group had dug up a fish. The fish were tiny. They were in their death throes.
Around their gills, for the few remaining minutes of life, were draped long
slender weeds. "Hey you on the foreign bike, you want to buy some?" asked
one of the little mud balls. Without waiting for me to reply, one of the other
kids laughed. "Why would a guy like that want to buy any fish? An outsider!
He hasn't even got a home or a place to cook them." Erupting in laughter, they
all ran away, spattering a few droplets of mud on the ground behind them.

* * * *
18 September
Crystal Brook
All along the way, car drivers wave at me as they pass. Truck drivers press
their hands against the window screen to say hello. At Snowtown the train
driver waved at me. His train was in my way. I had to wait at the railway
crossing for him to pass and I was going off at him. I've always thought
that any train driver who takes the time to wave at the kids along the tracks
must be a good person, someone who has not forgotten what it's like to
be a child simply because he now has a big machine to drive.

Ludwig Leichhardt was a self-proclaimed Doctor of Philosophy. If any title
needs to be given to him, it should be Ludwig Leichhardt, deserter. He came to
Australia to escape military service in Germany. He came by ship, the only way
you could get to Australia in those days. He wandered around Queensland and
the Northern Territory in the most diverse conditions for a year and three
months. In 1846, by which time everyone had written him off for dead, the
explorer suddenly turned up in Sydney. The British Geographical Society
awarded a citation to the escapee from Germany, commending him for his
experiences in the adverse climate of the unexplored north. It was less the
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citation than the impression of these harsh outback experiences that gave the
man the impetus to go away again. In 1848 Ludwig Leichhardt, with seven of
his mates, attempted to cross the Australian continent from east to west. But the
further they went, the fewer they became. Ultimately, he failed.
He
disappeared, along with seven horses, twenty mules, fifty head of cattle, and his
men. Where? Even today nobody knows.
How come he didn't take a dog?
The courts declared him dead and since, after six months had passed, no
one had posted any objections to the contrary, he became officially deceased.
The recorded years of Ludwig Leichhardt's birth and death are given as 18131848.
But in actual fact 1848 was only the year in which he set out. In some
books his dates are given as "Ludwig Leichhardt (1813-1848?)" I really like that
small question mark. I have found many books that record the early European
discoverers and explorers of this land and fail to mention this self-proclaimed
PhD, this swindler. He has been forgotten because his mission was, after all,
unsuccessful. Ludwig Leichhardt was a man who set out in advance of history.
His efforts to draw the first line on the blank map from the western borders of
Queensland in the east to Perth in the west were exhausted. All he ended up
mapping out for history was a man's life with a little question mark attached.
History is a combination of pieces of time and people, time being a method
of organization by which to avoid everything happening at once.
For myself, I have set out on my path way behind the visionary explorers
of the early days. I cannot even draw a question mark on the map.
Rain. Rain cleans the grey road to a crispy black and makes the red earth
even redder. Only the camel grass is the same dirty colour it has always been.
There is a side-road off to the right that makes a beeline for the heart of the
desert. I have seen this road on the map before and drawn a question mark
against it. I guessed what would be at the end of the road. A friend of mine
had been down that road before. He told me how it ended. "A barbed wire
fence and a big STOP sign." He had driven more than a thousand kilometres
to get there, to take part in a demonstration against the United States military
base that was supposed to be on the other side of that barbed wire fence. Not
only did he see the STOP sign, he stood in front of it and let the television
cameras see him. All round Australia people sitting in their living rooms after
their meal could see him standing by that sign. But he never actually found out
what was on the other side of the sign telling him to STOP.
I crossed out the question mark all the same. I decided not to go down that
road. I had a pretty good idea that beyond the STOP sign was military
equipment, surveillance devices, war machines: defensive and offensive.
On the map there is a question mark over Mataranka. The first time I
visited the hot springs there, I saw a house called 'We of the Never Never'. I
remembered that it had been moved from its original place to this new location.
Yet lots of people denied this. They insisted that this was the home of the
famous author Mrs Aeneas Gunn, who wrote the novel, and the site where the
famous movie had been shot.
I crossed out that question mark too. I had consulted a larger map which
had marked the original site quite clearly. This new so-called 'We of the NeverNever' was not the actual place. As for the cook in the movie, I know for
certain where he went when the shoot was over.
What would a young bloke who drove a ute from one property to another
do once the shearing season had finished? One bloke says that there are always
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sheep to be sheared and he just keeps moving, going from north to south and
from south to north again. Someone else says that he stays on the properties
after the shearing to dip the sheep. Someone else says that he goes on to other
farms in the area to harvest wheat and pick fruit until the next sheep shearing
job comes round. Another says he takes a holiday. If he's a kiwi shearer he
might go home to New Zealand. Another one goes to Bangkok where there are
lots of girls and marijuana too. They thought that the best thing about their life
was the amount of money they made. I knew that there could be a lot of trouble
for the girls on the properties where they worked. And they could leave quite
a mess behind. I found out later that the men have their problems too. There
are not that many girls willing to traipse back and forth with them all over the
country for years or stay waiting around for them forever.
The shearers' lives are not really so different from the nine to fivers in the
city, only the details are not the same. The world they face is still the same one.
They have their work to do and their worries to deal with. I guess they are not
even so removed from the Flying Doctors who fly back and forth all over the
place in their small planes. The main difference is that the doctors have MD
after their name. I had hoped that the shearers, itinerant workers who travelled
the back roads up and down the country, would have discovered something that
no one else could have found, like finding Ludwig Leichhardt's body or maybe
helping Australia to strike gold in a new place. But drinking beer with them, I
realised that such exciting thoughts were an impossibility for them. They are
forever going down roads that have been walked along before.
I still had one question left. One unresolved little question mark. It was
something I saw in a museum. An old gun had grown inside a tree. It seems
that one hundred years ago or so the owner of the gun had leaned his gun
against a fork in the branches of the tree. He must have forgotten about it, or
died. There can't have been anyone else around or they would have noticed the
gun. It was more than a century before it was found again, lodged inside the
wood of the tree. A gun in those days was a precious commodity so how could
it have been forgotten? There are not any wild animals in Australia, so how
could the owner have died so suddenly?
I know that it did not belong to Ludwig Leichhardt. Still, I wonder whether
he took a gun along with him.
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SHAHNON AHMAD

Introduction
by Harry Aveling
Shahnon Ahmad, regarded internationally as Malaysia's major prose-writer,
studied at the Australian National University from 1968 to 1971, The story 'My
Friend Africa' was written shortly after Shahnon's arrival in Australia and
published in Malaysia at the end of 1968. 1
As critic Mohn. Yosof Hasan has noted, Shahnon underwent a wide range
of "unsettling and disconcerting" experiences in Australia. Not only did
Shahnon feel extremely unsettled at being a student again (he was born in 1933
and trained as a teacher), but there was also a profound sense of culture-shock
due to the radical change in life-style and values with which he found himself
confronted.2
'My Friend Africa' is a sardonic description of the search for 'freedom'
which characterised much of Australian student life during the sixties. But it
also balances against this self-indulgent search for thrills the intense nationalism
which surged through Asia and Africa at this same time.
In many newly independent countries the quest for fresh political structures
drew its major strength from deep rooted communal and religious worldviews.
Shahnon's works from the late sixties have been criticised for their reflection of
Malay ethnocentricism, one of the factors which may have contributed
significantly to the rioting which took place in Kuala Lumpur on the 13th May
1969.3 In this "mass amok,"4 groups of Malays and Chinese attacked each other
following the recently completed elections which had suddenly laid bare a
number of serious points of major social tension. It must also be said that this
criticism of Shahnon and Malay literature in general has been vigorously
rejected by prominent Malay intellectuals. s
Whatever the case, 'My Friend Africa' clearly reminds Australian readers
that for many in the Third World, the West is not a place of enlightenment and
advanced technology, but of violence, barbarism, incomprehensible and
meaningless human relationships, and even despair and darkness. 6

NOTES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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My Friend Africa
The barbeque was well under way. Six hundred feet away from the Residence
of the Vice-Chancellor of the University. Three quarters of a mile away from
Lake Burley Griffin. It was the second time we had met. Abbass Kotamba
Africa and myself. We met completely by chance. I was carrying five chunks
of raw meat and looking for somewhere to cook them over the heaped-up coals.
Africa was doing the same. So we - Africa and myself, perched beside the same
fireplace.
I could still remember the first time I met Africa at the Menzies library at the
Australian National University.
"Africa", he said, introducing himself with a nod. "Abbass Kotamba Africa".
"Noh", I replied briefly, holding out my hand.
"Where do you come from?"
"Kuala Lumpur".
That was as far as our conversation went. Like it or not, the concept of
"silence" was inviolate in the library. Africa went off with his books. I went
off with mine.
Now we met again. We laid our chunks of meat on the red coals. The fat
boiled and spat like falling rain. And my adam's apple rose and fell in eager
anticipation.
There were no fewer than twenty-two fireplaces scattered about the courtyard.
Groups of people stood around them. The noisiest group was that closest to the
Vice-Chancellor's residence. They sang a sort of broken, crazy song. Other
groups swayed about and criss-crossed as they chewed like dogs on the burned
meat. Half a dozen couples lay close together on the ground, kissing each
other's lips and gnawing at necks and shoulders. Others affirmed their right to
be an individual - stroking their Maharishi Mahesh Yogi hairstyles, laughing
without cause, and tearing at the chunks of meat like barbarian Vikings. They
affirmed their commitment to the concept that "The world can go to hell - who
cares". They were true bohemians.
But Africa was Africa. He cared for nothing but the struggle of his upper and
lower teeth with the hot pieces of meat.
'They're sick", he muttered once he had swallowed the chewed meat. "White
people are sick. Everywhere. In New York, Kansas City, Canberra, Sydney,
Rhodesia, London. Everywhere. No doctor can cure their sickness. Not that
there is any medicine which could help them anyway".
I chewed determinedly at my meat. The choruses continued. The singing was
broken and confused. The bohemians continued to be bohemians. And those
stretched on the earth, lying on each other at various angles, continued biting
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each other's lips. Some sighed contentedly.
It was a beautiful night. The moon hung in the sky like a crumpled cow's hom.
I thought of my village. Our beautiful nights such as this, we would be
carefully following the intricate steps of the silat (martial arts) patterns. And
here I was surrounded by the deep-rooted sickness of this foreign society.

"I come from Lagos, Nigeria. My people are Hottentots. My name is not Abass
Kotamba Africa. Just Abbass Kotamba. But when I arrived at this university"
- I later learned that Africa was writing a Ph.D thesis in 'Black Power' - "I
added the word Africa so that I would never forget Africa, so that everyone
would always know that I am an African. I am proud to be African. I am proud
to be black. Not white".
I continued chewing vigorously on the burned meat. Some strong feeling
suddenly sent my heart beating. I could not tell what the feeling was or where
it came from. But I knew I felt it. And to enjoy it to the full I clenched my
teeth tightly together and tore the meat apart. I swallowed the barbequed meat
down in one tremendous gulp.
Here was a black man who was proud because he was black. I was a Malay. I
wanted to tell Africa that. I was a Malay. I come from the Malay homeland.
And I was proud because I had been born a Malay. And my skin was more
black than white. But Africa was intent on eating. The other groups continued
to stagger about.
The singers changed to a different tune. Their voices were even more chaotic
than before. A girl dressed in blue jeans and a skimpy cardigan danced, shaking
her backside around one of the fireplaces in time to the music. The bohemians
seemed more alone than ever. And the couples scattered about on the ground
sighed and gasped in ecstasy.
"One day black power will be superior to white power". Africa continued,
surrounded by the seriously ill society of the barbeque. "We Hamites, Semites,
Bushmen, Pygmies, Bantus, Hottentots and Negroes - we are all black, whether
we come from Tunisia, Algeria, Nigeria, Gambia, Sierra Leone, Ghana, Malawi,
Rhodesia, Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda, Sudan, or even from the alleys of Harlem
in New York or from Chicago. We are all black. And one day Black Power
will defeat White Power.
"Hey! Bloody Africa! Do you want to join in the somersault dance?"
The sudden cry came from one of the confused groups of chorus-singers. Just
as suddenly, the girl in the blue jeans and skimpy cardigan came leaping towards
us still shaking her backside. The group had surrounded us without our knowing
it. Africa shyly bowed his head as though accustomed to this form of praise.
He stood up without saying a word. His broad chest and confident bearing
underlined the strength of his pride in being black. With thick lips effortlessly
recited the beautiful words of a poem by Patrice Lumumba. With his mouth
wide opened and his powerful fists thrust into the air he looked like a symbol of
black power. I was moved by the sight of him. The confused group of chorussingers clapped when Africa finished reciting the poem by the martyred African
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politician.
"Up! up! Malaysia, up! Up"
I was started. Completely caught unaware. What poem should I recite. Which
song should I sing? I thought of P Ramlee and tried to remember one of his
tunes. My mind was a whirl. I thought of Saloma, Zain Azman, A Zainol;,
Diah Iskandar. I thought of bands like the Les Purnama, The Beatniks and the
Kumpulan Naposa. But none of them could help me in my time of need.
confused by my own origins as the son of a whop-keeper, and surrounded by
this crazy sick society, I charged into the nursery rhyme "Burong Kekatua", a
song about a cockatoo. Although I changed a few of the words here and there
unconsciously, my efforts were rewarded with thunderous applause.
The group then moved on to another fireplace, to taunt other guests and make
them perform too, leaving Africa and myself alone again.
"No matter where we are", Africa said as he turned a piece of meat over on the
barbeque, "we must always be prepared to display the symbols of black power".
"I'm not a good singer", I said earnestly.
"That isn't important. The symbol is what matters most. I didn't understand
what you were singing but the rhythm and cadence of your song showed me the
elegance of your people's spirit. We must show that our societies are not sick
- or at least, not as sick as white society. We have the confidence and pride of
our nationalism. That is important. It is everything.
"But my society too is sick", I replied, honestly.
"Sick?"
"Yes, sick".
"As sick as white society? Do you have hippies? The Beatles? Bohemians?
What sort of 'sick'?"
The fat on my barbeque meat boiled and spat.
When the fire had done its work, Africa took a piece of meat and pressed it
against his thick lips. He waved it backwards and forwards to cool it. And
when the meat seemed cool enough, he stuffed the piece into his mouth and
chewed it. The choir of crazy singers continued moving around the various
fireplaces. There were now five bottom-shakers. The bohemian individuals
continued to cling tightly to the concept of "The world can go to hell - who
cares". And the couples on the ground lay across each other life driftwood.
From time to time a shrill laugh could be heard. And from among the laughter
could be heard sighing and the gentle gasping of someone at the peak of their
delight.
"My society is sick. It is the sickness shared by all Asia".
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Africa chuckled, quickly swallowing the meat held in his mouth.
"Asia is sick? In the same way as Africa? As the West? As the East?"
We flung more meat onto the fireplace.
I wanted to continue talking with Africa. Yes, we are sick. I wanted to tell him.
Sick in our own way. And one of the reasons was the "take things easy"
attitude of many of our leaders. The ones who didn't care. Who preferred to
work things out in stages. Who had given up the nationalist struggle. Many of
my people are not proud of their race. This was the greatest obstacle towards
the achievement of genuine nationalism. As soon as I had swallowed the meat
in my mouth I would tell Africa all these things straight out. Our people are
well-endowed with the imperialist spirit, bureaucracy, compradorism, an
irrational and reactionary intelligentsia, capitalist tendencies, bourgeoism and
counter-revolution. I chomped on the meat. I could hear the choir somewhere
nearby. The moaning and sobbing of the couples on the ground. My people's
struggle and the black power struggle are almost the same. We need to take
deliberate steps, dare to be extremist, just as black people everywhere are doing.
I thought of the crippling effects of our educational policies. Other people
weren't hurting us: the fault lay with the reactionary intellectuals from among
our own people. In our own economic situation. I wanted to tell Africa that.
To tell him about village children with swollen stomachs, just like African
children. I wanted to tell him. The whole story of our children. Our struggle
was the same struggle. We both need proper universities. Our own languages.
Nationalism.
Night dragged itself towards twelve o'clock. Half of the guests had gone home.
But there was still a lot of meat on the table in the middle of the courtyard. We
took another ten sausages and threw them on the fire. A couple stood near the
fireplace.
"Ben and Rosemary', Africa said, introducing them to me. "They both support
the Black Power struggle. Ben and Rosemary are in the final year of their
studies in Nuclear Physics. I hope they don't make bombs to attack Asia and
Africa".
Ben and Rosemary smiled, their arms wrapped around each other.
"I'm, Noh", I said. "From Malaysia".
Ben was tall. I couldn't see his face very well because he was a fan of the
Maharishi's, or maybe of The Monkees. Rosemary was a dwarf - small and
thin, and almost crushed under Ben's arm. Sometimes Ben's long dirty hair
covered both their heads. And they breathed in its fragrance in together.
Africa ignored their behaviour, even though I was sure he included Ben and
Rosemary in the sick society. I was a village boy and had never seen such
behaviour before. It repulsed me somewhat, and also made me angry.
"Sick in what way?" Africa repeated his question, ignoring the symptoms
standing beside us. A moan still rose from time to time. Other moans came
from Rosemary. And now and then her moan mingled with a low growl. I
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think the counter point came from the Maharishi Mahesh Yogi.
"Asia is sick. Isn't Africa sick too?"
Ben and Rosemary loosened their grip on each other. They turned and looked
at us. Ben's nose seemed so prominent. I felt sorry for Rosemary's face when
I looked at Ben's tall nose.
:What is this about Africa and Asia?" Ben asked, as the girl by his side rested
her cheek on his shoulder. "Asia for the Asians. Africa for the Africans. And
Rosemary for me, only me". He kissed her vigorously. I listened to him
gasping and moaning.
"What do you mean?" Africa asked, ignoring Ben's treatment of Rosemary.
"There are a few thorns in our flesh", I replied, deliberately seeking to be
obscure.
"I know what you mean", Africa replied. "I do. Our sickness is the same as
yours. But that is why we are fighting. Blacks must be proud of being black.
We believe all blacks should be proud of being black. It is time to realise our
own identity - the pride in being Mrican, the pride of black power".
"I support the struggles of Afro-Asia", Ben suddenly said. 1 sensed that he was
joking.
"So do I", Rosemary added delicately.
And they returned to their wrestling. Briefly. Their bodies rose and fell like
waves on the ocean. Ben then pushed Rosemary aside. She fell to the ground
then stood up again. 1 heard her laugh. She soon left our fireplace. Ben came
back to us.
"She is only after thrills. All girls are. She got what she wanted. So she won't
need me any more until next time. Life isn't about truth or authenticity; it's
about getting what you want. It doesn't matter what it is. You go after
whatever makes you feel good."
Ben snatched up a sausage from the barbeque and shoved it straight into his
mouth. I saw his lips quiver as the heat hit them.
"Hey, Ben!" someone called from the distance.
Ben stood up, then patted Africa on the back before running off to whoever
called him. I assumed he was intent on giving some other girl a thrill.
"The West is only interested in satisfying its own desires", Africa continued
once Ben had left us. "That is why it's so sick. Rosemary wanted a thrill. She
got what she wanted. Tomorrow she'll want the same thing again. There is no
end to selfish desires. Ben wants his own satisfaction just as much as he wants
to satisfy Rosemary. He'll never get what he wants either. And that is why the
whole culture will always be sick".
In the distance I heard a woman laughing. I thought of Ben and his idea of
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satisfying one's need for thrills. The barbeque was beginning to come to an end,
but it was, in fact, becoming livelier than ever. Some of the participants
staggered about in a drunken stupor. They were after thrills too.
"But we want more than our own self-satisfaction", Africa continued when my
gaze returned to him. "We need to cultivate our own sense of pride, our own
ego. Our Nationalist egos. Africans need an African ego. There is no holding
back the Black Power movement. Our struggle is both progressive and
revolutionary. It is a natural and perpetual part of human history. There can be
no denying our nationalism. None".
"But nationalism always degenerates into communalism", I replied, deliberately
testing him. "And communalism always sooner or later surrenders to ideology".
As I picked up a piece of meat, he replied, "Ideology?"
My hand paused in mid-air.
"Do you mean 'democracy'?" African laughed disdainfully at the word.
"Democracy is only for Europeans, as far as I'm concerned."
I bit into the sausage.
"Socialism? Communism? Nationalism is an ideology in its own right. It has
nothing to do with communalism. Ideologies are doctrines, theories. The West
creates hundreds of them but never puts any into practice. America preaches
democracy - but look how she treats the black man. No ideology can ever
compete against nationalism."
I could hear the chorus in the distance still singing its crazy tunes.
"And any ideology that tries to compete with nationalism ends up by becoming
a component of it. So we have ideological-nationalism in the form of
democratic nationalism, socialist-nationalism or communist-nationalism. Hey!
out meat is burning. Come one! let's not be pessimistic about nationalism. We
must be optimistic. And even our optimism must match the type of nationalism
our pride chooses. There must be a Black Power nationalism which is
appropriate for Africa. And a Malay Power nationalism suitable for Malays."
I still felt the night to be beautiful. The lights in the Vice-Chancellor's
residence had long been extinguished. From time to time the wind blew from
Lake Burley Griffin and beat against my cheeks. It was cold. The sound of an
occasional car driving through Canberra carried through the night air.
Tomorrow was Sunday. The inhabitants of Australia would be drunk. And
together with Abbass Kotamba Africa, I was drunk with my barbeque and
ideological-nationalism.
"Each person must be a fighter for his race. Each black subject must be a
fighter for his black race. Whether he is a doctor, a teacher, a clerk, a diplomat,
a biologist, a grave-digger, or even a writer, all must become fighters. A fighter
for nationalism must put his nation's interests above his own. There must be no
killing unless it is absolutely necessary. Are you a writer?"
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I smiled and nodded. Before I had a chance to speak, Ben returned. Now he
had his arm around another young girl. It was certainly not Rosemary.
"This is Barbara", he said.
And before we could say anything, Ben picked Barbara up and kissed her. His
victim did not struggle. On the contrary, as he attacked her neck, she threw her
head back and thrust her breasts forward. Then, bending slightly under her
weight, Ben disappeared with his burden.
"Still after thrills, both of them", Africa grumbled.
I quickly swallowed the meat I had already chewed.
"Well?" I asked, not sure what I wanted to say.
"The black writer must have the attitude of a fighter. A poet is not a poet if he
writes bombastic poetry, which goes round and round like a car on a racing
track. A poem has to be like an ambulance on its way to cure the sick. A poem
which only speaks of its author is like an empty drum. It is an act of gross
vulgarity to write about women, beauty, oneself, about a man and woman
heading to a hotel-room (P+M=H), while one's nation is still in the grip of a
foreign power.
"But ... our meal is burning!" I joked. The atmosphere was almost as hot as the
coals of the barbeque.
"Let it!" Africa replied jokingly. "Burnt flesh is black flesh. I'm black. You
have to learn to each black flesh. This black meat can be a symbol of the
strength of Afro-Asia and our determination to defeat the whites."
"But there is no such thing as white meat", I said, laughing.
"Yes there is!" Africa shouted, absolutely convinced. He turned towards the
throbbing mass of bodies sprawled on the ground and laughed. I knew why he
was laughing and I suspected Africa knew why I was laughing. It was the
loudest I had laughed since arriving in Australia. The Maharishi Mahesh Yogi
bohemians turned and stared at me.
"What's so funny, Asia and Africa?" a voice suddenly asked.
A bohemian stood in front of us, with his hands on his hips, staring at us. I
smiled. Strangely enough, he smiled back. It was obvious he had been joking
with us.
Sometimes friends can become closer through their joking.
Sometimes.
I had had enough of meat. The few sausages on the grill began to char. Africa
picked at the scraps between his teeth and spat them out. The chorus was
slowly dying away now. And three or four of the bohemians had begun walking
away from the fires.
"The time for idle chatter is over, as far as Africa and Asia are concerned",
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Africa said, interrupting my thoughts. "Every African must learn to fight in an
African way. He must learn to develop his pride in being black. An African
ego. A negro pride. We must learn to be able to point to ourselves and say: I
am an African, I am a Malay. And we must think ourselves most fortunate not
to have been born wrapped in white flesh."
My eyes were feeling heavy. I nodded once or twice.
"Are you tired?" Africa asked. I nodded again. We stood up.
Suddenly the tall frame of Ben appeared in front of us again. He had another
girl clasped under his armpit. The heat stuck strangely out from its hiding-place.
And I could tell she wasn't Rosemary. And she wasn't Barbara.
"This is Jacqueline", Ben said, introducing her to Africa and myself. "And I'm
not Cruickshank Higgison Benedict. I'm Aristotle Socrates Onassis."
We laughed loudly. The world shook. And C.H. Benedict took Jacqueline's
face and kissed her.
"They're sick", I said, remembering what Africa had said. "The whole of white
society is sick. They all want thrills. Nothing else. Giving and receiving
thrills. Ben, Rosemary, Barbara, Jacqueline, the whole lot."
Africa and I left. As I made my way home, I thought of what Africa had said.
Of Africa and Black Power. Of Ben, giving and taking. Of Rosemary, Barbara
and Jacqueline as well. And as I walked through the still busy city of Canberra,
I wondered whether my people could ever come to understand Malay Power.
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REVIEWS
Susan Magarey, Sue Rowley and Susan
Sheridan (eds), Debutante Nation: Feminism Contests the 1890s, Allen & Unwin,
1993, $21.95 pb.
Over the last decade or so, a number of booklength feminist studies of areas of Australian
culture or perspectives on that culture have
been published. Debutante Nation is part of
this new work, which constitutes re-writings
of what has been the predominantly masculinist
This
recording of Australia's cultural life.
important collection of essays is different,
however, in that it takes a specific period in
the history of white Australia, the 1890s, and
re-examines the premises on which the 1890s
have been constructed as the decade when a
national character was forged and a national
identity established.
One hundred years later, during the last
decade of the twentieth century, such a reexamination is timely. The scrutiny of the
1890s that takes place in Debutante Nation,
as the Introduction points out, is prompted by
a recognition of the proliferating alternatives
to traditional perspectives on the past. It
reacts to the teleological structuring of contemporary Western history that places such
significance on the last decades of centuries,
and to the received view of the representative
events of those last decades - for example, the
revolutions of the end of the eighteenth
century, and the fin de siecle mood of the end
of the nineteenth which was projected historically in the crises of European imperialism.
These decades then provide symbolic
cultural turning points, and the place and
meaning of the 1890s as a pivotal moment in
the construction of the 'Australian legend'
makes it a perfect space for a feminist critique
of the components of that legend. From a
feminist perspective, for instance, the last
decade of the nineteenth century was significant for debates over the status of women,
focussed in the figure of the 'New Woman',
and demands from suffragettes for voting
rights for women, rights that were granted to
women in South Australia and Western
Australia during that decade.
The editors of Debutante Nation at once
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seek to avoid the assumptions that construct
histories according to those teleological impulses, and identify what they call "similar
imagery shaping projections for the 1990s".
Drawing attention to contemporary crises in
Western and Eastern nation states - ones that
have ranged from bloody conflicts to political
struggles over restructuring - as well as crises
in Western epistemologies based on concepts
of truth and identity, the Introduction asserts
its own post-modem position. An engagement in Debutante Nation with possible
connections between the last decades of the
nineteenth and the twentieth centuries is one
that contests the supposed unity of these
periods, "a unity" as the editors say, "that has
depended upon the exclusion of women and
the repression of the feminine".
As a collection, then, Debutante Nation
defines itself in its Introduction and through
the individual essays 'in opposition to dominant narratives and analyses of the past'.
The 'woman question' still demands urgent
debate, and should be understood as central
to the struggle projected at the end of the
Introduction "for a just and equitable society"
in Australia.
Feminist writings like these
play an important part in that ongoing
struggle, reproducing the centrality of women's writings to the history of women's own
struggle to have their voices heard and their
place in those "dominant narratives and
analyses of the past" recognised.
Most of the essays are specific to this
collection. It begins, however, with a now
well-known piece, Marilyn Lake's 'The politics of respectability: Identifying the
masculinist context'. This essay poses a
crucial challenge to prior masculinist constructions and feminist reconstructions of the
politics of gender relations as well as to their
impact on the production of the idea of a
national culture that took place in the 1890s.
Now established as a 'watershed text', surrounded by others that challenged its premises
and its arguments, Marilyn Lake's essay is
followed by one that adds to these debates,
John Docker's 'The Feminist Legend: A new
historicism?' .
Other essays range over a variety of
topics and texts, suggesting in their differences - which are differences in the materials
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they use as resources and in the positions they
adopt towards their preoccupation with the
issues of gender in the 1890s that gives the
collection its coherence - not anew, totalising
feminist legend of the '90s, but "stories that
serve particular purposes, alternative ways of
telling" the originating legend. This understanding of the less than fixed nature of the
past and of the value - indeed the necessity of alternative, and particular, views and
visions underlies and motivates the collection.
The editors hope that in this way the
essays will be read and used as part of a
process, "the continuous process of making
sense of the past in relation to present-day
questions".
This process is particularly
visible in Australia now, when a record of
white supremacy in this country with its
fundamental rationalisation in the acquisition
of land is being interrogated, and when at the
same time claims are being made for a new
political structure around the issue of national
autonomy.
In a collection which is of a uniformly
extremely high standard, and in which each
essay is scholarly and provocative, readable
as well as densely thoughtful, each is also
contextualised by the others, providing a
kaleidoscope of opinions on the 1890s. The
range of foci provided by the essays in this
collection make it a perfect resource for
teaching and research in Australian studies. It
should also be attractive to more general
readers. The volume is beautifully edited,
with an invaluable Index (something collections often don't include because of the
difficulty of cross-referencing such diversity),
and a Bibliography.
Debutante Nation is not written to replace other works of interpretation of the
1890s.
Neither is its purpose in setting
questions about women and gender at the
centre of its analyses to establish that such
questions should replace those others that
were previously understood as the ones that
defined the 1890s, questions to do with
"nationalism, colonialism, class struggle".
What it does seek to do is to demonstrate the
shifts that occur within and around those
questions when others to do with women and
gender are included. The questions posed
throughout the volume are open ones and it is
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a questioning that will alert its readers to
further possible interrogations and explorations of the gender issues it raises.
Delys Bird

Fotini Epanomitis, The Mule's Foal, Allen &
Unwin, 1993, $12.95. pp 150.

In the closing pages of Fotini Epanomitis's
novel, The Mule's Foal, a central character,
Yiorgos the Ape Face wonders "if perhaps
words are not written in us long before they
are ever spoken". This musing encapsulates
the book's intense participation in a history
of moving into words and stories that have
always already had a life in the folk-memory
of village culture. The winner of this year's
AustralianNogel Literary Award, Epanomitis's
exceptional first novel honours and draws
from her Greek cultural heritage.
Set in a Greek village but in no specific
time, this poetic fable tells the entangled
stories of three village houses: the House of
Stephanos, the House of Pappous Yiorgos
("really the House of the Vaias") and a house
of sin, home to Mirella-whore, witch and
narrator. The myriad stories of the three
houses are interspersed in the central narrative
of Yiorgos the Ape Face's birth and fate.
Tales abound, so that rather than a linear plot,
the reader finds a form that more closely
resembles a deft weaving of individual characters' histories, village gossip, parables,
hagiographies, mythologies, letters, songs and
superstitions into a "tapestry woven with
many threads."
No form could be more suited to a novel
spoken by a crone and populated by a
marvellous cast of larger than life female
characters who remain the most memorable in
the book. Even though the Houses are first
identified by the name of the residing patriarch, they are more truly given spirit by the
women who live in them. The house of
desire is of course a home exclusively for
women and on many occasions in the narrative the brothel performs its ancient role as a
place of sanctuary. There Agape of the
Glowing Face, whose radiance literally kills
the customers, is initiated into the secret arts
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of augury and hunting by Mirella and Meta.
Then there is Stella, wife of Pappous Yiorgos,
who communes with the glowing bones of her
ancestors and understands about the "old
sadness". Vaia, Stella's daughter, bears a
gorilla child whom she grows to love, and her
breasts produce a milk that can return sight to
the blind. Finally, there is the aptly named
Meta who is the most protean character of
The Mule's Foal.
She encompasses all
things-woman, man, mother, father, lover,
bacchante, goat. As the wise blind traveller
she is the Tiresias of the piece, and her
powers are formidable.

modernity, and of the death of a mythical
time. The League of Good Men come in the
wake of the Pale Millionaire and replace
drachmas with their yellow slips. Stephanos,
Meta's husband, is always digging in the
marshy "Valley of Blood" for a grand past
that eludes him. But the true economy of the
village is stories. To begin with, the reader is
informed of the degeneration of the collective
memory of the village ("This is the village of
amnesiacs") but by the end of the novel
Mirella has in part reinstated both the merciless necessity of story and its generative
nature:

Meta turned around, knocked
him to the floor and holding
him down, stuck cloves of
garlic up the orifices of his
body till he lost consciousness.
She then went to the shed by
the fields and made a punching
bag out of a sack of wheat and
practised her boxing till dusk.

For those who hear the story
there is no relief, not under the
shade of a tree or even behind
a rock. They hear it in the voice
of a stranger, in the sound of
running water, they hear it
everywhere. Those who hear
the story must repeat it.

Certain formal and thematic features of
the novel unify and connect the time-shifts of
the tales. Firstly, there are the characteristic
rhythms of Mirella's narration, her poetic tum
of phrase, and repetitions of place names and
village rituals that function like the epithets of
oral epics. Mirella and Stella will when they
meet in ten years time continue to speak of
"who were the living and who were the
dead". Another unifying element prominent
in the text is the use of metamorphosis
stories. The divide between human and animal is virtually breached: characters are
exchanged for animals, raped by them, transformed into them, and delivered as monstrous
births. Many of the tales about humans and
animals are clever debasements of canonical
Greek myths. In Meta's unsettling ravishment by a rooster the reader catches a glimpse
of Leda; the woman who turns into a bear
from hatred of her mother-in-law is reminiscent of Callisto and paradoxically in the end
Yiorgos the Ape Face recalls one of mythology's most beautiful men-Adonis. Again,
this is in part about how villages make
stories. Is it so hard to imagine that myths
begin when the neighbours get together and
talk at the Kafenio?
Even though this novel's space exists in
the realm of fable, there are small signals of
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The Mule's Foal is divided into three
parts and some of the most poetic and
powerfully condensed prose occurs in its
dream-like middle section. Part One ends
with the successful evasion of Yiorgos the
Ape Face's murder by a village posse and the
drugged inhabitants dream under the influence
of Mirella's herbal knowledge. Yiayia Stella
lays down her head and dreams of "wild
things."
In a sense she dreams up the
touching and bizarre history of Meta and the
life of the brothel that Mirella speaks into
existence:
Meta comes to me fierce and
desirable, with a set of white
teeth wrapped in red silk. She
paints the brothel blue. She fills
the balcony with pots of purple
flowers and plants a vegetable
garden. She brings a pig, two
goats and a dozen chickens. In
winter she rubs oil in my back.
In the summer we sit on the
verandah knitting.

Fotini Epanomitis's novel has inevitably
been compared with the magical realist narrative mode of Latin America. While her
writing shares many of the traits of magical
realism-a basis in oral culture, a non-linear
narrative, a family saga and a proliferation of
stories, to name but a few-it purveys a
freshness, originality and humour that stems
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from the work's own unique cultural nexus.
Enjoy The Mule's Foal for the simple beauty
and gravity of Epanomitis's prose, which is
even more greatly enhanced, not surprisingly,
by reading the work aloud.
Lucy Dougan

Ding Xiaoqi, Maidenhome, Hyland House in
association with Monash Asia Institute, 1993,
$24.95.
"In the ancient east of the earth, there was a
dragon named China. Under the feet of the
dragon, there was a crowd of people - darkeyed, black-haired and yellow-skinned who
were said to be the descendants of the
dragon." These are the lyrics of a song,
composed by a young Taiwanese proud to be
a descendant of the dragon. But other people
had a different view. Brian Castro has shown
that the Chinese could be seen as humble and
pitiful "birds of passage" migrating to foreign
lands such as Australia. China is a country
with a 5,000 year old culture and tradition;
both the "dragon" and the "birds of passage"
have become part of that history.
In
Maidenhome Ding Xiaoqi, a young Chinese
woman writer, has played a brilliant new
variation on these conceptions. Maidenhome
is a collection of short stories about modern
Chinese, mainly women, who find themselves
trapped in their society. The work was
originally written in Chinese and has been
translated by Chris Berry of La Trobe
University and Cathy Silber of the University
of Michigan, with a foreword by Sneja
Gunew. At the back of the collection is an
analytical article by Chris Berry, titled "Maidens and Other Women". All the stories take
place in contemporary China, except for the
brief final one, "The Angry Kettle", which is
set in Australia, Ding's new home.
Despite this common time setting the
stories cover a range of material and mental
states. "Indica, Indica" tells the story of a
bartered marriage taking place in the countryside; this is a traditional,practice which has
re-emerged since the relaxation of government regulations over people's lives. In the
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story the bride's parent, her husband's whole
family, the people around her, and even the
seventeen year old rural bride herself take the
practice for granted. The leading story of the
collection, "Maidenhome", and "Black Cat"
in different ways can be traced back to the
Cultural Revolution, but they are radically
different from most stories of that period.
"Maidenhome" presents the lives and work of
a group of army nurses, concentrating mainly
on a thirty year old matron, Qiao Xiaoyun.
At that time, when millions of young graduates were sent to the countryside to have "reeducation" at Chairman Mao's call, to be
listed as an army nurse was like a Cinderella
dream come true. Thanks to Ding, we now
know that the army nurses, who worked in
"forbidden zones", were not as happy as we
thought. Quiao Xiaoyun has not stopped
working since she was enlisted at the age of
fourteen, distributing medicine, changing bandages for the patients in the same hospital,
mopping floors and cleaning windows. Her
reward for all these years of silent and
sweating work is a third place medal badge
and an uncertain marriage.
In "Black Cat" we see two different
collections of cat fight scenes. One is a real
life-and-death fight under the daylight between a young adult woman and a cat; the
innocent cat is tortured and nearly killed by
the young woman. In the other a little girl,
deadly frighteded, curls herself up in her
mother's big bed when a wild cat yowls
fearfully outside in the dark. She must stay
home alone while her parents go away to
have "self-reform" (political studies and selfcriticism). Many innocent people were hurt
both mentally and physically during the
Cultural Revolution, and this girl grows up
unable to wipe the haunting memories of the
"big black cat" in the darkness out of her
mind.
She has her limited revenge by
fighting and torturing her friend's cat. The
cat in the darkness symbolises the Cultural
Revolution which led China into a state of
stagnation for a whole decade and left he
Chinese a legacy of social problems and
troubles.
The frustrated mother in "Killing Mum"
may be one of those with a wounded soul.
Now she wants to compensate herself for the
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losses during the Cultural Revolution by
pushing her daughter into an abnonnally
competitive society, making her after school
do homework, practise piano or violin, paint
pictures et cetera The mother resembles many
mid-level bureaucrats during the period who
ignored the old saying, "Let all have a say,
not just one". The single, spoiled child in this
urban family with a silent and indifferent
father cannot stand the pressure, and murders
her mum.
The modem love affairs between a
woman and a married writer, realised in "The
Other Woman" and attempted in "If You
Were Still Alive" are no longer very strange
in post-revolutionary China. However, they
still provide sticky cases at the traditional
Confucian moral court.
Ding's heroines
bring their affairs to an end after visiting the
wives of their lovers. The stories make clear
that there is not yet an alternative for "Other
Women" in China. The men involved have
their own feelings of pain, as well as some
share in moral and social punishment.
As a contemporary writer, Ding Xiaoqi is
so sharp and subtle that she reminds me of Lu
Hsun, the founder of modem Chinese literature in the early twentieth century.
His
exposure of the cannibalistic ethics of feudalism was of epoch-making significance in the
history of Chinese literature. In the same way
Ding Xiaoqi, bravely free from conventions
and political restrictions, has put a skylight
into the Maidenhome of contemporary Chinese society. Her boldness of conception and
her unusual literary talent deserve commendation and admiration. However, Ding's approach differs from Lu Hsun's in being far
more direct. In his days, due to white terror,
Lu Hsun had to create a madman and voice
his criticisms through delirious speech. What
Ding has brought to readers, in contrast, is a
kind of dramatic artistry followed by meditation and reflection. Her Australian translator,
Dr Chris Berry, has not only provided fine
translations but has presented an apt critical
appraisal of the stories as well. Many works
of Chinese literature have been translated into
English but Maidenhome is almost a flawless
piece of work harmonised through lucid and
sympathetic translation. The Australian Chris
Berry and the American Cathy Silber are such
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good translators that you can even hear their
faint native accents.

Fen Liang

Paul Salzman, Helplessly Tangled in Female
Arms and Legs: Elizabeth Jolley's Fictions,
Queensland University Press, 1993, $19.95.
Paul Salzman's critical study of Elizabeth Jolley's fictions is a significant and
challenging analysis which engages with the
diversity and ambivalence characteristic of
Jolley's writing.
Salzman begins with a useful survey of
the variety of Jolley criticism, which ranges
from bemused book reviews to Bird and
Walker's collection, which Salzman finds
most valuable because of its recognition of
the 'calculated uncertainty of Jolley's fiction,'
(p.82) which resists the imposition of an
authoritative, univocal critical voice. In his
review of the critical writing on Jolley,
Salzman finds that:
Two quite different Elizabeth
Jolley's begin to emerge: the
traditional recorder of universal
human experience, and the
transgressive, disruptive writer
who elicits radical critical responses. (p.8)

As a counter to criticism which desires to
construct a "fond grandmother" figure, or a
monolithic humanist, Salzman's approach is
to use a variety of critical perspectives to
provide different reading positions. This is
necessary because, according to Salzman:
'Jolley's work is connected to a variety of
political and theoretical issues, which require
changing critical approaches for their exploration' (p.ll). He demonstrates that a shifting
critical perspective is appropriate to a study of
'an anarchic force of desire that ruptures
nonnative notions of "character", or "personality", or behaviour - or "family" (p.80).
Salzman's method makes for some suggestive, although rather eclectic ideas.
Salzman includes reference to all of
Jolley's fiction and her collection of essays,
Central Mischief in his treatment of the
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representation of women, the themes of home
and exile, narrative structure, memory, family
and reader's response to Jolley. He draws on
Kristeva, Irigaray, Homi Bhabha, Sneja
Gunew, Freud, Barthe, de Man, Elizabeth
Abel and Derrida, but he maintains that the
most useful area of criticism in relation to
Jolley is feminist engagement with postmodern
criticism, which enables a move beyond
realism through a recognition of the spaces
and silences, the pauses and the withholdings
which are characteristic of Jolley's fictions.
The value of Salzman's study is that it
recognizes the ambivalent, multivalent quality
of Jolley's fictions. However, his attempt at
such a wide ranging coverage of texts and
approaches in such a short book means that
there is much in Jolley's writing that he does
not explore or develop. His ideas suggest a
variety of possibilities which would warrant
further examination.
In his study of representations of women
in Jolley's work Salzman focuses on Jolley's
disruptive depiction of female sexuality, especially in relation to older women, lesbians and
mothers. Salzman reads Jolley's work as
representing the interplay of desire and constriction, for instance he suggests that Palomino offers the possibility of two opposing
readings, either a celebration of female sexuality outside the law, or a tragedy of loss and
containment - and he cautions that a single
reading is to be resisted. Recognizing the
intertextuality of Jolley's writing, he uses
Jolley's short story 'The Libation' and The
Well to refocus a reading of Palomino.
Similarly, in his reading of The Well, Salzman
suggests that the well itself can be said to
function ambivalentIy as a grave, a site of
repressed desire and an image of female
creativity and sexuality. However Salzman
does not recognize the same ambivalence in
Jolley's attitude to mothers, he sees them
functioning to link heterosexuality, reproduction and death. He analyses The Sugar Mother
as being concerned with the male construction
of women as Mother, but he doesn't deal with
the issue of the mother and pregnancy in My
Father's Moon and Cabin Fever, which offers
the narrative perspective of a young, transgressive pregnant woman.
Salzman uses a Kristevan analysis to
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show how Jolley's figures are ultimately
trapped within a Freudian heterosexual Oedipal economy. Although recognizing the value
of Kristeva' s work on abjection, and the way
it has been utilized by Joan Kirkby's in
relation to Jolley, Salzman is worried, rightly
I think, by Kristeva' s adherence to Lacanian
(and Freudian) models of female subjectivity.
He finds lrigaray's reclaiming of female
desire, language and subjectivity a more
liberating approach. He suggests that an
lrigarayan reading offers a way of positioning
Jolley as suggesting a 'shifting collage of
female disruptions and reinscriptions' (p.24).
lrigaray certainly does provide a reading
perspective which allows Jolley's texts to be
read as 'empower[ing] women on the margins' (p.24). However, too hasty a rejection
of Kristeva results in Salzman ignoring, in a
later chapter, the obvious implications of
abjection in relation to Vera's position amongst
the milk chums at "the meeting place of the
inside of the hospital with the outside world"
(pp 63-4).
Land, in Jolley's writing, according to
Salzman, functions as a trope of assimilation
for the exile. By contrast it is within the
home that the greatest sense of displacement
occurs, which Salzman links to Jolley's sense
of homesickness in her early childhood memories (p.32). Using a post-colonial strategy,
Salzman disrupts Jolley's narrative of place
with a counter-narrative of the disruptive
presence of the outsider or the intruder who
functions as the Other, and through the
representation of home as elsewhere. Salzman
links this to Freud's study of the uncanny as
containing the ambivalent sense of the opposites of both homely and hidden. He uses this
perspective to analyses Milk and Honey,
where it makes an interesting vehicle for
approaching the elements of doubling (in
characters, mirror reflections, houses and
culture) in that text. The ambivalence of the
'unheimlich' also suggests interesting possibilities for a rereading of the intruder figure
in Jolley's work.
Jolley's texts are often constructed around
the writing/reading process, for instance in
Miss Peabody's Inheritance, where reading is
figured as desire. Jolley's narrative strategies,
which frequently frame her text within the
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context of letters, rupture any attempt by the
reader to apply a literal or univocal reading.
Salzman suggests that textual seduction is at
playas the narrator weaves and folds the
fragments of story 'like a spiral' (p.84).
Salzman says that:
This fonn of intertextuality
offers a paradigm for Jolley's
construction of the reading
process as a negotiation between desire and (displaced)
authority. (p.56)

Jolley's refusal to allow the reader a 'safe'
reading position and the fragmentation and
folding of narrative is figured by Salzman as
entangling the reader in the whole 'burgeoning oeuvre' of Jolley's work.
Salzman explores the relationship between memory and fiction in Jolley's later
works, My Father's Moon, Cabin Fever and
Central Mischief He uses these texts to
demonstrate the interleaving and interweaving
of experience and imagination, character and
structure in Jolley's writing, claiming that the
shifts, deferral and rewriting function to 'open
out' critical approaches and prevent the
construction of a 'monolithic' treatment. In
Jolley's representation memory is fragmentary
and continually rewritten. Memory, and the
narratives Jolley constructs, are characterized
by a series of regrets and silences, which are
represented by the recurring motif of the
'long drawn-out pause of intention' (Cabin
Fever, p.237). Salzman sees 'the construction
of memory as a shaping force for narrative
invention' (p.66), as carrying Jolley's work
on a new direction, which will perhaps be
evident in Jolley's latest work, The Georges'
Wife, which continues the narrative begun in
My Father's Moon and Cabin Fever and
released after the publication of Salzman's
critical study.
Salzman's study of the family and the
domestic in Jolley's fictions focuses on how a
sense of family might be renegotiated. Jolley's
work is rife with unconventional, distorted
and silenced family structures which, according to Salzman, function to trap and alienate
the individual. Salzman claims that Jolley
overcomes the individual's sense of isolation
by creating space beyond the family in
anarchic institutions which involve painful
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and precarious alternatives that are constructed through anarchic forces of desire.
According to Salzman, in Jolley's texts the
self and narrative structures are split and
divided. Salzman's conclusion is that Jolley
is deconstructing a sense ofT, by speaking
both for the 'I' and the Other. It might be
useful for Salzman to return to Kristeva at
this point, for it is Kristeva's representation of
theTas a 'subject-in-process' which offers a
useful model for the shifting polylogue of
narrative forms and constructions of self in
Jolley's fictions.
In conclusion, Salzman's work claims
that the power and appeal of Jolley's writing
lies in the sense of flux, the fragmentation of
narrative and the disruptive force of desire
which challenges and eludes the reader and
the critic, as a 'monster' which will not be
tamed. Helplessly Tangled in Female Arms
and Legs is a stimulating study of Jolley's
fictions which approaches criticism in the
spirit of Jolley's own writing.
Pamela Bagworth
David Malouf, Remembering Babylon,
Chatto and WindusIRandom House Australia,
1993, $29.95.
David Malouf's most recent novel will undoubtedly remind readers of his second, An
Imaginary Life. Remembering Babylon, as its
title suggests, shares the earlier novel's preoccupation with language, and both explore
what happens when a stranger, reared in
totally other cultural circumstances, is introduced into a small, beleaguered community
held together largely by a common fear of all
that surrounds it.
An Imaginary Life is one of the treasures
of Australian literature. The limpidity of its
prose is exemplary. And when I taught it at
the University of Ttibingen last year, my
German students not only immediately recognised it as a parable of colonial relationships
with a direct bearing on Australia's postcolonial situation; they also read it as a
paradigm of how language might relate not
only to power, but also to reality and - since
they were German - even to Truth.
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The relationship of language to truth except in the sense of whether a character is
telling lies or not - is not something much
Australian fiction explores. Malouf's does.
Whether it be Ovid's Latin or the language of
the Getae, or that other speech beyond words
that he learns as he approaches his death; or
the names of the birds that Jim inscribes in
The Book in Fly Away Peter; or the works of
the Great Writer in Child's Play; or the
language of colour and form in Harland's
Half Acre; or simply the mere names of his
fellow soldiers on the Burma Railway recalled by Digger at the end of The Great
World: language and its relation to truth are
central to Malouf's work.
It was all there in his first novel, Johnno,
in the harrowing self-revelation of Johnno's
final letter, which said everything, and also
revealed how "everything" could be unsaid,
and would always remain outside language.
Except in Child's Play, Malouf doesn't
play any of the once-fashionable post-modem
tricks, such as highlighting his own text's
textuality, his own fiction's fictionality. But
all of his fiction hovers around some of postmodernism's central preoccupations: the relation of language and system to such things as
chaos, power, reality and truth. In his novels,
what remains central is not how characters
communicate to others,
but how they
communicate to themselves, and how what
they know might relate to what is not
themselves.
His continual worrying of
Kantian certainties makes Malouf not only
post-modem; it also gives him access to a
Romantic vocabulary of great power and
subtlety.

***
Remembering Babylon's title remains an
enigma until its final chapter. The bulk of
the novel is set in a tiny settlement of Scots
immigrants in Queensland north of Bowen in
the middle of last century.
They are
surrounded - and threatened - by rainforest
inhabited by hostile Aboriginals. Everything
about them is creepy, and at night they sleep
as close to their guns as they do to their
spouses.
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And then, in a page of breathless,
seemingly endless prose which it would be
murder to condense, something balances on
that crucial dividing fence at the edge of the
rainforest, balances there for a moment,
confronted by a white child with a stick
aimed like a rifle, and tumbles out of the
terrifying unknown into the white settlement.
Gemmy Fairley is a London slum child
who survived the appalling conditions of the
Industrial Revolution by becoming the "boy"
(we are left to imagine some of his duties) of
a London rat catcher. Escaping to sea, he is
thrown overboard near the Queensland shore
and lives for ten years with an Aboriginal
tribe.
He can neither read nor write, and
can barely speak any English, but is induced
to tell his story to the local parson and
schoolmaster who, to his fascination, write it
down.
Taken in and cared for by the family of
the child who "discovered" Gemmy, he is
given work, taught again to speak English,
and partially integrated into the community.
This is helped along by two strange women
who have built a real house - as distinct from
the crude shacks of the Scots - and who
establish a kind of genteel "salon" which
includes not only the young school teacher
and some of his pupils, but also Gemmy.
It all falls apart. Fear grows - and
violence with it - that Gemmy might be an
infiltrator and spy for hostile Aboriginals. He
disappears, taking with him a handful of the
children's school exercises which, being illiterate, he thinks is his appalling life as it was
written down by the teacher on his arrival.
And the novel leaps, for its final chapter, fifty
years or so.
This is where the novel's title makes
sense: Remembering Babylon. Gemmy Fairley
was another language injected into the settlers' world: he was once Cockney, he was
more particularly Aboriginal, above all else
he was Threat. Having proved that he could
exist there, he came out of Nowhere and,
therefore, demonstrated that others could too.
He divided the unanimity of the settlement,
made them argue amongst themselves. He set
tongue against tongue, and created Babel.
And remembering? One of the children
who encountered Gemmy that day was a girl
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who became a nun. The boy with the stick,
her cousin (like Gemmy, an orphan, but a
luckier one), became a member of State
Parliament.
His career is compromised,
during the Great War, by the revelation that
his cousin has been corresponding with a
German. The topic? How bees communicate,
a subject that she has been researching in her
convent. The authorities think she may be
dealing in code.
The sudden leap in time near the book's
conclusion is only one of its audacities.
Some may find it unsettling; I found it utterly
compelling. Another is the actual conclusion,
as positive and as Mahlerian as anything in
modem fiction in English. But then Malouf
has never been afraid of the grand statement
so few of his contemporaries would dare. He
can do it gently, subtly, with the force of a
revelation rather than a pronouncement.
Malouf's reputation is so secure nowadays that he might almost get away with
anything. The real reason why he can get
away with what he does is because he gets it
right. Remembering Babylon is yet another
demonstration of how right he gets it. Truth
and language do not fit so well as Kant hoped
they would. But in a language of great
subtlety and beauty, Malouf suggests that
there may be another way of bridging the gap
between our minds and what we are trying to
understand, so that the world can be "in touch
now with its other life". Of discovering, in
other words, the truth about itself.

Andrew Taylor
E.L. Grant Watson, The Nun and the
Bandit, Primavera Press, 1993, $16.95, pp.309.
During the early years of the twentieth
century E.L. Grant Watson was well known
and widely respected as a writer on natural
history, a Cambridge graduate in the biological sciences who also happened to have
published several novels and a collection of
short stories. It is easy, perhaps too easy, to
approach him only in this way and so to find
the extreme diversity of Watson's published
works simply as evidence of such tired
polarities as those of the arts and sciences, or
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physical and spiritual concerns. These were,
after all, increasingly fashionable preoccupations in the nineteen thirties and forties at the
height of his career and certainly they were a
source of inspiration for him. Yet the intriguing blend of fiction and non-fiction, epistemology and metaphysics which characterises
Watson's work reaches far beyond such
limitations, providing a challenge to the
diverse expectations of a readership in the
nineties. Writing from the unique perspective
of a biologist, amateur anthropologist, metaphysician and Jungian psychologist, Grant
Watson was as well-travelled as he was wellread and regarded this as vital to his work as
a novelist.
While most of the novels published
before The Nun and the Bandit (1935) express
a fascination with those West Australian
landscapes through which Watson had travelled extensively with Alfred Radcliffe-Brown
and Daisy Bates, this particular novel represents a departure from his approach in his
earlier works and marks a concerted attempt
to break down the polarity between physical
and spiritual, fiction and non-fiction. As he
was later to write;
... I seek for a meaning which
may connect events, and in this
task approach what must be all
men's task, for what are personal experiences worth unless
they find relatedness to the
psychic life of our time? We ...
have all... emerged from the
security and complacency of
the nineteenth century into the
preliminary stages of a great
human metamorphosis.

This belief in "a great human metamorphosis"
- and it was precisely that, not simply a
metaphor - was inspired quite early in his
career by Watson's study of biology and was
to become increasingly significant throughout
his works. He found it embodied in a
particular species of moth, the metamorphosis
of which seems to occur according to a "plan"
that first appears externally on the pupa. As
such, it was a most suitable motif for his
sense of the inevitable chaotic decline and
rebirth of humankind according to the "plan"
of a superior, creative being.
The Nun and the Bandit is the story of
this kind of metamorphosis. As the title
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indirectly and somewhat playfully suggests, it
is concerned with the unthinkable destruction
of nineteenth century moral and cultural
stability (by the First World War). Like Grant
Watson's other West Australian novels it
questions the value and conventions of "realism". But it also signifies the end of an era
when spiritual and scientific truths were as
sharply distinguished and distinguishable as
good and evil, white and black, or in this case
- a nun and a bandit...
In the tradition of Victorian melodrama
the "cruel" and "stoat-like" bandit, Michael
Shanley, kidnaps his young niece, Joy, and
her visiting friend, Lucy Sheldon, who has
renounced her former life as the daughter of a
wealthy Sydney family to join a convent. She
finds a "consuming happiness" in her novitiate and the decision "through renunciation to
save those entangled in the snares of evil":
'The benefit of evil', she remembered Mother Frances to
have said, 'lies in its violence
which can destroy itself'.

Lucy has now been sent away from the
cloistered environment of the convent to once
more face the worldly "snares of evil" before
taking her final vows. She is visiting with
Mother Frances' Australian relatives, the
Shanleys, in Kalgoorlie. It is at this time, as
she contemplates the seemingly unquestionable polarity of good and evil, which is the
source of her faith and piety, that Lucy and
Joy are kidnapped from a lonely mining site
by Michael and his brothers, Frank and Bert.
In a situation of increasing moral and
spiritual tension, the nun and the bandit
confront each other. From Michael's first
glimpse of Lucy, as he crouches concealed
among "orchids and rare plants and sprays of
water, and a sweet smell of warm, wet
leaves" in his brother-in-Iaw's garden, he is
both attracted by the woman and repelled by
the novice, by the seemingly inflexible virtue,
in her.
As the novel shifts from the confines of
George Shanley's tropical garden, hidden
from the heat and dust of mid-summer
Kalgoorlie by a "tall, bare, inhospitable wall",
its scope both expands and intensifies. The
journey of a most unlikely grouping of
characters into the wilderness around Ponton
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River, from which point Michael and Lucy
will continue alone into the "high desert" ,
becomes a kind of pilgrimage. From behind
the culturally conditioned, simple facade of a
nun and a bandit there emerges a woman and
a man, neither of whom is wholly "good" nor
"evil". Each contains the germ, the potential,
of the other. Out of this realisation, a
harmony is borne, which exceeds the physical
and psychical limitations perceived by Watson
elsewhere in his work. Indeed, it is indicative
of his increasing concern with Aboriginal,
Eastern and Christian mysticisms and Jungian
psychology.
Watson's attention to detail, this ability
to transform the ordinary as he focuses
unexpectedly on it, enables him to create and
then resolve the physical and psychical tension at the centre of the novel. Accordingly,
the "sun-evoked rapture" of the cicadas at
Ponton River is:
... like a garment, enclosing the
silence of the bush, a golden
garment with movement of its
own... The fringes trembled in
the light, warm wind, and
behind, in what remained mysterious and unknown, the stillness of the deserted land
brooded its inner secrets ... The
trees along the river-bed appeared so still and enchanted
that they gave the impression
that they had grown there since
the beginning, and would remain for always, blue, thinleaved, brittle, self-expressive,
centred in their own being.

Yet in response to this appeal, which is both
sensual and psychic, the characters grow
"increasingly familiar and increasingly
strange":
If [Michael] could shatter her,
break her, make her as though
she had never been, then he
could find relief.

At the same time, Lucy feels herself absorbed
by the "final and all-enfolding darkness":
.. Even the words that she had
sought to live by failed; even
the gospel texts were perverted... and had unexpected
meanings.

So the reader is once more reminded of
Watson's belief in the inevitable "great
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metamorphosis" .
Certainly, the (meta)physical transformation of Lucy and Michael in The Nun and the
Bandit seems to be governed by an external
blueprint, one which first appears neither in
Lucy's orthodox Christianity nor Michael's
amorality, but rather in the oasis to which
they journey through the high desert in the
closing stages of the novel. As the moth motif
evolves according to the marking of the pupa,
so do Watson's nun and bandit mature as a
direct result of their increasing interaction
both with this unique landscape and each with
the changed, complimentary other:
Here, as [Lucy1 gazed, all
things grew stranger and more
changed. The substance of the
rocks, which gleamed with a
faint, translucent purple, and
the grey-blue foliage of the
mulga bushes were alike pierced
and made almost transparent by
so much brilliance. Here in the
desert was the presence of an
all-pervading light, but how
different this from that other
light which, in her soul, she had
imagined about the presence of
the Saviour. This light had
existed before any imaginings
of man. God without man: a
thought both terrible and
strange. Around her ... sky and
earth met in a purple haze, and
nearer, the earth was but the
reflected sky... Amidst this
blending and piercing, chaos
was in conception.

This is Grant Watson at his most creative and
compelling, forging from chaos a moment of
harmony. In the "all-pervading light" of
humankind's "imaginings" there is "blending
and piercing" and finally, rebirth.
Watson's West Australian writings have
been justifiably compared with D.H. Lawrence's Kangaroo, Katharine Sussanah
Prichard's Coonardoo and Patrick White's
Voss. He has also been described by Dorothy
Green as "a novelist of ideas" and it is
certainly true that there are moments when he
is overpowered by a complex and highly
personalised philosophy . Yet despite these
lapses Watson's representation of West Australian landscapes and the integration which
he there perceived between the physical and
psychical is extraordinary and retains a refreshing appeal. Explored with a delicate
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sensitivity, these landscapes are seen to their
best advantage in The Nun and the Bandit, the
richly suggestive nature of which makes
intriguing and challenging reading.

Angeline O'Neill
Anne Kennedy, Musiea Fieta, University of
Queensland Press, 1993, $16.95.
The first thing to do in a review is usually to
give your reader some account of a novel's
story. How to do this here? This seems a
pretty enigmatic text, for example: "He set
out to write about her but instead he has
written of himself, or perhaps it was she who
wrote of him." Then it features a poem "The
Wintering of Angels", a meeting with a young
prince learning to play the Sackbutt who
becomes a character in some one else's
dream; a lover; a group of jongleurs; a lover
of Chinese princes, part of a collective dream
of music, language, mystics, travel and matter-of-fact; the Chinese/China princes spend
some time in Auckland. Through it all from
time to time appears the director of the
production who is also auteur/usherette who
"wants to do everything: to direct, to show
people to their seats, then sell them trumpets
which have been muted with plugs of icecream
to keep down the noise in the theatre" - which
in tum leads to the image of the Chinese
prince licking rhythmically. At other times
the author is continuity person in a short film
on the enormity of the dreams of a small boy
and at others a focus puller.
Is this a dream or a "dream being
dreamed"? What is written in the Fieta is
what the writer has imagined but what she has
imagined she has read in it. But who has
written the Fieta?
Musiea Fieta, then, is first of all a book
to start an argument, about post-modernism.
According to Gerald Vezenor, it can be
defined as "a situational pattern not an
historical template, an erudite imposte to
tribal representation." But Musiea Fieta is
based on a sense of historical templates, all
interrelating polyphonically, the Dark Ages,
the Middle Ages, the Renaissance and Enlightenment on into the present - a kind of
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music, "a wind/of that order/the way atoms
fell" or like movements of a symphony,
which is part of a larger symphony, a larger
template, Hildegarde of Bingen jongleurs and
troubadours, monks, Mozart, Beethoven, and
Arthur Rubenstein (whom we meet in a bus)
... borne
by a mode of transport
from Earth to the planet
Heaven, wondering
is the matter among them.

The ripostes to tribal representation here, are
more like hunting expeditions, refusals to let
dreams escape - her favourite word seems to
be "soffit" (the underhanging face of an
architrave or over-hanging cornice, the
undersurface of a lintel, vault or arch, a
ceiling). But there is a determination also to
improvise on what is given, not merely to
accept it, on the analogy of music - Anne
Kennedy, if she is the person we're talking
about, has a degree in music.
Music, wherever it was brought
into this world, was a new
creation, an improvisation based
on certain codes of musical
etiquette - the behaviour of the
text, and the glory of God, but
not the same glory (and very
probably not the same God).

The second argument may be about what
all this is worth.
Personally, I find it
immensely attractive, a world of wilfully
fantastic story-telling, it reasserts the freedom,
fertility and innocence of stories.
Some
people, however, may find it cloying, especially the innocence of tone. People make
love here but their love-making is literary,
sometimes literally so: "they made love and
the parentheses contained also the wonderful
tangle of their bodies and their whirledtogether skins". Words are made flesh here,
but flesh is also made words. I find this
refreshing, rather like being on the Big Dipper
whirled without warning from one level of
reality to another - but not everyone will, I
suspect.
How thoughts are possessions, and the possession of
objects is the difference between being here and not being
here! That is the great paradox
(one of them) - here the
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unworldly are not of this world
and yet everything is the matter. Everything is the matter
and therefore the inside of the
head is the same as the outside.

The mental gymnastics are also breathtaking. Though there may be some who
would find them shallow, philosophical kitch,
if you like, I do not. To my mind there is
something serious going on here underneath
these corruscations and surprising inventions jongleurs visiting an English country house,
china Chinese princes, objects of Chinoiserie
come alive trying to make a living and later
joining reading circles in Auckland, an anonymous monk who protects his identity by
going under his own name, the recurring
musical motif of the white car on the freeway,
and, all the while angels and music winding
in and out, circling around the semi-parodic,
semi-serious figure of Hildegarde of Bingen
seeing visions in her cell. The opening poem
"where is come from/from the Cult", suggests
a sense that is religious, not sectarian, a sense
that the world is multiple and wonderful and
that wondering can be a form of knowing.
The recurring question, how many angels can
dance on the head of a pin, is a joke. But it
is also serious; sometimes jokes can be the
only way to get at certain questions. Similarly fiction may be the best way to get at
some facts. In Mind and Nature, Gregory
Bateson tells a story to illustrate this:
A man wanted to know
about mind, not in nature, but
in his private large computer.
He asked it ... "Do you compute
that you will ever think like a
human being?" the machine
then set to work to analyse its
own computational habits. Finally, the machine printed its
answer ... THAT REMINDS
ME OF A STORY. A story is
a little knot or complex of that
species of connectedness that
we call relevance.

The kind of story Musica Ficta is telling
concerns this kind of complexity. It concerns
certain kinds of experiences which Bakhtin,
argues, in principle cannot unfold on the
plane of a single and unified consciousness
but presuppose two consciousnesses that do
not fuse since they are in fact experiences
which are essentially paradoxical, about the
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relationship of one kind of consciousness to
another. Musica Ficta, then, is about this
polyphonic sense, about the possibility that,
despite our knowledge and control of the
material world we are after all "such stuff as
dreams are made on", part of a larger story, a
larger music.
This is perhaps the point of the novel's
most open confession of its purposes and
procedures:
"People used to write novels about life", remarks one
china prince, the one making
the coffee, "and now everyone
is writing novels about novels".
Here he jumps up on the table
with as much agility as his
china limbs will allow. "Let us
write our lives about the novelette!"
The other china princes
would cheer and clap, but they
don't want to wake the woman.
They continue with the story
which is quieter.

As Alice remarks at the end of Alice
Through the Looking Glass, the question then
becomes who is dreaming what. When the
china prince ceases to dream about his love,
for instance, she ceases to exist. At the same
time, however, the invisible also becomes
invincible.
... the wind
was not there
until a wind chime
stopped it in its tracks
though, equally,
the wind chime was not there
until china princes
came to gaze upon it.
So, Sir Philip Sidney who argued for the
golden world of art which was able to transfer
the "brazen world of nature", would have
enjoyed this book; though Plato, a sterner
moralist, would have disapproved.
Here,
telling the story is sufficient, as Hildegarde
tells the jongleurs; it is not necessary to live
it. "Imagine if I had to live all the things that
happen on my ceiling!"
In this way Musica Ficta, is a kind of
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compensation for the fact that we have to live
in a world with ceilings, with a "sense of
small adjustments, sacrifices to compensate
for the influences of the Devil." If it were
not for "the Ficta", we are told, the tedium
caused by these adjustments and sacrifices
might drive us to distraction.
... Musica
Ficta, meaning beauty
is falseness and things
are not the way they seem
they are only the way they are.

Quite unashamedly the presupposition is that,
"as it happens, every note in the entire world
contains a major and happiness in its harmonic series." Quite unashamedly, too, the
novel presupposes the possibility of the divine
and a not very serious God either, but rather a
playful one.
Every single note contains this
major third because this is the
way God intended it, imbuing
sound with his infinite goodness, and also the way Pythagoras imagined it, and therefore,
the way it is.

Of course this conclusion is unfashionable, though the way it is reached is not. For
this novel there is, has to be, a grand narrative
if stories are to get told at all and life to be
lived. Today the mood tends to be much
more austere, puritan even. According to
Robbe-Grillet, for instance, the systematic
repetition of the forms and beliefs of the past,
"is not only absurd and futile, ... it can even
become harmful: by blinding us to our real
situation in the world today, it keeps us,
ultimately, from constructing the world and
Against this,
man [sic] of tomorrow."
however, the novel sets the notion of carnival,
the intrusion of the joyous, the irreverent, the
forbidden, the sensuous, even the blasphemous, into a world of seriousness, bureaucratic order and economic productivity, a
world in which the freedom of genuine play is
impossible and which can only strain after
pleasure.
There is nothing totalitarian about Musica
Ficta's claims to belief therefore. Instead it
suggests the possibility of joy. For me its
great charm is its refusal to be serious about
the most serious question, like the question of
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the most serious question, like the question of
meaning for instance, together with its firm
belief in the possibility of creating meaning
by an exchange of voices, personal memories
and cultural traditions. If we live in a world
in which we cannot make meaning, as
Michael Holquist says, we can at least
imagine it in this way.
There are certain questions to be asked
of any text. By what rules does it operate?
for what ends? and with what skill? The
rules by which Musica Fieta operates, I
suggest, are those of the carnival, of music,
dancing, love-making, even, if you like, of
praying, the rules of union, responses, creativity, completion and wholeness but also,
paradoxically, of joking. There is a great
deal, too, about language and the process of
semiosis, what Kristeva calls the mind's
unconscious
chora or, if you prefer, its
circus. As Wittgenstein reminds us, what
language primarily describes is a picture. But
what is to be done with the picture, how it is
to be used, is still obscure. Quite clearly,
however, it must be explained.
I have not said much about Musiea
Fieta's multiple puns, parodies, oxymorous
games with language. But evidently they are
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also part of the intellectual pleasure it offers.
The way characters slide in and out of one
another, assuming a variety of masks, also
points us to the way in which character in a
novel and perhaps also in life is made up of a
complex of roles, even if it is also a mode of
existence.
All this is done very skilfully, with an
intelligence which sometimes disguises itself
as wit, sometimes as a kind of frivolity, but
always with a sense of form and a feeling for
echoes and resonances. The end may seem
very simple: joy and an ironic sense of
oneself. But simplicity is not necessarily
unimportant. To expand one's sense of the
hypothetical is to move more freely. Existence may be more interesting than we think,
more like the life of a troubadour travelling
about "together with his voice and his
instruments and a handful of objects to toss in
the air, and perhaps at the company of a
dancing bear" ...

Veronica Brady
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